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Abstract 
 
 The centrality of  education in the scheme of  the state to inculcate a societal belief  in the nation 
and the existence of  definable nations is central to the process by which a modern nation-state forms. The 
nation suddenly becoming ubiquitous in the period since the French Revolution begs an explanation of  
what processes reified the nation. A case study of  George Gordon, Lord Byron and his circle allows 
insight into the coalescing of  many aspects informing the national identification phenomena underway in 
Europe at the time. Specifically, looking to the changing nature of  education at the time, there was a three 
part process underway. The process began with formal educational institutions which served to socialize 
those who would later assume positions of  influence within the state apparatus. These connections would 
inspire the social practice of  reading and writing, most of  which identified putative nations of  the past as 
perennial informers to current national aspirations. Finally, travel and experience throughout the greater 
world concluded an education by exposing a member of  society to the difference of  other nations. 
Moreover, this touring in national difference and the encounter of  ideas saw the free flow of  such national 
apriorism back to homelands where they informed the future course of  the state. This typology of  nations 
creates a coinciding metaphor along temporal lines from present, to past, and to future, and along 
educative lines from institution, to reading, to experience, all of  which serves to complete a cyclical loop 
back to the original nation-state apparatus run by these now fully educated elite. The process is a feedback 
loop which legitimizes a worldview of  nations. Central to this thesis is the espousal by vernacular literatures 
of  the spectacle of  cultural difference which would appeal to communities within the European populace. 
Creative difference would resonate more universally than the universal ideals and philosophies of  the 
Enlightenment. This feedback loop of  national identification leads to the reification of  the nation during 
the time of  romantic revolution in Europe, and it is crucial to recognize education as a process of  
cosmopolitan acculturation contributing to such national reification. 
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PART 1: Introduction 
1. Introduction 
1.1 - From the Enlightenment to Revolutions National and Romantic 
 
In the age that saw revolution and Napoleon disturb the Ancien Régime from its established power, 

nationalists used any means necessary to protest their cause. A European culture of  reading had reached a 

critical mass that saw poets turned celebrities and as poetics can turn political, their works began to engage 

the populace in self-defining through terms of  national identity. The role of  poet took on various aspects, 

bridging such activities as spectator to nationalist movement, agitator for the national cause, and definer of  

the national group itself. The dynamic role of  the poet served to place them in a unique position for the 

definition of  both specific nationalities, but more profoundly for the reification of  nations and 

nationalism. 

 The following case study of  Lord Byron shows the rise of  a new dialectic that invoked nations as 

entities and nationalism as a force. In the phrasing of  Percy Bysshe Shelley, the poet became the 

unacknowledged legislator of  the popular will - the national consciousness. Revolutions from below saw 

their causes championed by those who could reach a greater audience in a mass publishing world. Poets 

could strike a chord with incendiary proclamations while also bridging the gap between the woes of  the 

downtrodden masses and the articulate elite. Elite sympathy could be garnered covertly through the 

seeming whimsy of  poesy. The nature of  the relationship between government and governed would 

change as poetry sought to ascribe for each populace a more distinct national character that could act as a 

united whole in its reaction to governmental decisions. The actions of  the state were not upon an 

undefined miasma of  peoples whose only connection was common governance, but rather the state 

became increasingly responsible to the nationally identifying population which could find strength and 

agency to react to state decisions because solidarity through shared identity. In an age of  revolutions, this 

was an evolutionary change in the way that societies function. 

 When one speaks of  an 'Age of  Revolution' it comes with the baggage of  definition. As to the 

historically significant revolutions seen in the late eighteenth century, we may refer to Hobsbawm's 

definition of  this time as 
[T]he greatest transformation in human history since the remote times when men invented agriculture and metallurgy, 
writing, the city and the state. [...] The great revolution of  1789-1848 is the triumph not of  'industry' as such, but of  
middle class or 'bourgeois' liberal society; not of  'the modern economy' or 'the modern state', but of  the economies 
and states in a particular geographic region of  the world (part of  Europe and a few patches of  North America), whose 
centre was the neighbouring and rival states of  Great Britain and France.1 

Hobsbawm specifically identifies a "dual revolution - the rather more political French and the industrial 

(British) revolution,"2 and it is this divided nature of  this Age of  Revolution that we might continue to 

                                                 
1 Hobsbawm 2010, p. 13. 
2 Hobsbawm 2010, p. 14. 
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elaborate upon. 
 We might first attempt to go one step back, just as Hobsbawm urges as "it is evident that so 

profound a transformation cannot be understood without going back very much further in history than 

1789 [...]".3 To wit, there is a starker divide between the Enlightenment and the Age that serves as a 

precursor to it; the time of  ignorance for the masses and religious superstition dominated by absolutist and 

theocentric tendencies. The Enlightenment inverted all this with an expanding number of  learned people 

who valued rationalism and reasoning with an overall emphasis on secularism and anthropocentric 

tendencies. Of  course, most still were left ignorant of  these changes, but those in a place of  power to 

define their era exhibited this shift. 

 Enlightenment ideals served to influence revolution in America and in France. However, it is just at 

this time also, that there is a shift away from Enlightenment tendencies throughout Europe. Different 

fields of  study name the period differently: Romantic, Revolutionary, or National. The contrasts to the 

Enlightenment provide us with something altogether new. From the anthropocentric awareness we keep 

going further to the individualistic sentiment. Rationalism and reasoning are exchanged for subjective 

romantic feeling. Universal laws for all mankind are dismissed in favour of  national and cultural difference. 

The stark difference in art is summarized by Blanning: “No longer does the artist carry around a mirror, to 

hold up to nature. A better metaphor for the creative process is the lamp, which shines from within.”4 

Artistic value is no longer so concerned with a work perfectly recreating nature, but rather seeks to study 

the artist as a unique vessel of  genius. 

 The 'romantic' and 'national' are fundamentally linked as they move from universal to the 

individual. They move from an emphasis on the biblical 'He' to the universal 'We' and then radicalize into 

an exclusive 'Me'. Nations presuppose difference, and the group defines itself  in terms that can directly 

apply to the identity of  oneself. 

 A nation is a malleable thing and is often an ongoing dialogue between those who are defined and 

those with the power to do the defining. Nationalism is the vehicle for first consolidating and later 

governing this community in a way that is in keeping with their shared values and shared imagining of  the 

identity. Yet, where do we find the origins of  nations and of  nationalism? Under what circumstances are 

the nation-entity and the nationalism-force spawned? “Do nations have navels?”5 These are much debated 

questions, and we shall not belabour the point, but at the risk of  omphaloskepsis we might consider the 

nature of  nations and nationalism. 

                                                 
3 Hobsbawm, 2010, p. 14. 
4 Blanning, 2010, p. 22. 
5 This question was asked by preeminent nations and nationalism theorist Ernest Gellner in a debate with one of his former 

students, Anthony D. Smith. See: Gellner 1996, p. 366–370; Smith 1996, p. 371-388. 
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1.2 - Nations and Nationalism: A Field Overview 
 
Just as with 'democracy,' the commonplace of  nation-state government today was not the standard 

apparatus of  rule throughout history and it has been a relatively recent phenomenon. The rise of  national 

consciousness and references to identifiable nations which sought sovereignty and self-rule came as a result 

of  modernization and in contrast to enlightenment idealism. Those nationalists who originally espoused 

these nationalist programmes since the French Revolution and Industrial Revolution have since been 

assessed as subjectively interpreting the history of  nations to fulfill their future goals of  nation-state 

governance. Those nationalists were prone to seeing the nation as either primordial or perennial. 

Primordialists assumed that nations were ever-present entities easily traceable back to the very earliest of  

societal humanity. Perennialists modified this thinking by asserting that nations were present in cycles 

through history, just as a new flower blooms yearly on the same plant, so too the many nations of  

humanity were changing over time but ultimately understandable as a singly rooted organism throughout 

history that periodically entered stages of  slumber before reawakening. 

 Scholars have ever since attempted to objectively define these modern nations, detail the process of  

their origination, and account for their rise to power. The history of  nations and nationalism seeks to 

discover how nations were anachronistically assembled from actual history as part of  a programme to 

consolidate support from the populace for government based on such contrived notions of  shared identity. 

Briefly, the seminal works in this field follow. 

 Ernest Gellner's Nations and Nationalism describes the origins of  the modern nation as a cultural-

political entity resultant of  a shift from agrarianism to modernity. Whereas dominant high cultures in 

agrarian society were horizontally positioned over multiple vertically separated low cultures, modern 

nations were a result of  industrialization demanding that states standardized foundational educating for the 

masses so that they might have more functional mobility between labour specializations.6 Aspects of  the 

pre-existing high culture are converted into a national identity or a nation is entirely invented, and it is then 

imposed on society and may result in the destruction of  pre-existing low cultures.7 Nationalism incarnates 

nations by the will and culture of  the populous and often through the construction and crafting of  the 

thinker-elite.8 

 Benedict Anderson's Imagined Communities works off  of  many of  Gellner's assertions, but focuses 

upon the power of  language and reading of  the written word to forge a society of  identifiable connections. 

He first identifies the pre-national era in which Europe was knit together by the Latin-reading Christian 

                                                 
6 Gellner 1983, p. 42. 
7 Gellner 1983, p. 49. 
8 Gellner 1983, p. 56. 
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clerisy and goes on to describe the transition from this "wide thin stratum of  Latin-readers" to vernacular 

dominated society due to print capitalism.9 As Latin print libraries and readership became saturated, the 

drive to expand to new markets saw printing in vernaculars which helped to bring greater legitimacy to 

their use. What ensued was an "erosion of  sacred imagined community" in a "gradual, unselfconscious, 

pragmatic" and "haphazard" manner, which saw the "elevation of  the vernaculars to the status of  

languages-of-power, where they were competitors with Latin" and ultimately led "to the decline of  the 

imagined community of  Christendom."10 The rise of  these administrative languages had threefold 

importance as a "unified field between Latin and vernaculars", as a means of  ensuring a "fixity of  

language" to stem individualizing of  scribes, and as a "language-of-power" that elevated a vernacular with 

the ability to assimilate variation and dialect.11 

 Through multiple works, Eric Hobsbawm continues in similar vein to both Gellner and Anderson, 

by reasserting that nations are the product of  states and nationalism. Hobsbawm defines the shift to 

modernity in The Age of  Revolution 1789-1848 where he identifies the dual revolutions of  industrialization in 

Britain and political representation in France leading to the age of  revolution and the age of  nationalism.12 

In his Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Hobsbawm aligns himself  with Gellner, only modifying his stance 

to also consider the nation from below in addition to analyzing its construction from above.13 He describes 

proto-nationalisms which coalesce "supra-local forms of  popular identification" with "the political bonds 

and vocabularies" into a potential nationalist programme.14 Hobsbawm's work as editor of  The Invention of  

Tradition ties into his interest expressed in Nations and Nationalism since 1780 in so far as he considers "the 

element of  artifact, invention and social engineering which enters into the making of  nations."15 In regard 

to modernity's invention and employ of  tradition, Hobsbawm finds that these traditions can serve a social 

cohesion function, can legitimize authority, and can establish conventional values for community such as a 

nation.16 

 The work of  Anthony D. Smith is somewhat of  a rebuttal to the works of  the above theorists in 

that he aspires to reconsider the perennial claims of  nations. In The Ethnic Origins of  Nations and National 

Identity, Smith seeks precursors and the relationships that modern nationalists foster, or fail to acknowledge, 

with these ancient ethnies. Smith questions the very Western conception of  nation made by modernist 

                                                 
9 Anderson 1983, p. 38. 
10 Anderson 1983, p. 41-42. 
11 Anderson 1983, p. 44-45. 
12 Hobsbawm 1996, p. 14. 
13 Hobsbawm 1990, p. 10. 
14 Hobsbawm 1990, p. 46-47. 
15 Hobsbawm 1990, p. 10. 
16 Hobsbawm 1983, p. 9. 
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theorists on nations and nationalism.17 He divides precursor communities, which he terms ethnies, into 

historically lateral and vertical in their relationship to power.18 The nations which form from these ethnies 

exhibit either bureaucratic incorporation in the case of  the lateral type, or vernacular mobilization in the 

case of  vertical.19 These types of  ethnies end up respectively falling into the typologies of  civic and ethnic 

nations.  This approach allows Smith to address nations before looking to the effect this has on the 

populous and its identity as manifested through nationalism. Smith also repositions the nationalist 

intellectual from occupying the role of  social engineer to assuming the role of  socio-political archaeologist. 

Smith asserts that: 
“The role of  nationalist intellectuals and professionals is to rediscover and reinterpret the indigenous ethnic past as the 
key to an understanding of  the present epoch and the modern community, much as archaeologists reconstruct the past in 
order to locate a culture, community or civilisation in history, and thereby also relate it to the present era.” 20 

Smith's works begins to pull the discussion away from modernity with their emphasis on the role that 

history plays in establishing nations through nationalism. 

 Perhaps one of  the most significant departures from the modernist camp of  describing nations and 

nationalism comes from Adrian Hastings in his The Construction of  Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and 

Nationalism where he takes a self-described 'revisionist' stance towards the modernists.21 Hastings comes 

from a field of  dissent among which the medievalists are the most prominent, and calls into question the 

modernist approach for ignoring the anomalous English nation which predates their nations and 

nationalism timeline.22 Hastings agrees that the modernists may accurately estimate that the late 18th 

century seeing the rise of  print capitalism which rapidly disseminated the idea of  the nation-state to the 

rest of  the world, who would often subsequently adopt such a model in their attempts to emulate these 

preeminent powers.23 However, to Hastings, “ethnicities naturally turn into nations [...] at the point when 

their specific vernacular moves from an oral to written usage to the extent that it is being regularly 

employed for the production of  a literature, and particularly the translation of  the Bible,” and, “once an 

ethnicity's vernacular becomes a language with an extensive living literature of  its own, the Rubicon on the 

road to nationhood appears to have been crossed.”24 Using England as the prototype for all nations, 

Hastings addresses the identity shift from religious affiliation to national affiliation. 

 The works above comprise the better part of  the foundational literature for a study of  nations and 

nationalism, but they offer a myriad of  interpretations of  the subject matter. The modernists cover a wide 

                                                 
17 Smith 1991, p. 44. 
18 Smith 1991, p. 52. 
19 Smith 1991, p. 54; 61. 
20 Smith 1995, p. 15. 
21 Hastings 1997, p. 2. 
22 Hastings 1997, p. 5. 
23 Hastings 1997, p. 8. 
24 Hastings 1997, p. 12. 
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and shallow history, though they limit it to the past two hundred and fifty years. And while Hastings covers 

a deep history of  England, he does not, and cannot reasonably be expected to, provide equally deep 

historical enquiries into other nation-states. There is a thread that seems to underlie the writings of  all 

scholars of  nations and nationalism, namely the primacy of  the vernacular for communication amongst the 

would-be nation. For Gellner, the emphasis is on the state's “monopoly of  legitimate education”25 with the 

intent of  creating a population that has a homogeneous means of  communication. For Anderson the 

emphasis is on the effect that print capitalism has in coalescing an imagined community through spreading 

of  the vernacular. Hobsbawm concerns himself  with the proto-nationalism of  non-literate vernacular 

languages and how “spoken 'national language'” evolved through an oral basis “before general primary 

education” saw the formation of  nations.26 Even Smith writes that one of  the essential elements to 

crystallizing a national identity is “ensuring a common public, mass culture has been handed over to the 

agencies of  popular socialization, notably the public system of  education and the mass media.”27 And 

Hastings has the previously cited argument that nations derive from ethnicities when the oral vernacular 

becomes written in the form of  a literature. All this amounts to a belief  in the societal shift to greater 

communication and intelligibility. However, before furthering this idea, we must first consider nations and 

nationalism in terms of  the process that they describe. 

 It can be debated ad nauseum by the scholars whether the nation or nationalism came first and these 

scholarly debates are extensive at this point. However, fully realizing that this is a banal and pedestrian 

argument to make, the whole debate seems to conjure up the causality dilemma of  the Aristotle's chicken 

and the egg, to which modern science provides us with a more complex processual answer through 

evolution and mutation. Therefore, might we consider the process of  national identification? This is the 

proposal of  historian Rogers Brubaker, whose article “Beyond 'Identity,'” written alongside Frederick 

Cooper, “invites us to identify the agents that do the identifying” through the use of  the “processual” verb 

“identification” which lacks the “reifying connotations of  'identity.'”28 Brubaker has dealt extensively with 

nations and nationalism in his works Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany and Nationalism 

Reframed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New Europe. However, in the article “Beyond 'Identity'” in 

particular, it is striking how Brubaker and Cooper solve the problem of  misusing the term 'identity', but in 

so doing they also open the way to discussion of  nations and nationalism as a process: namely, national 

identification. Brubaker and Cooper take exception to the treatment of  nations as real entities by other 

theorists, especially when the theoretical discussion of  nations presupposes their actual existence and 

                                                 
25 Gellner 1983, p. 33. 
26 Hobsbawm 1990, p. 52. 
27 Smith 1991, p. 11. 
28 Brubaker and Cooper 2000, p. 14 
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thereby reinforces the terminology's use in practice by the laymen.29 In Brubaker's previous work, 

Nationalism Reframed, he expresses the problem as taking: 
A conception inherent in the practice of  nationalism and in the workings of  the modern state and state-system – namely 
the realist, reifying conception of  nations as real communities – and it makes this conception central to the theory of  
nationalism. Reification is a social process, not only an intellectual practice. As such, it is central to the phenomenon of  
nationalism [...]. As analysts of  nationalism, we should certainly try to account for this social process of  reification – this 
process through which the political fiction of  the nation becomes momentarily yet powerfully realized in practice. This 
may be one of  the most important tasks of  the theory of  nationalism.30 

Brubaker's wariness of  reification by the theorist finds its root in Pierre Bourdieu's work on “the symbolic 

dimensions of  group-making” which “can succeed in creating what it seems to presuppose.”31 At the same 

time, Brubaker identifies the key task of  the theorist studying nations and nationalism, which is an 

accounting of  the process that reifies and realizes the nation as a powerful force in a particular historical 

moment. 

 To return to the previous discussion of  the primacy of  education and communication in the 

vernacular to any theory of  nations and nationalism, we might now refine that argument with reference to 

the process of  national identification and reification of  the nation. National identification is a process in 

which a communication feedback loop is established between nationalists and the population of  the nation 

they purport to represent. Essential to this feedback process for a nation to be realized and reified in an 

historical moment is education which provides the ability to establish a vernacular readership of  the nation 

and a force of  belief  in a world that is made up of  nations. It is not necessarily the elite that impose the 

nation upon a people, or the people who shape the nation for themselves. Rather, it is a process whereby 

the espousal of  proto-national sentiment is mass communicated, usually through the vernacular to an 

educated readership, and their popular will is either piqued by the literature or it is not. This may fall most 

closely in line with Anderson's print-capitalism and imagined community theory, but the marked shift is in 

the agency given to a readership through their popular opinion, as opposed to the more top-down 

explanation hinging upon languages-of-power. If  anything, a literate reading public subscribes to creativity 

and spectacle, and manifestations of  nation are nothing if  they are not rife with creative recreations of  the 

past to justify their present existence. 

 
1.3 - The Spectacle of  Byron: The Momentary Realization of  an Era 
 
Returning to the Age of  Revolution, Romanticism, or Nationalism, in a time of  such debate and conflict, 

to choose one individual, as preeminent in influence among great thinkers and representative of  an age in 

flux, seems at first blush to be foolish. However, in the age of  revolution, the age of  British romanticism, 

                                                 
29 Brubaker and Cooper 2000, p. 5 
30 Brubaker 1996, p. 15-16. 
31 Brubaker 1996, p. 15, footnote. 
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and the age of  vehement nationalism, there are certain individuals who enmeshed themselves within so 

many of  the debates that to know them is to better know the intricacies of  the age. Many see Napoleon 

Bonaparte as representative of  the zeitgeist of  his age and there is no doubt that he influenced much of  

European history since his ascent to power. Yet, as will be addressed later, Napoleon never seriously 

engages with the force of  nationalism nor does he satisfy himself  with the representative governance 

model of  the nation-state. However, the historic foil to the French state, England, and more specifically 

Britain, was a bastion of  national sentiment while undergoing their own Industrial Revolution, throughout 

the French Revolution, and subsequently during the Napoleonic Wars. 

 Considering the primacy of  education, readership, and an ongoing interaction with the putative 

nation, there is one person who captured the popular imagination of  the age like no other: George 

Gordon, Lord Byron. He was a public figure, purported to be the first modern celebrity, and was famed or 

infamous as much for his private life as for his writings and actions. His relationship with the state was 

ambiguous, but his encounters with the manifestations of  nationalism were both varied and exhaustive. 

Instead of  espousing the national programme of  his own nation (in itself  ambiguous as a half-Scottish 

Whig noble of  Britain) Byron instead insinuated himself  into multiple other national movements and 

commented upon many more besides. Byron's heyday, or 'Byromania' as his wife termed the commotion, 

began with his rise to fame in the period between the publication of  English Bards and Scotch Reviewers 

(EBSR) in 1809 and cantos I and II of  Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (CHP) in 1812 and ended abruptly with his 

death in 1824 and the burning of  his memoirs. It would be ideal to take these fifteen years as both a point 

of  focus and a launching point for further study into the momentary and powerful manifestation of  the 

practice of  nationalism throughout Europe as experienced and espoused by so influential an individual as 

Byron. Byron's experience of  the reification of  nations in his time was multifaceted and formed the basis 

for much of  his writing and actions. As a poet, Byron's work captured the imagination of  peoples and 

transcended purported national boundaries through translation. As a celebrity, Byron's actions were under 

close societal scrutiny and formed the subject of  much debate. The political fictions that are wrought in 

nations and nationalism are recognized by Byron and by turns he playfully employs one and then 

purposefully enlists another. The undeniable fact is that Byron recognizes nations and nationalism as 

powerful exhibits of  spectacle and symbolism, and to a poet these are at the essences of  any story that 

hopes to capture an audience and secure a readership. 

 
1.4 - A Primer on Byronic Influence 
 
The following comprises a short biographical sketch of  George Gordon, Lord Byron. George Gordon was 

born in London in 1788, but because of  the flight of  his father to France (and his subsequent death) 
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young George was forced to spend his early years growing up in his mother's native Aberdeen in relatively 

quaint circumstances. Upon inheriting the title of  Baron Byron in 1798, Byron and his mother moved to 

England to begin a more orthodox education chiefly at Harrow grammar school in 1801 and at Trinity 

College, Cambridge in 1805. In 1809 he took his seat in the British House of  Lords and then commenced 

a slightly detoured tour of  the continent due to the Napoleonic Wars. He would visit Portugal, Spain, 

Greece, Albania, and Asia Minor, and in the process would scribe Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Upon his return 

to England in 1811, his mother died and the publication of  Childe Harold saw him a veritable celebrity. 

Byron enmeshed himself  in high society, both literary (Thomas Moore, Sir Walter Scott, John Murray, etc) 

and political (The Prince Regent, Lady Melbourne, Lady Oxford), and would partake in many liaisons with 

different women. The year 1814 saw Byron married to Annabella Millbanke, but with the birth of  their 

child nine months later, Miss Millbanke would leave Byron on account of  many implied indiscretions and 

scandalous behaviour. Exiling himself  to the continent, Byron would pass through the war ravaged areas 

of  France before ending up in Switzerland. In 1816, at the Villa Diodati Byron would meet the radical poet 

Percy Bysshe Shelley and his wife Mary Shelley and a night of  storytelling would see the germ of  two 

notable stories: Mary's Frankenstein, the Modern Prometheus and Byron's physician John Polodori's The 

Vampyre, a work published under Byron's name, in an autobiographical manner, and in style that satirized 

Byron's sexual conquests of  numerous females. Moving south to Italy in summer of  1817, Byron would 

become engaged with the actions of  the Italian nationalist Carbonari movement against their Austrian 

Hapsburg oppressors. From the failure of  the Carbonari in 1821, Byron would return to his beloved Greece 

in 1823 to help in their national struggle for sovereignty against the Ottoman Turks. Byron would use his 

influence and connections to establish himself  as an envoy between the rebellious Greeks and British 

Philhellenes hoping to aid them. Succumbing to illness in the midst of  training troops at Missolonghi in 

1824, Byron became a symbolic martyr for the Greek cause and for cosmopolitan nationalists the world 

over. 

 The writings of  Byron which remain are primarily his works and letters. His works span his lifetime 

from his juvenilia to his major poems and plays. Due to his long absence from Britain and the culture of  

letter writing at the time, there is a rich resource of  epistolary exchanges between Byron and his many 

correspondents. Many of  Byron's revisions and editions to his works are documented in his exchange of  

letters with his publishers. His fame made people keep any and all things that were in any way tied to him, 

so there is a plethora of  writing both formal and personal to draw from for the scholar. Even 

conversations with Byron were later assembled and published, such was the interest in his personal life. 

The main accounts of  this sort are the conversations between Byron and the Countess of  Blessington and 

Thomas Medwin. The one missing section of  Byron's writing is his memoirs which were burned upon his 
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death at the request of  his executors, much to the devastation of  his friend Thomas Moore who had been 

entrusted with them. Even in death there was scandal with Byron, as the burning of  his memoirs, whatever 

their infamous contents, stands out as one of  the most overt and infamous acts of  literary arson. Yet, his 

fame and the reading public's demand were such that Moore was able to recollect a great deal for the 

purpose of  writing Byron’s biography. Today Byron's work, letters, and a few short journals are published 

collectively in multiple editions. 

 Scholarship of  Byron has a somewhat byzantine historiography. Though famous and then 

infamous in his day, much translated contemporaneously, and influential upon many in his time, quickly 

after Byron's death society moved away from interest in such a rebellious and scandalous figure. Victorian 

mentality in Britain precluded the liberal and unabashed verse of  Byron. Many who read Byron in their 

youth, would soon abandon him as adults.32 The popularity of  Byron for academic scholarship has only 

recently seen some resurgence with a more open society that could look sympathetically upon Byron’s 

more morally ambiguous behaviours. Though the writing and analysis of  Byron is now vast, scholarship 

that seriously considers his interactions with nations and nationalism, with reference to that field, are 

few.33 There is much more work to do in analyzing Byron's experience of  and contributions to the 

national identification programme. 

 
1.5 - A Theory of  National Identification in the Regency Period: Acculturation as Education 
 
The macro-structure upon which this thesis is built is a model which best represents an understanding of  

nations and nationalism in general and Lord Byron's specific experience. It is derived of  the educative 

process that Byron underwent and which most people still go through in life today. Kelsall identifies this as 

a sort of  cursus honorum for the period, beginning with Harrow grammar school, then Cambridge University, 

with a Grand Tour of  the Continent being the final stage before entering the House of  Lords.34 While this 

bears a resemblance to the historical Roman Republican course of  offices it deviates in that the only actual 

office is the entry in the Lords, while education makes up the majority of  the optimal journey to such 

office. Alike to the classical cursus honorum, the series of  experiences are varied in how they convey their 

educative value, and moreover these experiences remain formative in creating an understanding of  the 

workings of  governance in the period. 

 The model proposed herein is an attempt to meld both simplicity and elegance in understanding 

the creation by education of  a nation-building artist-intellectual. Succinctly put, these individuals come to 

                                                 
32 Benjamin Disraeli, John Stuart Mill, Charles Dickens, Oscar Wilde, etc. 
33 Mainly Kelsall and Stock consider Byron's politics from domestic political and European cosmopolitanism respectively, 

both with only brief reference to the relationship that Byron has with nations and nationalism. 
34 Kelsall 1987, p. 3. 
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understand the nation first in its present state and to further understand the phenomenon of  the nation 

they delve into its apparent precedents which then provide them a means to envision and rework the 

specific national identity for the future. The movement from present to past to future is a crucial sequence 

as it relates to the educative process undergone in understanding the abstract ambiguity of  nations and 

national identity. Furthermore, it is a cyclical process, in that as the individual understands his present 

reality, past history, and envisions a future, he comes back to attempt change in his present life. It is the aim 

of  this paper to argue that there is a mirroring between the educative model of  Byron's day and the means 

by which nation, nationalism, and national identity are first understood and then invoked and employed. 

Educatively, a basic understanding comes first, followed by articulation and then experimentation. 

 To these ends, there will be in-depth study undertaken of  the educative process of  Byron's time 

and what these processes meant as far as his national understanding was concerned. At Byron's time 

learning and 'Men of  Learning' had been the product of  a three part educative process: formal education, 

wide reading, and touring abroad. The institutions of  formal education provided the formative influence 

upon the learner and were a product of  the present state. The reading of  books and literary culture had 

reached a critical mass with an audience that was constantly growing. The types of  reading readily available 

were now more diverse than ever: in terms of  translations from different cultures,35 in terms of  political 

and radical ideology,36 and in terms of  sheer mass of  print media through print capitalism.37 Yet, for all the 

wealth of  reading available, still the most established genres of  works were classics, histories, and poetry. 

With dedicated reading in these genres a man of  learning would come to understand the trajectory of  

history that brought society to its present state. Finally, the finishing school for the learned was an actual 

tour of  nations and cultures. In this way the traveller would encounter all those cultures that had been read 

of  in books and could make assessments of  them in person. The tour would widen the scope of  

experience for the traveller and give them perspective on the potential trajectories of  the many adjacent 

nations. Assessing the world as a whole, the traveller would bring back comparisons and new ideas to their 

own nation, thereby giving them the potential to plot a new course for the future of  their nation. 

 As well as providing a study of  Education at Byron's time and Byron's specific experience of  

education, this work then goes on to examine case studies of  the nations that Byron encountered which are 

loosely organized based on a typology for their representing Present, Perrenial, or Future Nations in so 

much as they would have appeared to Byron. In the penultimate part, The Future Nation, there is also a 

                                                 
35Anderson 1983, p. 37. 
36 Worrall assert in his essay that "[...] the post-war Radical press in England was innovative, assertive and mutually 

supportive of its distinctive political culture." Worrall 1997, p. 138.  Moreover, this portion of society had easy access to 
the enterprising printers and publishers who were ready to create vast quantities of the desired propaganda which the 
radicals distributed, regardless of the legality of publishing or disseminating them. 

37 Anderson 1983, p. 44. 
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more philosophical discussion of  Byron's politics and philosophy which leads into the final concluding 

part of  this work. The end result is that the micro-structure of  ‘Part 2: Learning the Nation’ is replicated 

on a macro level through the ensuring three parts before being concluded. 

 
PART 2: Learning the Nation 

2. Education 
2.1 - Institutions of  British Education 
 
In Nations and Nationalism, Gellner stated that industrial society strengthens and perpetuates itself  not only 

through the monopoly of  violence, but also through the monopoly of  education.38 In Lord Byron's time 

the institutions that oversaw the education of  the populace were very much under the control of  the 

British state. Yet, the nature of  what education entailed and how it was best inculcated was a subject very 

much contested. Education and literacy were generally growing along with the middle classes. 

Establishment theorists clashed with radical reformists. Some saw this trend towards the growth of  literacy 

and education as beneficial to enlightening the masses while others questioned whether they provided yet 

more effective means by which the state could ensnare or distract the minds of  the masses. William 

Cobbett questioned institutional education thus, alleging it to be a diversion from social problems facing 

the nation.39 

 The state controlled educative institutions were growing in this period. The grammar schools and 

the Universities of  Oxford and Cambridge were ancient establishments for the upper class, but there was 

also a general growth in schools designed for women and the middle classes often offered in a religious 

‘Sunday School’ context.40 Yet, institutional education in England "closely identified with the Established 

Church", even requiring Church affiliation to attend the Universities or declarations of  faith to receive a 

degree.41 The relationship between church and state further connected education to the state. 

 The church itself  was an institution which instilled a basic education in morality for the populace, 

and as churches in Britain were nationally based institutions it can be argued that religious learning 

provided by organized religion was yet another part of  this learning and education process. It was also a 

structural exemplification of  nation reified in the state apparatus. Even if  there were differences between 

the Church of  England, the Church of  Ireland and Presbyterian Scotland, all of  them were furthermore 

held together by their Protestant leanings (the outsider to this was Catholic faith found primarily in Ireland 

and dissenters or atheists throughout the Isles). For the most part, the church was an institution organized 

on the national level while also tying together Britain through Protestantism. Add to this the standard 

                                                 
38 Gellner 1983, p. 33. 
39 Silver 1975; Richardson 1992; Simon 1976, p. 6. 
40 Richardson 1992, p. 3; Simon 1976, p. 44-47. 
41 Simon, 1976, p. 85. 
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practice of  having a set number of  clerics from these churches sitting alongside the other peers in the 

House of  Lords, and the interconnection of  religion, state, and education for Britain was assured. 

 The given definition of  education for someone of  rank and consequence in society at the time was 

somewhat different from the mass-standardized education provided by state controlled institutions we 

think of  today. Education went beyond such narrow definitions. With education came the notion of  

‘culture’ and a wide acculturation across many disciplines and from many perspectives, and even many 

cultures.  The most important minds concerned with education at the time recognized the connections 

between 'culture' and 'education' at this time, in particular Locke and Rousseau.42   

 However, there was also an entirely different agenda surrounding mass-education - specifically 

education for the masses. A scheme called the Madras system was concocted by an Anglican clergyman, 

Dr. Andrew Bell, and was championed by the poet, William Wordsworth. The idea was to give basic 

reading ability to the masses to the degree where they could read their bibles, but not necessarily write or 

deviate into higher learning that might render them ill-content with their social status.43  Wordsworth 

participated in teaching at schools piloting such programs, and the greater phenomenon of  schools 

providing this sort of  mass-education can alternatively be known as the Sunday School Movement or the 

Public Schools movement. These schools provided basic education as a means of  creating a more 

homogenous populous for the present national stability and functionality. 

 For all the seeming control that the state had over the schools, especially those old and established 

institutions such as Eton and Harrow grammar schools, and Oxford and Cambridge universities, they were 

all in a state of  great dysfunction. The very charters that established the legitimacy of  the schools also held 

them from modernizing their educative process to something more effective. The tutors were either stifling 

the inquisitive nature of  minds because of  religious censorship or were too secure in their tenure to even 

bother with teaching.44 The primary disciplines of  the upper class education were the classic languages, 

Greek and Latin. And these studies delved primarily into the linguistic aspects of  these languages, not 

necessarily the context and content they represented. 

 The inadequacy of  actual institutions to instill freethinking in their pupils was well documented 

even at the time. In the Edinburgh Review of  1809, the Reverend Sydney Smith, one of  the founders of  the 

Review, referred to the current state of  education: 
                                                 
42 Britain 2001, p. 161; Richardson 1992; Simon 1976, p. 48-50. 
43 Duggett 2010, p. 144. 
44 "Owing to the practice of freehold tenure, schoolmasters could not easily be dismissed and therefore gained considerable 

control over the affairs of the school. Making a reasonable living out of the fees of private pupils and the fixed salary 
due from the endowment, most had no wish to teach arithmetic, accounting, geography, history, modern languages to all 
comers; even if, as was doubtful, they were qualified to do so. They tended, therefore, to ignore the children of local 
inhabitants and the demands for a broader education. In taking this stand they could often quote sixteenth or seventeenth 
century statutes which laid down that the business of the school was to teach the classical languages and literature." 
Simon 1976, p. 85. 
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There is a timid and absurd apprehension, on the part of  ecclesiastical tutors, of  letting out the minds of  youth upon 
difficult and important subjects. They fancy that mental exertion must end in religious scepticism; and, to preserve the 
principles of  thier pupils, they confine them to the safe and elegant imbecility of  classical learning. A genuine Oxford 
tutor would shudder to hear his young men disputing upon moral and political truth, forming and pulling down 
theories, and indulging in all the boldness of  youthful discussion. He would augur  nothing from it, but impiety to God, 
and treason to kings.45 

The interconnectedness of  religion with learning did not sit well with intellectuals like Smith. And while 

romantic proclivity did not preclude a religious affiliation, most romantic theorists were too individualistic 

to accept the strictures of  organized religious doctrine. 

 Prior to assuming his title, Byron was enrolled first in a small school in Aberdeen under one tutor 

and then into the Aberdeen Grammar School upon becoming heir presumptive to the Byron name.46 

Beginning his education in Scotland was actually a boon for Byron as the recent phenomenon of  the 

Scottish Enlightenment had seen literacy and general well-being in Scotland soar. Scottish educational 

institutions were, in contrast to their English counterparts, excelling in their teaching practices with the 

influence their Scottish national models of  education and accomplishment.47 

 With the inheritance of  his noble title, Lord Byron received an upper-class education that was more 

thorough in terms of  both intellectual opportunity and traditional indoctrination. Especially upon his 

ascent to lordship, Byron's schooling was more about being enrolled in a particular institution with fellow 

upper-class youths, than about actually learning anything while there. Partly based on his family heritage 

and partly because of  the whims of  his mother, Byron ended up attending some of  the best options 

available to him as far as schools were concerned. After the solid grounding of  a Scottish grammar school 

education Byron took his place at Harrow, a grammar school that stood out among those others 

established institutions traditionally attended by the upper class. Whereas other schools suffered from 

tutors bent on purely classical learning, 
Harrow - which by contrast with the Church and Tory flavour of  Eton, had developed as the favoured school of  the 
Whig aristocracy - made some provision for accomplishments regarded as necessary to a noble education. It had, 
besides the head his deputy and five classical masters, teachers of  French and Italian, writing and arithmetic, drawing, 
fencing and broadsword, dance and music; a lecturer in natural and experimental philosophy, also attended 'once in 
every two or three years'.48 

This wider experience of  education, language, and discipline would have inculcated in Byron an early 

notion of  liberality and inquisitiveness. Even so, Byron's desire to learn led him to read much beyond his 

school studies and from these readings he developed a dismissive disposition in retrospectively regarding 

the educative methods of  his schooling days. 

 University was also a disappointment right from the start for Byron, who expected entry into 

Oxford but was not accepted there due to a shortage of  rooms to accommodate him. Attending 
                                                 
45 Aspinall and Smith 1995. 
46 Marchand 1970, p. 13. 
47 Grosskurth 1997, p. 17. 
48 Simon 1976, p. 98-99. 
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Cambridge seemed a slight to Byron, though Cambridge was perhaps the more liberal and Whig oriented 

of  the two Universities. Byron's dismissive attitude towards the learning conducted under the educational 

institutions that he attended certainly attested to the dysfunction and the view that schoolboys had of  their 

schooldays. While at Cambridge in November of  1805, Byron would write to Hargreaves Hanson of  all the 

learning that was avoided: 
College improves in every thing but Learning, nobody here seems to look into an author ancient or modern if  they can 
avoid it. The Muses poor Devils, are totally neglected, except by a few Musty old Sophs and Fellows, who however 
agreeable they may be to Minerva, are perfect Antidotes to the Graces.49 

At this point in his life Byron already connected learning with reading. Books have authors and they are 

authorities, be they differentiated into ancient or modern, but those who conducted the goings on of  the 

institution ignored these. More than this, Byron invokes the gods of  the arts, the Muses, in his allusion to 

how there are few who actually produce anything new at the University. To Byron, a voracious reader and 

one who had begun writing or 'scribbling' himself, this institution did not recommend itself  to his 

inquisitive spirit. 

 Following up this letter, Byron would describe what actually did occur instead of  learning at 

Cambridge: 
[T]his place is the Devil or at least his principal residence. They call it the University, but any other Appellation would 
have suited it much better, for Study is the last pursuit of  the Society; the Master eats, drinks, and sleeps, the Fellows 
Drink, dispute and pun; the Employment of  the Under graduates you will probably conjecture without my description.50 

Seeing the general depravity of  the education system was deflating for Byron. It speaks to the hollowness 

of  the education system. These were first impressions, but as his general distemper at the lack of  learning 

ebbed, his sense of  the ludicrous was piqued throughout his continued residence. 

 In a letter to his mother in February of  1806 Byron would further show his dismissive feelings 

towards institutional learning, writing: 
Improvement at an English University to a Man of  Rank is you know impossible, and the very Idea ridiculous. Now I 
sincerely desire to finish my Education, and having been some Time at Cambridge, the Credit of  the University is as 
much attached to my Name, as if  I had pursued my Studies there for a Century, but believe me it is nothing more than 
a Name, which is already acquired; I can now leave it with honour, as I have paid every thing, and wish to pass a couple 
of  Years abroad, where I am certain of  employing my Time to far more advantage and at much less expense, than at 
our English Seminaries.51 

While Byron first alludes to his name in terms of  his noble lineage, his second allusion is to the name of  

Cambridge. Byron had concluded, as was the case, that the established Universities, alike to the schools, 

were nothing more than fashionable elitist affectations for their children. Attending University and 

receiving a degree was just another tradition that helped identify the upper-class. 

 Byron's nobility meant that he was exempted from writing exams in order to receive his degree. 

                                                 
49 Byron 2009, vol. 1, Letter #39. Henceforth, all prose by Byron will be referenced in this format. 
50 Byron 2009, vol. 1, letter #40. 
51 Byron 2009, vol. 1, letter #47. 
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Historical precedent ensured that "there wasn't much that Cambridge had to teach him and by Elizabethan 

statutes, as a peer, he was not required to sit any examination."52 Indeed, just his attendance was enough to 

garner him his degree from the institution. Traditions such as this sullied the integrity of  the learning that 

was supposed to go on within the University, as Byron alludes: “[T]he old beldam only gave me my M.A. 

degree because she could not avoid it. - You know what a farce a noble Cantab must perform.”53 Byron identifies 

University as an educational void and a descent into debauchery, and to crown all this it was an event for 

which he was rewarded a degree by default. The state educational institutions, specifically programmed for 

the education of  the inheritors of  the state apparatus, with which Byron found himself  faced invariably led 

him to a negative view of  the present state. This 'present state' was both the present state of  affairs in time 

and the present state apparatus in charge of  the putative nation. 

 
2.2 - Classical Education in Greek and Latin 
 
The standard classroom learning at the time was almost uniformly rote lessons in the classical Greek 

language - a dead language from a dead nation. This was most certainly the case at the major grammar 

schools which held statutes from the middle ages: Eton, Winchester, and Harrow most prominently. While 

educating the new generation of  the elite, these schools would use the ancient statutes as their claim to 

legitimacy in educating through the time-tested, rote, classical cant. As mentioned above, Sydney Smith 

condemned these schools in his attack upon their claims to such eminence.54 

 There was logic to these schools retaining their classical tutoring. When an institution had a charter 

that still held to Greek and Latin learning, this spoke to their legacy. These schools predated the shift to the 

prominence of  the vernaculars of  Europe, they were a throwback to the time when all the educated and 

powerful of  Europe were taught Greek and Latin. Maintaining such a tradition of  education, though 

outdated, was still a powerful upper-class mode of  initiation.55 

 In keeping to these statues that confined learning to classical languages, these institutions ensured 

that their superior classical education was most applicable to the upper classes that would eventually use 

such learning as lawyers or clerics. At the same time, this education kept out those of  low condition who 

would not serve such roles in society and thereby had no need for such learning.56 

 The romantic poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge in his Biographia Literaria recounts how his grammar 

school master at Christ's Hospital, “sent us to University excellent Latin and Greek scholars and tolerable 

                                                 
52 Grosskurth 1997, p. 52. 
53 Byron 2009, vol. 1, letter #118. 
54 Britain 2001, p. 166. 
55 Richardson 1992, p. 80; 81. 
56 Richardson 1992, p. 81. 
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Hebraists.”57 Moreover, in Byron's educational career specifically, the events of  declaiming sections of  

Latin works were moments that stood out in his own mind. Byron would cite apt portions of  these same 

grammar school readings in his speeches in the House of  Lords, they being fundamental and shared 

learning for the members of  the Lords from which they could all draw anecdotal understanding. 

Coalescing an ability to cite appropriate sections of  classical works and the spectacle of  oratory with a 

legacy that dates back to the agora and forum of  classical antiquity, the ascendant progeny of  the upper 

class were taught an almost otherworldly language of  debate and reference for their future careers in law, 

politics, and literature. This education in classical language and literature emphasized the discrepancy 

between a nation that included all Britons and fine society which was exclusive to the presumptive power 

brokers of  the state. 

 
2.3 - Associations through Education - The Whig Club 
 
One of  the most tangible and identifiable benefits that pupils received from their elitist institutional 

schooling was their associations with others of  their class. Friendships or even just passing acquaintances 

made in school were the foundations of  long lasting networks in the future. Even a shared alma mater could 

be all that was needed to precede an introduction between two aristocrats later in life. And as power and 

position within the state apparatus was similarly exclusive to the upper class as their educational 

institutions, the childhood group that associated amongst itself  at this young and impressionable age 

engendered a model for later gentlemanly and noble society. 

 It is this formative friend group acquired in such a formal setting that allows us to identify a 'circle', 

exemplified herein with the 'Byron circle'. With the critical and political bent of  literature at the time, these 

literary circles would later in life find their forum in such publications as the Edinburgh and Quarterly Review. 

To mention this preempts the later section on book culture, but suffice to say that the 'circle' of  association 

also follows this macro models of  institution, to publication, to place. 

 At Harrow and Cambridge Byron made many acquaintances and some lifelong friendships. This 

formative circle lasted his entire life. Included prominently in this 'Byron circle' from his time at Cambridge 

were John Cam Hobhouse, Charles Skinner Matthews, Scrope Berdmore Davies, and Francis Hodgson. 

John Cam was the son of  the Bristol member of  parliament, Benjamin Hobhouse, and Matthews was 

Cam's friend and an atheistic mischief-maker to whom Byron took quickly.58 Hobby and Matthews 

introduced Byron in turn to Scrope Davies, another witty and mischievous Fellow of  King's College.59 

                                                 
57 Coleridge 1817, p. 5. 
58 Marchand 1971, p. 45. 
59 Marchand 1971, p. 47. 
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Finally, Francis Hodgson was a classical scholar and tutor who played moral foil to the antithetical Byron.60 

Together they would form the Cambridge Whig Club and spend as much time in debate as dissipation. In a 

letter to Hobhouse at this time, Byron mentions the high spirited and spirit induced events of  their 

sessions: 
In consequence of  a misconception of  something on my part, I mentioned an intention of  withdrawing my name from 
the Whig Club; this, I hear, has been broached, and perhaps in a moment of  intoxication and passion such might be my 
idea, but soberly I have no such design, particularly as I could not abandon my principles, even if  I renounced the 
Society with whom I have the honour to be united in sentiments which I never will disavow.61 

The consequence of  Byron's drunken proposal to withdraw from the Whig Club produces, upon sobering, 

his regret at his being taken seriously because foremost he feels so attached to Whig politics and secondly 

because of  the attachment he has to the friends he has connected with in his schooling related activities. 

Byron carries on in his letter to Hobhouse by entreating that Hobby explicate Byron's sentiments to those 

who were present for the intoxicated course of  action. Byron's plea to Hobby speaks to the gravity of  the 

consequence undertaking such a scheme: “This I beg you will explain to the members as publicly as 

possible, but should this not be sufficient, and they think proper to erase my name, be it so : I only request 

that in this case they will recollect I shall become a Tory of  their own making.”62 Of  course, Byron did not 

withdraw from the Whig Club, but continued to revel in the companionship and akin spirits that he found 

there. The authority on Byron's biography, Marchand, confirms the importance of  the friendships Byron 

made at Cambridge, as "Nothing he carried away from Cambridge was more tangible or more lasting."63 

This was essential to Byron's understanding of  the present state of  the world, as he established a 

preliminary circle with whom he would socialize and communicate. The discussions fostered amongst this 

network of  acquaintances, and those that subsequently followed, serves to inform, influence, and provide 

feedback upon the many instances of  nation and nationalism manifesting in Byron's life. 

 
3. Books 
3.1 - Reading Books and National Difference 
 
Even as formative educational institutions were extensions of  the function of  the modern state, for any 

'Man of  Letters' or 'Man of  Learning' a more informative agent of  acculturation was the entity known as 

the book. Of  the works available in published form, those which received most reverence (besides the 

Bible) were works of  the ancients as they were almost fetishized because of  their link with the past. The 

words contained in such books became artifacts to be appropriated for national use. They were coveted as 

repositories of  proto-national histories and accounts. Books represented the authority of  the past and 

                                                 
60 Marchand 1971, p. 47. 
61Byron, 2009, vol. 1, letter # 94. 
62 Byron 2009, vol. 1, letter #94. 
63 Marchand 1971, p. 48. 
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inspired creativity with the potential to influence action. With the culture of  reading came an introduction 

to the precedent of  the past and an alternative potential for the present. 

 Byron was a voracious reader, and this informed his conception of  the nation in a second-hand 

manner as mentioned previously. In his letter to Robert Charles Dallas in January of  1808 Byron boasts 

that his reading "has been tolerably extensive in the historical department, so that few nations exist or have 

existed with whose records I am not in some degree acquainted from Herodotus down to Gibbon." (87) It 

is telling that he places "nations" in the realm of  history and furthermore demarcates Herodotus as the 

dawn of  these recorded histories. That Byron affects a perennialist or primordialist interpretation of  

national origins shows his predilection towards the cultural foundation of  nations or its myth. 

 The practice of  reading, and the fashionable vogue that the reading of  history and poetry were 

favoured with, saw learned society become accustomed to and interested in a cultural medley. If  part of  

the process of  national reification necessitates defining oneself  in terms of  the 'Other', then the nations of  

a print-capitalism induced literature glut offered plenty of  options for choosing foils against which to 

define themselves. 

 
3.2 - Boasting of  Books 
 
Of  course, the classics of  Greece and Rome were but part of  the readings that the educative process 

would require of  a person like Byron in his time. Greece and Rome were rather a part of  a greater 

grouping of  readings which can be more strictly qualified as readings of  nations. When Byron left 

Cambridge he drew up a listing of  his readings. Though Hobhouse would dispute the veracity of  Byron's 

claim of  having read all of  these works, scholars since have concluded that Byron must have been close to 

the mark with these readings based on his later original works. As Grosskurth asserts in her biography of  

Byron, "His general reading was probably far greater than most undergraduates. [...] At Harrow he 

possessed - and displayed - so much general knowledge that it was suspected that he had culled it from 

reviews."64 

 This list of  Byron's readings from 1807, when he was only nineteen years of  age, exhibits that 

interesting proclivity of  romantics – it is organized by genre, which splits into poetry and history, and then 

is sub-categorized by nation.65 What is most striking about this listing is not how much and what Byron 

had read, but how he organized it. For the poetry he starts right into his listing with nations on the margin 

of  the page and an annotated mention of  each author or work that corresponds to that nation on the body 

of  the page. The poetry list, in short, is arranged in the order: England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, France, 

Spain, Portugal, Germany, Italy, Arabia, Persia, Greece, Latin, American, Iceland, Denmark, Norway, 
                                                 
64 Grosskurth 1997, p. 52. 
65 All references to Byron’s writing in this paragraph can be found in Byron 1991, p. 1-7. 
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Hindostan, the Birman Empire, China, and Africa. He follows this list with a brief  notation of  those he 

did not feel worth mentioning, though some “might have been added as worthy mention in a Cosmopolite 

account, but as for the others form Chaucer down to Churchill they are 'voces & præterea nihil' sometimes 

spoken of, rarely read, & never with advantage.” This dismissive attitude shows that, even in Byron's time, 

an English nation was not investing in certain of  its supposed vernacular progenitors, notably Chaucer in 

Byron’s estimation. Byron's other list is of  the “Historical Writers whose Works I have perused in different 

languages” which he begins with a section of  just names of  those he seemingly sees as preeminent, such as 

“Hume, Gibbon, [...]Thucydides, Xenophon Herodotus, with several others whom I shall enumerate under 

their respective heads.” This 'enumeration' takes the form of  a list very much in keeping with that 

described above for his poetry, though it seems to deviate slightly at the end. The headings of  the list begin 

with nations, which, in order, are: History of  England, Scotland, Ireland, Rome, Greece, France, Spain, 

Portugal, Turkey, Russia, Sweden, Prussia, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Hindostan, America, 

Africa. However, at this point Byron seems to deviate from his original theme of  history and lists authors 

and works under the following headings: Law, Philosophy, Geography, Poetry, Eloquence, Elocution, 

Divinity, and Miscellanies. The concluding notes that follow Byron's list read: 
All the Books here enumerated, I have taken down from memory, I recollect reading them, & can quote passages from 
any mentioned, I have of  course omitted several, in my catalogue, but the greater part of  the above I perused before 
the age of  fifteen, but since I left Harrow I have become idle, & conceited, from scribbling rhyme, & making love to 
Women. 

And finally he gives a brief  consideration to the novels he has read, which he barely even attempt to list 

beyond a few names of  authors, but estimates to number “above four thousand” and dismisses as 

something which in hindsight he read much to his regret.66 Though, like Hobhouse, we might be dismissive 

of  Byron's supposed reading and the obvious posturing for which it is employed, the means by which he 

divides these lists is fascinating to someone in search of  manifestations of  national identification in 

practice. 

 What primarily divides the works he lists are their belonging to either the realm of  history or that 

of  literature (or as he states, poetry). Secondarily he divides these completed readings by the nation to 

which their authors would hail. The authority of  the authors themselves is subsumed within their national 

background. Byron categorizes literature at the most general level into “poets, Dramatic or otherwise” and 

“Historical Writers” so that there are factual writers who record actuality as history and creative poets who 

conjure certain perspectives to influence our interpretation of  life. 

 Again we must take a step back and consider the organization of  the listing, now by sequence. First 

and second on this list are the nations in which Byron (as half  Scottish through his mother's homeland of  

Gight and an ancestral peer of  English nobility) should find his personal allegiance, those of  England and 
                                                 
66 The novel had not yet gained wide acceptance as a respectable form of writing. 
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Scotland. The next nation that Byron categorizes authors into is the nation of  Ireland, the obvious 'Other' 

and subject nation to British protestant homogeneity. To England, Scotland, and Ireland, the addition of  

Wales would complete the components of  Byron's home British nation-state. Byron would move on to list 

France, antagonist to the English nation and also central nation in literature and language for the upper 

classes of  Europe for so much of  the early modern period. Carry on through the European nations with 

special mention of  the Greco-Roman cultural hand-off  together, and he then lists the exotic nations and 

finally ends in the miscellany. 

 Byron's listing of  his readings shows how construed the notions of  history and nations were for 

someone reading at this time. Not only is the nation and national trappings the spectacle on display in 

these histories and creative poetical works, but when developing what amounts to a map of  his reading, 

Byron lends greater authorship to the nations from which the work derives over the authors themselves. 

While literary criticism may claim that the Romantic Age was an author-centric inward journey to genius, in 

many instances the nation actually subsumed those authors whose works lacked genius or whose nations 

overwhelmed the significance of  their genius. 

 
3.3 - The Love of  a Library 
 
The romantic culture of  reading was not just concerned with the intellectual contents of  a work, but 

became covetous of  the physical books as well. Print capitalism produced a level of  prestige in owning an 

eclectic library. Beyond the content that comprised it, the physicality of  the book was fetishized in its many 

iterations: as folios, quartos, and octavos, or as a first edition or a collected edition. The printing industry 

hit a point of  critical mass as the literate reading public was grown to such a large size and had a degree of  

wealth to expend upon reading. 

 How does one derive the value of  a book, though? Whether monetary or cultural, the valuation of  

books hinged upon their reception. While public demand for and reaction to published works was one 

indicator of  their success or failure in eliciting engagement, there was another factor at play. The 

publication of  reviews could sway public opinion one way or another. In Byron's time the dominant 

entities of  this sort were the Edinburgh Review and the Quarterly Review. The former was aligned with the 

Whigs and was the chief  critical voice of  the day, while the latter was established as the Tory counterpart. 

With the publishing of  English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, Byron had aimed his Horatian satire squarely at the 

dominant Edinburgh and its editor, Francis Jeffery. Byron mistakenly attributed the scornful review of  his 

juvenilia, Hours of  Idleness, to Jeffery. The anonymous review, actually by Henry Brougham, had devastated 

Byron and his rebuttal in the form of  English Bards and Scotch Reviewers saw Byron overcome the stigma of  

layabout dandy as the review had implicated. Feeling betrayed by the Whig party to which he owed 
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traditional political allegiance, his retaliation positioned him to later be published by Tory sympathizer, 

John Murray.67 So, when it came time to publish his Childe Harold, Byron found Murray willing, though at 

the time organizing the first issue of  the Tory Quarterly. The publication of  Byron’s works through Murray 

might well have softened some of  the criticism from his natural opponents in the Tory camp, while the 

content of  his prose was quickly lauded by the Whigs. This did not mean that Byron himself  would ever 

again look fondly upon reviews, being so fiercely burned in his first encounter, but it was a lesson that kept 

Byron constantly watching the reception of  works by reviewers. Later in life abroad, some the common 

items that appear in Byron's correspondence with Murray and other friends is either discussion of  reviews, 

assuming an air of  ambivalence for reviews, or requesting copies of  the most current reviews. 

 After the initial successes of  Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, the publication of  each work thereafter 

garnered great anticipation. On the first day of  publication in 1814, Byron's The Corsair sold 10,000 copies, 

which the publisher Murray comments as being “a thing perfectly unprecedented.”68 The Turkish Tales, 

like The Corsair, as well as Childe Harold were bought up in expensive copies by the gentility, while many of  

his later more satirical and politically radical works, like the cantos of  Don Juan, were produced in such a 

way that enabled widespread piracy of  the works and dispersion to the mass market readership below the 

genteel populace.69 However, even as the physical copies of  Byron's works were bought up and shared 

around among the many levels of  British society, Byron himself  constantly added to his own collection of  

books. 

 Even early on before his fame, Byron had a soft spot for his physical library and was always 

desirous to expand it. Describing that miscellany to his half-sister Augusta in 1808, Byron wrote that, 
My library is rather extensive, (and as perhaps you know) I am a mighty Scribbler; I flatter myself  I have made some 
improvements in Newstead [Abbey], and, as I am independent, I am happy, as far as any person unfortunate enough to 
be born into this world, can be said to be so.70 

As much as Byron takes an acerbic tone, this statement shows that Byron prides himself  on some few 

aspects in his life. These few essential joys start with his acquisition of  a formidable library. His 

preoccupation with writing takes on the pretence of  'Scribbler' thereby invoking the Scriblerus Club of  

Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift, icons to Byron, and their shared protagonist hack writer Martin 

Scriblerus whose name refers to the term for a talentless writer in that time, 'scribler.' In this way Byron both 

compliments and demeans himself  and his writings. Following this caustic line of  moody reflection, the 

improvement of  Byron's ancestral holding, Newstead Abbey, seems the only other physical thing worth 

mentioning as part of  his current status in life. In summation, Byron finds independence and happiness 

                                                 
67 Graham elucidates this positioning of Byron and Murray in the article “Byron and the business of printing” in Bone 2004, 

p. 30. 
68 Smiles 1891, p. 223. 
69 Graham, in Bone 2004, p. 36. 
70 Byron 2009, vol. 1, letter #106. 
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from these combined comforts of  physical items of  reading, physically writing, and physical place. 

 While on his tour of  the continent with Hobhouse in 1810, Byron's letters back to his mother 

express his constant connection to the press and his continued preoccupation with the well-being of  his 

library. From Athens, Byron would write his mother: "You fill you letters with things from the papers, as if  

English papers were not found all over the world. I have at this moment a dozen before me. Pray take care 

of  my books[...]."71 And even on his honeymoon with his new wife, Byron admitted to his confidante and 

the aunt to his new bride, Lady Melbourne, that "there is my only want, a library, and thus I can always 

amuse myself, even if  alone."72 Such a predilection for ownership and access to books was symptomatic of  

the romantic obsession with an access to the vernacular representations of  past and present. With all these 

relics of  what romantics saw as the guiding precedents of  early nations came a physical ownership of  these 

repositories as an additional prestigious claim to authority. 

 The acquisition of  a number of  books totalling enough in number to be termed a 'library' was 

expected for the noble classes. Byron was no exception, and his library was extensive in both size and 

diversity. We find the details of  Byron's library from the three instances in which his library was to be 

sold.73 In only two of  these times did the library actually go to auction. In 1813 Byron was readying to go 

abroad, but various factors prevented him. However, he had seen to having his library drawn up and ready 

for auction. The underlying intention behind selling one's library before going abroad is that one does not 

intend to return. By 1816 this was the case for Byron and he indeed did sell most of  his collection and 

never returned to England. The last sale of  his library occurred in 1827, after his death. The 1813 sale list 

amounted to 272 uniquely named items, many comprising multiple volumes. This catalogue did not end up 

going to auction. By 1816 the sale list included 383 items and after his death the final sale in 1827 had only 

233 items. However, the library of  “A Gentleman Deceased” was sold at the same time as Byron's final 

catalogue and it contains 804 items, many of  which would have been necessary for Byron to have 

composed his works. In any case, the content of  the works within these libraries spans those cultures that 

Byron wrote of  in his works and more, so we are assured of  the variety of  cultural influence that he had at 

hand in his library. 

 As covetous as the romantics were of  their books, they were equally partial to their private letters 

and correspondences. It is thanks to this proclivity of  the age to keep such mementos that we can now 

know the epistolary style of  poets such as Lord Byron and frame a network of  associations. While letters 

were addressed to individuals, they were often kept and sometimes shared amongst friends. Especially with 

his rise to fame, Byron's letters were especially prized by those who exchanged missives with him. A letter 
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from a poet of  Byron’s fame would be expected to be shared beyond the sole intended recipient. 

 Taken as a whole, the physical manifestations of  communication, like books and letters, 

represented the real connection that people made with their vernacular. Through the increasing role that 

reading played in life, through the buying and sharing of  books, reading and writing of  letters, and the 

keeping and amassing of  all these collections of  thoughts and words, people networked themselves based 

on language; people embroiled themselves in a larger discussion of  the literature that affected them. 

Though the reviews might try to guide their identifying with literature, ultimately the readers became the 

arbiters of  what ideas could engage them and through this they could collectively react to, and interact 

with, national reification. 

 
4. Touring Abroad 
4.1 - Individual Experience of  Nations and Cultures as the Finishing School for Elites 
 
Since 'education' had a strong connection to notions of  'culture' in the romantic period, a full education 

could not be completely fulfilled by only institutional schooling and readings on cultures. Rather, for those 

of  the upper ranks who had the means to afford such extravagances, a 'grand tour' was a coming of  age 

initiation in which a youth would see some of  the world outside their own culture before assuming their 

responsibilities back in their homeland. 

 The state of  war on the continent during Byron's youth, and throughout the romantic age, changed 

the nature of  this tour for those youth who undertook it. Prior to the French Revolution the tour would 

acculturate the British youth with the exceedingly horizontally similar and connected ruling classes of  

central Europe: France, the German Principalities, Austria, etc. With the outbreak of  wars and revolutions 

that usurped from that connected ruling class their place of  power, any tour of  the continent had a whole 

new meaning as an experience of  culture. No longer would seeing other polities be an assertion to the 

youth of  the ruling class that the world was the same all over with their assured place of  power above the 

rabble. Now the ideas spawned from revolutionary France were infusing young travellers with ideas of  

national sovereignty which they would bring back to Britain. The press certainly gave youths an appetite to 

see these turbulent struggles firsthand, but it was the firsthand experience of  being over there and a part of  

something changing that created an educative moment. Seeing the trajectories of  revolutionary states while 

touring Europe informed the inquisitive young minds on the potential for new forms of  'national' 

representation. More than this, they asserted the difference of  other nations, their cultures, and the validity 

of  'national' sovereignty. The tour saw the inception of  new ideas into the youth which could germinate 

into actions that might alter the course of  their own nation. 

 For Byron there was never any doubt of  his undertaking a grand tour as the culmination of  his 

education. While his early ambition to go abroad was vague in its destination, the advantage offered by 
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such experience was always the same. In the autumn of  1808 he set his mind upon going to India, detailing 

the rationale for such a tour thus: 
[...] when I return I may possibly become a politician. A few years' knowledge of  other countries than our own will not 
incapacitate me for that part. If  we see no nation but our own, we do not give mankind a fair chance; - it is from 
experience, not books, we ought to judge of  them. There is nothing like inspection, and trusting to our own senses.74 

These are words written to his mother and for that reason we must take them with some scepticism 

because their aim is to rationalize such extravagant touring to his overbearing mother. However, there is 

logic to these words as well. Byron sees the firsthand experience of  a tour as central to informing himself  

for a career in politics. Invoking the plurality of  nations, Byron asserts that the most appropriate way to 

judge them is not reading of  them, but experiencing them firsthand. Also notable is how nations are 

presumed to be a universal phenomenon, the various nations representing the entirety of  'mankind'. 

 The prospect of  the tour continues to be the subject of  Byron's letters at this time, as he writes just 

ten days later to his banker, John Hanson, 
I am (as I have already told you) going abroad in the spring; for this I have many reasons. In the first place, I wish to 
study India and Asiatic policy and manner. I am young, tolerably vigorous, abstemious in my way of  living; I have no 
pleasure in fashionable dissipation, and I am determined to take a wider field than is customary with travellers. If  I 
return, my judgment will be more mature, and I shall still be young enough for politics. With regard to experience, 
travelling through the East is rather inconvenient than expensive: it is not like the tour of  Europe, you undergo 
hardship, but incur little hazard of  spending money. [...] I have written to Government for letters and permission of  the 
Company, so you see I am serious.75 

Again Byron sees his tour as a time to potentially prepare and inform him for a political career. His 

ambitions are still set on 'the East' to find difference in their state and culture. He also proposes this 

alternative tour as a fiscally responsible choice. The course of  events would have Byron denied this tour by 

the Government who held power over India through the colonial-capitalist East India Company. Byron 

would still visit the Oriental by skirting the boundary of  Europe in the tour that he did undertake. 

 Byron travelled with his friend Hobhouse from Falmouth to Lisbon, onwards to Gibraltar, and 

then along the southern coast of  Spain. Their sailing would see them touch Malta, Sardinia, Sicily, and then 

the Pelopponese of  Greece. Thence Byron would visit Albania as a guest of  the Ali Pacha, and tour 

extensively through Greece. A trip along the Asiatic side of  the Aegean to Constantinople then back to 

Athens would complete the list of  those diverse locales experienced by Byron on his two year tour. 

 As Hobhouse had departed for home after the first year of  travels, Byron continued to correspond 

with his friend regarding the continued experience. In one of  these missives Byron alludes to the 

nationalities he has encountered in Athens, stating: 
Here I see and have conversed with French, Italians, Germans, Danes, Greeks, Turks, Armenians, etc., etc., etc., and 
without losing sight of  my own, I can judge of  the countries and manners of  others. Where I see the superiority of  
England (which, by the by, we are a good deal mistaken about in many things), I am pleased, and where I find her 
inferior, I am at least enlightened. Now, I might have stayed, smoked in your towns, or fogged in your country, a 
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century, without being sure of  this, and without acquiring any thing more useful or amusing at home. (162). 

The first striking feature of  this excerpt is how Byron alludes to using his firsthand encounters with 

nationalities to judge those nations, and in listing these representative nations is already doing so. The order 

in which Byron lists nations is interesting in that is begins with sure nationalities like the French, Italians, 

and Germans, and then move onwards to the nations with which he would have been less familiar like the 

Turks and Armenians, before eschewing all pretence of  acknowledging any further nations with the series 

of  et cetera’s. Moreover, the experience of  knowing representatives of  these nations has led Byron to 

contrast his own nation with them, and this act of  comparison has led him to be 'enlightened' as to 

potential shortcomings in the English nation; shortcomings that he might attempt to amend upon 

returning to England and assuming his position in politics. The final point that Byron makes is that all he 

has learned of  the world could not have been done except by undertaking his travel. 

 There is much learning that can only be done through experience. Travel provides a greater 

perspective and allows the traveller to become the authority on that experience. Not only does the 

experience of  a plurality of  nations inform the traveller to the potential trajectory of  all these communities 

to the future, but it empowers them with alternative perspectives to enact while plotting the course of  their 

own nation. 

 
4.2 - Secularization of  the Pilgrimage into a Tour of  Nations and Geography 
 
The Enlightenment saw a movement towards rationalism and thereby a secularizing of  society. In the shift 

from Enlightenment ideals to Romantic ideals, the revolutions seen in this age were symptomatic of  a shift 

in identity away from the subservience to religion and towards asserting the sovereignty through the vehicle 

of  nationalism. There are many cases of  the state taking control away from the ecclesiastical prerogative or 

the subsuming of  the church organization under the state. Reconstituting the church apparatus within the 

state apparatus, the new national identity born of  such a union meant a conflating of  religious rites and 

cultural customs. 

 Referring ourselves to the most famous literary invocation of  the ‘pilgrimage’ in English literature, 

The Canterbury Tales by Geoffery Chaucer are a series of  stories recounted in the frame narrative of  a 

storytelling contest undertaken by pilgrims on their way to the holy shrine at Canterbury. We may recall 

Byron’s previously mentioned disdain for the works of  Chaucer. The change in Europe between Chaucer's 

time and Byron's are jarring and need not be recounted here. What stands out most about the difference in 

these two times is a destabilization of  self-definition based on religious identity, and instead the use of  the 

nation and nationalism as a means of  identification. Chaucer's was a time of  late crusades against 

unbelievers and non-conformists to the religious orthodoxy, whereas Byron's was a time of  states in 
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conflict and national revolutions. While The Canterbury Tales speak to the experience of  the journey rather 

than the benefits of  reaching the final destination, travel in Byron's time eschewed even the pretence of  

religious motivation. Seeing the diversity of  geography and those who inhabited it was a journey of  

sublime enlightenment and acculturation to the variety of  Europe. The common practice of  holy 

pilgrimage in Chaucer's time had been replaced by a secularized tour of  national difference. 

 Along with that ephemeral entity called 'experience,' Byron took home something physical from his 

tour that changed the course of  his nation forever. The manuscript of  the first two cantos of  Childe 

Harold's Pilgrimage was the catalyst that sent Byron rocketing to fame, and is responsible for us speaking of  

him today. As the well-travelled authority on the places described therein and as the purportedly auto-

biographical author, Byron shot to immediate celebrity status. That Byron could gain such a position of  

fame is symptomatic of  the romantic era in that the artist became just as important as the work. There was 

a quality of  genius found in Childe Harold by the readers of  the time. Readers could connect with how the 

coming-of-age finishing school of  elites, the Tour, was made into a travelogue with commentary on the 

current state of  nations. Moreover, the travels being described as a Pilgrimage allows the tale a connection to 

the spiritual journey of  times past, while also secularizing and qualifying anew such travels as a process of  

becoming accustomed to the world. 

 Even before setting out on his travels, Byron preempted his writing of  Childe Harold in a letter to a 

school friend from Harrow. In it Byron referred to his intention to "proceed abroad, not on the usual Tour, 

but a route of  a more extensive Description."76 He continues by referring to visiting the Peloponnese and 

the Archipelago of  Greece and reaffirms "my own Intention which is fixed on the Pilgrimage, unless some 

political view or accident induce me to postpone it."77 To Byron, there is already an exquisite sacredness in 

a visit to the remains of  Greece that mimics the sanctity of  shrines visited as part of  a Christian 

pilgrimage. The difference of  his tour is it being "more extensive" and thus unusual. Specifically it is the 

touring of  Greece and her lost nation-states which make this tour different. Rather than visiting the 

Christian polities of  central Europe, Byron's tour takes him beyond the pale of  Christian rule and to the 

periphery of  Europe which the Ottoman Empire has subsumed. Greece is at once both the progenitor of  

a European Hellenic cultural heritage and the peripheral borderland occupied by the Oriental Other. 

 In religious terms, Greece becomes a yet more subversive influence upon a heterogeneous idea of  

what constitutes a nation, thereby forcing a more secular interpretation upon the notion of  nation. 

Religiously, Greece presents a hodgepodge of  interpretations to the visitor. The history of  religion in 

Greece begins with Ancient Greek myth which is replicated by the Romans nearly wholesale and invoked 

by poets right up to modern times. The onset of  Christianity for Greece saw the development of  Greek 
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Orthodoxy with the split of  the Empire into two, the other half  developing to the Roman Catholicism that 

would hold sway in much of  the rest of  Europe. With the conquest of  the Ottomans over Greece, the 

region had the added influence of  its Islamic rulers. Religious identity was still very much a part of  the 

Greek mentality, but it was fraught with the potential for deep divisiveness. Certainly the notion of  a 

pilgrimage to such a place, with the focus being on seeing the relics of  the Ancient Greek nation-states, 

changes the nature of  pilgrimage itself  to something more secular and any relics to be seen are the relics of  

culture, relics that represent a means of  assisting in the reification of  the nation. 

 When considering Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, cantos I and II, as the narrative and narrator guide the 

reader through Byron's semi-autobiographical spiritual journey, one becomes complicit in the eschewing of  

religion in favour of  nation. Byron's Grand Tour is atypical of  the time with his more Mediterranean route, 

but by way of  writing Childe Harold he connects it back to the more heterodox Grand Tour of  European 

culture. Childe Harold's Pilgrimage is a renovation of  the concept of  pilgrimage, which justifies itself  through 

its secularization and nationalization of  lands that border the European cultural centrality. In a way, it is 

also a renovation of  the medieval sense of  crusade. Two major mobilizers of  an otherwise static populace 

in the medieval era were crusade and pilgrimage. They appear in Childe Harold re-purposed to mobilize the 

reader into regions of  difference and conquer these differences by identifying them as national. It is only 

for Byron to prove to his readership that nations exist where it was thought that religion was dominant. 

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage does just this; it reifies the nation through the subversive vehicle of  story. 

 As autobiographical as Childe Harold might seen, Ernest Hartley Coleridge was later to preface 

Byron's work by saying: “Byron was not Harold, but Harold was an ideal Byron, the creature and avenger 

of  his pride, which haunted and pursued its presumptuous creator to the bitter end.”78 For Byron, while 

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers had been retaliation to the censure of  the critics, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage 

was the introspective work that made up for what his juvenilia had lacked. Though still a form of  

posturing, where his juvenilia had seemed the work of  a young and privileged dandy, Childe Harold showed 

an intriguingly ambivalent central protagonist. Childe Harold, “the poem itself, a pilgrimage to scenes and 

cities of  renown, a song of  travel, a rhythmical diorama, was Byron's own handiwork—not an inheritance, 

but a creation.”79In many ways the nation is ‘not an inheritance, but a creation.’ 

 The journey within the work covers diverse regions on the periphery of  Europe, and yet they 

resonated in heart of  contemporaneous European politics. Portugal and Spain were segues to discussion 

of  the Napoleonic struggles. The plight of  Greece was a study in the greater power of  national relics over 

religious relics. Discussion of  Albania was tantamount to a lesson in describing any polity in national as 

opposed to religious terms. The Pilgrimage is a tour de force in the literary capital of  realizing national issues in 
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Byron's time. 

 The first stop on the journey of  Harold is Lisbon which leads immediately to commentary by the 

narrator on the alliance then established between the Portuguese and the British against the French. Yet, 

the author questions Portugal's place in this alliance, “A nation swoln with ignorance and pride, / Who lick 

yet loathe the hand that waves the sword / to save them from the wrath of  Gaul's unsparing lord.”80 This 

is the first in a tirade of  stanzas which underscore the unhealthy and uneven power relationship between 

Britain and Portugal which was only expedient because of  the threat of  Napoleon. 

 The British nation too had a lapse in 1809 when in victory it acceded to terms at the Convention 

of  Sintra which amounted to enabling a full French escape from consequence in the Peninsular Campaign. 

This shows up in the poem as the Harold narrator remarks, 
  Britannia sickens, Cintra! at thy name; 
  And folks in office at the mention fret, 
  And fain would blush, if  blush they could, for shame. 
  How will Posterity the deed proclaim! 
  Will not our own and fellow-nations sneer, 
  To view these champions cheated of  their fame, 
  By foes in fight o'erthrown, yet victors here, 
 Where scorn her finger points through many a coming year?81 
In this time of  conflict between states, such a blunder as Sintra was a nationally resonant defeat, making 

the policymakers of  the state blush, the nation it represents cringe, and the rest of  the nations of  the world 

sneer. Byron here invokes a mutually owned nation shared with his readership, and the derision equally felt 

for this loss of  national prestige actually serves to bind the readership closer together as a self-identifying 

community; they are bound together in their revulsion at how this blunder abroad reflects back on them as 

a national whole in a world that is made up of  such entities. The section on Portugal represented the 

Pilgrimage as a hugely contemporary journey, little connected to its religious roots. 

 As Harold reaches Spain, the reader becomes caught up in the national programme overtaking the 

ostensibly religious journey. The poem's narrator asserts that the historical reality of  Spain was one of  

religious crusade: “Red gleamed the cross, and waned the crescent pale, / While Afric's echoes thrilled with 

Moorish matrons' wail.”82 However, this is only invoked as part of  process for identifying a shared national 

history. If  the relationship between Britain and Portugal was problematic for the nationalist view of  

sovereignty, then the situation of  Spain was even more entangled. The Harold narrator draws upon the 

ambivalent identity of  Spain that lies at the nexus of  the romantic, gothic, and national.83 Where the other 

two are natural and historic identities, he seeks out the national in the form of  the readership: “Awake, ye 
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Sons of  Spain! awake! advance!”84 Even this short excerpt exemplifies the clarion call to action for a 

purported national motherland. So, when the narrative comes to consider the Battle of  Talavera where 

“three potent Nations meet”85 it is not the victorious side of  the contest between Britain, Spain, and 

France that the narrator is concerned with, but the consequence of  the action itself. The imagery describes 

these factions as fighting in vain for the whims of  Tyrants, but it also invokes the nation as a personified 

ideal: “Death rides upon the sulphury Siroc, / Red Battle stamps his foot, and Nations feel the shock.”86 

Firstly, here there is the equating of  the personified horsemen of  the Apocalypse, Death and War (or “Red 

Battle,”) with the objectified “Nations” through the use of  like capitalization. Secondly, this implies that a 

main driver in the manifestation of  nations is war and shared sacrifice against a common foe. This 

presumption being alluded to in such a popular work as Childe Harold only reinforces a belief  in its reality. 

This is a practice in reifying national struggle as an entity and is done with such artistic spectacle that the 

readership is bound to engage with it and accept the premise. It might also be noted that while Byron 

ignores the victor and ennobles the idea of  nation because of  the shared sacrifice of  soldiers at Talavera, 

this same battle saw the victorious Anglo-Spanish side's leader, Sir Arthur Wellesley, ennobled by the 

“Tyrants” to the position of  Viscount Wellington of  Talavera and of  Wellington because of  his victory. By 

disregarding this notable outcome, Byron sides with the people, with all people, and not with the victors of  

history. 

 Though the poem does not immediately make its next stop in Greece, the first canto ends with the 

assertion that Harold will make it to Greece and the second canto begins with a description of  the plight 

of  Greece. So, a brief  analysis of  the Greek cause will be here undertaken as it relates to the Pilgrimage 

being turned decidedly national. In much the same way as the Spaniards are called upon earlier in the 

poem, the narrator of  Harold invokes the personified Greece or Athens in the form of  the deity Athena.  

The narrator pleads, “Ancient of  days! august Athena! where, / where are thy men of  might? thy grand in 

soul? / Gone -[.]”87 Whereas the Spaniards receive a hopeful appeal to a national organism, the appeal to 

the Greeks is made in vain with the presumption that no Greek nation will take up such a call. As the 

poem proceeds, it is the ruins of  an apparently ancient entity, an apparently lost nation, that Byron is 

addressing. The place that the poet describes for the reader is the Parthenon, “Abode of  the Gods, whose 

shrines no longer burn” and “a Nation's sepulchre” in which is held a “defenceless Urn[.]”88 Even though 

the Parthenon used to be a place of  spirituality, the Pilgrimage does not invoke this place for its religious 

past. This is a place that “Even Gods must yield – Religions take their turn: / 'Twas Jove's – 'tis Mahomet's 
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– and other Creeds / Will rise with other years[.]”89 Religion is a passing trend in a place such as the 

Parthenon, but there is reason to journey to such a place, as one might “Regard and weigh yon dust before 

it flies: / That little urn saith more than thousand Homilies.”90 What Byron is arguing here is that religion is 

of  secondary concern at the Parthenon. The value of  such a place lies in “its broken arch, its ruined wall, / 

Its chambers desolate, and portals foul[.]”91 These are a signifier of  something national. National relic 

trumps religious relic. For Byron, the Pilgrimage seeks this version of  the past so voraciously that he cannot 

help but revel in it before his protagonist even reaches it. The reader is led along in this descent into 

longing for a national Greek progenitor. 

 Harold is yet to reach such an endpoint and in the meantime he reaches Albania, to which Byron 

appends a hugely tangential note on that people. His prose takes a matter-of-fact and anecdotal tone. He 

describes the Albanians as a people thus: “No nation are so detested and dreaded by their neighbours as 

the Albanese; the Greeks hardly regard them as Christians, or the Turks as Moslems; and in fact they are a 

mixture of  both, and sometimes neither.”92 He compares them to the Highland Scots and comments more 

on the complex religious disposition of  one of  them in his company while travelling. This individual had 

much “veneration for the church” as he “never passed a church without crossing himself ” and yet he had a 

“contempt for churchmen” reconciling the two by simply stating “Our church is holy, our priests are 

thieves.”93 The unique Albanian nation is described by Byron through religion and adjacency to other 

different communities. Notes on Albania that follow are equally tangential to the first, one note 

transcribing and translating two Albanian songs94 and what follows this note is a song translated by Byron 

and added to the actual canto itself. Applying a voice to the people of  Albania through song offers yet 

another identifier to that purported nation. The reader is left with a rounded view of  the Albanian nation, 

which of  course presumes the belief  in such constructions, thereby reifying it.   

 We might end the discussion of  Childe Harold's Pilgrimage with a comment upon how it begins, 

coming full circle just as a pilgrim might return to where he started. Byron also was quite discerning in his 

choice of  epigraph to precede and set the tone for his most famous work. In a letter of  late 1812 to Robert 

Charles Dallas, the driving force behind Byron's publishing Childe Harold, Byron curtly gets to the matter of  

including a "motto" with his work. The quote reads: 
L'univers est une espèce de livre, dont on n'a lu que première page quand on n'a vu que son pays. J'en ai feuilleté un 
assez grand nombre, que j'ai trouvé également mauvaises. Cet examen ne m'a point été infructueux. Je haïssais ma 
patrie. Toutes les impertinences des peuples divers, parmi lesquels j'ai vécu, m'ont réconcilié avec elle. Quand je n'aurais 
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tiré d'autre bénéfice de mes voyages que celui-là, je n'en regretterais ni les frais ni les fatigues. - Le Cosmopolite 95 
[The Universe is a kind of  book, of  which we have read only the first page if  one never leaves his country. I browsed 
through a large number of  pages, which I found equally bad. This examination has not been unfruitful. I hated my 
country. With all the impertinences of  various peoples, among whom I lived, I became reconciled with her. If  I took no 
other benefits from my travels than this, I would regret neither the cost nor the effort. - The Cosmopolitan] 96 

This selection coalesces both Byron's experience of  reading books and his firsthand experience abroad. It 

speaks to Byron's threefold education and that threefold education undergone by so many romantics. The 

author, Louis-Charles Fougeret de Monbron, uses the metaphor of  the book to represent the world and 

the pages to represent countries. This metaphor, in and of  itself, speaks to how entwined book culture and 

pursuits of  the mind had become with the invocation of  the nation. 

 Further analyzing the epigraph, it is living amongst others during travels that informs one's 

judgements which then leads to the contrasting of  those judgements against the assessments made 

regarding one's own country. The contrast of  home against the outside world is considered worthwhile. To 

Byron, such a quotation was enlightening as to the educative experience that informed Childe Harold's 

Pilgrimage, and the book that is its source which he picked up while on his tour became a favourite of  his.97 

And it is no surprise that Byron identifies with someone calling themselves 'The Cosmopolitan'. Indeed, 

Byron's later life speaks to his divided national loyalties to any cause that would have him and only a 

cosmopolitan understanding of  Europe through the lens of  national pluralism could reconcile such 

seeming camp hopping. 

 
4.3 - Tourist Turned Exile 
 
Byron's eventual abandonment of  Britain in 1816 was spurred by self-inflicted domestic woes, scandalous 

public gossip, legal implications of  the two preceding, and his longing for the places of  his previous travels. 

All factors combining, the decision was as much as made for him and Byron left England, never to return. 

 As the Napoleonic Wars had ended, Byron was able to visit places that had been denied him as a 

result of  the continental conflict. To Waterloo and then up the Rhine went Byron, finally entering into 

Switzerland. He would occupy Villa Diodati on Lake Geneva for a time, living alongside and becoming 

close friends with Percy Bysshe Shelley. Byron's residence would shift to Venice where he engaged with 

Armenian culture through the Mechitarist Order on the island of  Saint Lazarus within the Venetian 

lagoon. From Venice he would move to Ravenna and then Pisa engaging a circle of  regularly meeting 

individuals that included Shelley. He also began to become involved with the Carbonari movement in Italy at 

this time. After the death of  Shelley by drowning and the failure of  a major Carbonari operation, his final 

Italian residence was Genoa. He would then go on to Greece where he would aid the Greeks in their 
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struggles against the Turks until his demise through a wasting sickness at Missolonghi. 

 Despite all of  this involvement which served to bolster these fledgling national legitimacy 

assertions, it is Byron's death that catalysed his position as both martyr and hero in the mythos of  nationalist 

programme through the hyperbole which any good story employs. Through all Byron's own writings one 

can see the process of  national reification, but when even his death was subject to such a manifesting of  

that entity, we come to realize the ubiquity of  nations and nationalism in the life and death of  Byron. It 

may well be that his death as a symbol had the greatest instantaneous impact for the programme and 

practice of  reifying nations and nationalism, but his life contains multitudes more examples of  the 

processual practice of  socializing nations and nationalism into the fabric of  modern reality. 

 
PART 3: The Present Nation 

5. British Nation 
5.1 - Regency Britain 
 
Percy Bysshe Shelley was a poet and agitator for change. To epitomize an era of  change, his poem England 

in 1819 encapsulates the historical moment. It is worth reviewing here in its entirety: 
An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying king,-- 
Princes, the dregs of  their dull race, who flow 
Through public scorn, mud from a muddy spring,-- 
Rulers who neither see, nor feel, nor know, 
But leech-like to their fainting country cling, 
Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow,-- 
A people starved and stabbed in the untilled field,-- 
An army which liberticide and prey 
Makes as a two-edged sword to all who wield,-- 
Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay; 
Religion Christless, Godless, a book sealed,-- 
A Senate--Time's worst statute unrepealed,-- 
Are graves from which a glorious Phantom may 
Burst to illumine our tempestuous day. 

From a radical like Shelley, the tone is obviously rousing and the content subversive. However, the issues 

were real. By 1819 King George was unfit to rule and his heirs left a wake of  improprieties to condemn 

them but for what mitigation their being royalty could provide. Liberty, as cause and ideal, was impeded in 

America and France, and utterly crushed in Ireland and with the Luddites at home. Certainly, the successive 

reins of  George III and his son as Regent saw Britain through its fair number of  'tempestuous days.' 

 King George III had ruled in a time of  upheaval not all his own doing. With the onset of  

debilitating mania in 1788, attributed to a rare blood disorder, the King was mentally unfit to rule for a 

year. This madness would return in 1811 and without any end in sight, the Regency was established with 

the morally disreputable and opulently self-indulgent Prince of  Wales, later to be George IV, taking power. 

Of  the royal progeny, George IV lay somewhere in the middle of  his siblings as far as public opinion went. 

The children of  George III were a mixture of  the debauched, the ill, and a few who actually culled favour 
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and goodwill with the populace. With nine boys and six girls, there were plenty of  stories of  the royal 

princes and princesses that might be chosen to give an anecdotal account of  these heirs to the Hanoverian 

line. Frederick, the Duke of  York, and second in line to the throne after the Crown Prince of  Wales, was a 

successful and aspiring young military man. However, a parliamentary enquiry shed light on a promotion 

scandal in which a courtesan was first being paid off  in exorbitant amounts by Frederick, and then, when 

the payments ceased, the courtesan began to take bribes from officers hoping for promotion as a result of  

her favoured position in relation to Frederick. That one of  the least corrupt sons of  the royal line was still 

guilty of  some scandal only fit too well the overwhelming pattern of  his siblings. 

 As heir to the throne, the Prince of  Wales took over as Prince Regent for his unstable father in 

1811. His reputation was that of  excess decadence, dissipation, gambling, and philandering. He was 

estranged from his wife Caroline, the Princess of  Wales, though she too was guilty of  dalliances with those 

other than her husband. What the Prince did have to his advantage was many Whigs as his close allies, so 

upon assuming the responsibilities of  Regent it was commonly presumed that there would be a change of  

ministry upsetting the ruling Tories. When this transfer of  power did not occur, for fear on the part of  the 

Regent of  creating instability, the Whigs were apoplectic at the turncoat nature of  the Regent. Their 

revenge came by way of  the Prince Regent's wife, Caroline. She had been left in a state of  limbo ever since 

his taking up the Regency, since the Prince himself  could not stand her and seemingly would consort with 

any other woman before his wife, and that feeling seemed mutual. The Whigs demanded to see her either 

treated as befitting a Princess or formally charged with some crime that could justify her absence from 

court. At this time, the Princess of  Wales began acting more openly promiscuous and ill-behaved, further 

agitating her husband, the Prince Regent.98 

 Before any of  this could come to a head, on May 11 of  1811, the Prime Minister Spencer Percival 

was assassinated in the lobby of  the House of  Commons. In an anecdotal letter from Coleridge to Southey, 

Coleridge noted that there was much confusion over the identity of  the assassin; many thinking it was 

radical politician Francis Burdett, though in reality it had been committed by John Bellingham, a 

disgruntled businessman acting alone. The dragging war with France had made more than Bellingham 

upset with the government, and public opinion was such that the execution became a public spectacle with 

many in the crowd condoning Bellingham's actions and voicing as much. Spectacle that it was, Byron 

rented out a choice room with a view of  the front of  Newgate Prison so as to see the execution.99 

 A few days after the execution, May 22, the government fell. Whereas George III had sometimes 

intervened in the style of  personal monarchy, notably in ousting Fox and Lord North from power in favour 

of  Pitt the Younger in 1784, the Prince Regent was averse and fearful to utilize his political clout, favouring 
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instead to indulge in alcohol and laudanum at the just thought of  it. Outside of  the metropole, the 

midlands were seeing their share of  upheaval with the Luddite violence against machinery and the owners 

of  the means of  manufacturing. It was not until the successes of  Wellington first in the Penninsular 

Campaign and then at Waterloo, that the Regency actually established the stability not seen since the Prince 

Regent had snubbed the Whigs. Notably, in this era of  the Regency and Byron's adult lifetime the Whigs to 

whom Byron committed his allegiance were out of  power and in opposition for the entirety.100 

 
5.2 - The Buff  and Blue: Born for Opposition 
 
 Party politics in Britain during the successive reigns of  George III, the Regency, and then George 

IV were a period of  ascendancy of  the Tory prerogative. The Whig days of  the Glorious Revolution were 

history, though not forgotten. Even with talents like Charles James Fox, the Whigs were condemned to 

remain almost exclusively on the opposition throughout the period. Whiggish politics under Fox centred 

mainly on the ideals of  liberty, and the moniker Foxite and his personal colours of  Buff  and Blue were 

applied to his party well after his death and throughout the Regency period. Such causes as American 

liberty, peace with France, Catholic emancipation, and an end to the slave trade were essential to a Foxite 

and Whiggish platform for rule and points of  opposition to the government of  the day. 

 The era leading up to Regency also saw the efforts of  Thomas Erskine as barrister to defend 

censorous charges of  libel to those who would later take up the cause of  Radicalism, but who at that time 

fell under the title of  Wilkites, after the then radical John Wilkes. Erskine would later join Fox and 

playwright Richard Brinsley Sheridan in the Ministry of  All Talents under the Tory Lord Grenville in 1806, 

directly succeeding William Pitt the Younger's ministry. This coalition ministry necessitated by the French 

expansion on the continent was criticized by Whigs like the publicist William Cobbett and the radical Sir 

Francis Burdett. Fox's death in that same year of  1806 would see the ministry falter and the following year 

fail with their unsuccessful attempt to persuade George III of  some measure of  relief  for Irish Catholics. 

It was the last grasp at ruling power the Whigs would have in Byron's time. 

 Fates would have it that Byron was destined because of  his aristocratic heritage to pursue politics. 

This combined with both his readings into historical precedent and gift for oratory gave him great 

expectations for his political life. The Whig tradition was one of  decentralizated power, each landed 

aristocrat with a diffused portion of  the power so greedily sought by monarchical privilege. The image of  

an estate such as Byron's ancestral Newstead Abbey or the much frequented by him Holland House were 

bastions against the consolidating proclivity of  absolute monarchy which was so prevalent on the 

continent, or so the Whiggish attitude would contend. Explaining the Whig culture's influence upon 
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Byron, Kelsall writes that “the highest artistic expressions of  that culture reside in landscaped parks, in 

libraries rich in many tongues, in picture and sculpture galleries, even in the very charm of  fields enclosed 

by powerful landlords whose sense of  the aesthetic united with a desire for improvement and profit.”101 

And while a landed class does not sound so forward-thinking and democratic to a modern audience, Whig 

arguments ran that all aristocrats gained equal political voice regardless of  whether their estates were 

impoverished. Moreover, there were plenty of  exemplars of  meritocracy among the power players of  the 

day, and many of  them wore the Whig colours. 

 The contrast of  Whig and Tory is not as stark as the sides might articulate at the time. The Whigs 

were fractured amongst themselves by the compromising imperative of  forming the Ministry of  All 

Talents with the Tories, the embeddedness of  their status as opposition especially after the slight of  the 

Prince of  Wales in not raising them to power, and finally the increasing number who formed the splinter 

group of  Radicals sometimes disposing of  the Whig label altogether and simply calling themselves 

independents. These Radicals pushed issues of  parliamentary reform before all else and the very disdain 

they had for status quo politics extended to both parties of  tradition and privilege. Byron's best friend 

Hobhouse would eventually join the ranks of  these agitators. 

 With the loss of  American colonies, the eruption of  the French Revolution and subsequent 

expansion of  that nation under the leadership of  Napoleon, and war ongoing or at least impending, the 

watchword of  the era for Britain was 'stability.' For the Whigs this meant an era of  disappointment, and for 

Byron this would quash his hopes of  making visible actions in the political arena. However, before his 

entry into this political scene, Byron's writing would find him obliviously entering the interconnected 

literary field. 

 
5.3 - Against the Poets of  the Establishment 
 
Byron's days at Cambridge gave him little stimulation or challenge. Combined with extended periods where 

he was away from the university altogether, these were not the most productive days for the young lord. 

However, he did produce a volume of  poetry during this time, a sort of  juvenalia, appropriately entitled 

Hours of  Idleness. Naive to the potentially harsh criticism accompanied by publication, Byron basked for 

some time in his little taste of  fame. When criticism did come, it came less as a personal attack and more as 

political agenda using his poetry as context for complaint. 

 Inaugurated in 1802, the Edinburgh Review was a product of  the Scottish Enlightenment and would 

later find itself  a countermeasure to the conservative Tory leanings of  the Anti-Jacobin and Quarterly 

reviews. Innovating in the field of  literary review, the Edinburgh along with the Quarterly allowed their 
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reviewers more room for criticism of  the texts at hand and thereby the reviews in each edition were culled 

down to a very exclusive number. This seemingly added a level of  discrimination to those works included 

for review, while also adding an exclusionary slight to works not chosen for review. The reviews themselves 

became staging grounds for intellectual debate with political connotations. 

 When Byron was chosen as the focus of  a review in the Whig leaning Edinburgh it was because his 

Hours of  Idleness was typical of  privileged youth and a pampered upper-class lifestyle. That his personal 

political convictions were inclined towards the Whig cause could never have been known from the content 

of  his Hours of  Idleness, but nonetheless Byron's reaction was one of  appal and humiliation at being 

victimized by the anonymous review in the Edinburgh. After a long time recuperating from what he saw as a 

personal ambush, Byron got to work on a retaliation in the form of  a politically charged work in which all 

were potential targets. 

 It is worth noting that Byron's two privately printed collections of  poems had both been more 

morally loose and scandalous than Hours of  Idleness. When one of  Byron's close acquaintances balked at the 

insinuations of  some poems in the autumn 1806 printing of  Fugitive Pieces, Byron called back all the copies 

he had distributed and had those that were returned burned. Vail argues that much of  the persona 

established by Byron in both Fugitive Pieces and the succeeding volume Poems on Various Occasions were based 

on Thomas Moore's anonymously and pseudonymously published collections Odes of  Anacreon and The 

Poetical Works of  the Late Thomas Little, Esq.102 Francis Jeffery in the Edinburgh Review had condemned 

Moore's work even though it met with public sales success, and the general connotation became that 

Moore's works was licentious, immoral, and seductive. That Byron's own work became the object of  

criticism for that same publication soon after this only served to push Byron's and Moore's trajectories 

closer. 

 Such was Byron's reaction to the criticism that he received from the Edinburgh, he spared none with 

his anonymous publication of  English Bards and Scotch Reviewers in the March of  1809. In his preface to the 

first edition, Byron stated his intention of  diagnosing the illness in literature of  the age, specifically, “the 

present prevalent and distressing rabies for rhyming.” As regards the other part of  title for his work, Byron 

would position himself  as inheritor of  the Herculean mantle in the face of  the multiple heads that made 

up the Hydra-like Edinburgh Reviewers. Freely admitting his own shortcomings in rhyme, his poem quickly 

moves from how he was “spurn'd by others”103 onwards to attacks on the writers and reviewers of  the day. 

“The ballad-monger Southey” is begged to stop his “varied song.”104 As to William Wordsworth, Byron 

references his poem “The Idiot Boy” and then mocks the poet: 
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 So close on each pathetic part he dwells, 
 And each adventure so sublimely tells, 
 That all who view the 'idiot in his glory' 
 Conceive the bard the hero of  the story.105 
Not content to mock the most prominent of  the established poets of  the day, Byron would also attack 

Matthew 'Monk' Lewis, whose novel The Monk was such a descent into debauchery and satanic gothic that 

he was accused by the critics of  conspiring equally with Moore to corrupt society and the youth. Just like 

Moore, Monk Lewis would become a close acquaintance of  Byron's, though at the time Byron wrote of  

him “Even Satan's self  with thee might dread to dwell / And in thy skull discern a deeper hell.”106 Mainly 

aimed at Southey, Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Francis Jeffery, even those, like Lewis and Moore, for whom 

Byron had some respect were not spared his spiteful repartee. While this attacking nature characterized 

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers it also brought the work into the popular spotlight for its very excesses, 

excess being a characteristic in keeping with the spirit of  the Romantic age. 

 The earliest experiences of  publishing poetry and their subsequent criticism set Byron up to 

retaliate in kind, and English Bards and Scotch Reviewers was such a reactionary and inciteful piece that the 

literary world took note. The close association of  this literary world and that of  politics meant that those 

reactionaries of  literary and political worlds would soon draw this new entrant into the scene and into their 

circles. The readership of  the nation was expectant for the next offering from the author of  English Bards. 

However, Byron would walk a tight line in his politics and attempt to abide by the expectations of  a peer in 

the Lords. 

 
5.4 - From Speeches in the House to Songs for the Factory 
 
Byron had been preparing himself  for his entry into the House of  Lords mostly through his readings. 

Purchasing Cobbett's Political Histories, Byron hoped to understand the present state of  British government 

through the precedents of  the past. Certainly, Byron hoped his own past would see him instilled in the 

framework of  government, as in 1809 he contacted the Earl of  Carlisle, his guardian, in hopes that he 

could be introduced into the House of  Lords without needing to go through the exhaustive formalities of  

proving his lineage and proper occupation of  his peerage. When Carlisle merely referred Byron to those 

formal proceedings of  proving bloodline and pedigree, Byron felt humiliated at being so summarily 

brushed aside. Mirroring his initial censure by the Whig critics, his entry into the House of  Lords was 

soured by the experience of  being snubbed by the party to which his views most closely aligned. In quick 

succession, he would publish English Bards and Scotch Reviewers and take his seat in the Lords before leaving 

on his Grand Tour. 
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 In truth, Byron's views were more beyond the pale than those represented by the two parties in the 

Lords. His were more in keeping with the radicals as represented in the Commons by members such as 

Francis Burdett, though he claimed to set himself  aloof  of  both parties. Upon his return to England in 

1811 and his return to Parliamentary affairs, Byron presented his maiden speech in the Lords. Burdett, who 

had come up to hear the new young lord speak, was much in favour of  Byron's words. The rest of  the 

House had a more tepid reaction, to say the least. 

 While it had been Byron's plan to speak initially upon the 'Catholic Question' and the plight of  the 

Irish, he ended up orating on the industrial unrest in Nottingham by the 'frame-breakers'. The cause of  the 

Luddites had recently come under question and the result was the Tory Cabinet creating a bill that made 

industrial tampering a capital crime, punishable by death. This was, of  course, in the context of  the 

Napoleonic Wars and the industrial war effort, but Byron saw the “palpable injustice, and its certain 

inefficacy.”107 In preparation for his speech, he had contacted the leader of  the Moderate Whigs, Lord 

Holland, and explained his case, citing the fact that he “believed in the existence of  grievances which call 

rather for pity than punishment”108 and had himself  seen firsthand the plight of  these workers whose 

industry had been made redundant by the innovations of  frame looms. 

 Byron's first speech is important, in that it sympathizes with the part of  the national whole which is 

often left out of  the discussion and communication of  the national imagining. These are those who cannot 

form a readership because their education is limited and their work for wages fills the majority of  their 

time. The working poor, who in this case are not working and thereby starving, are given a voice through 

Byron's speech. He may have been speaking more from his principles as Whig and even Radical than 

actually genuinely taking up their cause, but his words ring through nonetheless. He begins with the 

observation: “Nothing but absolute want could have driven a large, and once honest and industrious, body 

of  the people, into the commission of  excesses so hazardous to themselves, their families, and the 

community.”109 The phrasing “body of  the people” and inclusion of  this group into “the community” 

invokes the concept of  mutual obligation between the state and people, thereby including a consideration 

for this least portion of  the populace. Byron then goes on to criticize the victimization of  these people that 

this bill will enforce, asserting that: “several notorious delinquents had been detected, - men liable to 

conviction, on the clearest evidence, of  the capital crime of  poverty; men, who had been nefariously guilty 

of  lawfully begetting several children, whom, thanks to the times! they were unable to maintain.”110 This 

conflating of  the issue with families and numerous children in the poor classes draws up the spectre of  
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Thomas Malthus. 

 That Byron took an interest in the Thomas Malthus' An Essay on the Principle of  Population, was no 

great surprise. The work, published in 1798, quickly became almost canon for the reading public and its 

subject matter lay at the intersection of  misery, marriage, vice, and sex. Indeed, it was no great surprise that 

Byron was acquainted with the work. Malthus' essay based itself  upon two basic principles “That food is 

necessary to the existence of  man” and “that the passion between the sexes is necessary and will remain 

nearly in its present state.”111 From these principles, Malthus argued that population increases at a much 

higher rate than the earth can sustain, thus creating misery. Malthus had written the essay as a disputation 

of  the views of  two other contemporary philosophers. One was William Godwin, husband to Mary 

Wollstonecraft and father-in-law to Percy Bysshe Shelley. Godwin had, according to Malthus, “conjectured 

that the passion between the sexes may in time be extinguished”112 in his 1793 Enquiry concerning Political 

Justice, and its Influence on General Virtue and Happiness. The other philosopher was Condorcet, whose 1795 

Sketch for a Historical Picture of  the Progress of  the Human Spirit introduced that Enlightenment idea of  

Progress. While Malthus could agree with Condorcet on the potential of  humankind to inhabit a future in 

which lack of  food would lead to misery, Malthus took Condorcet to task for dismissal of  such an instance 

as a problem for the remote future and easily solved once austere morals had been shed. The utopian 

visions of  men like Godwin and Condorcet were called out by Malthus' essay. While Britain had 

championed industry, empire, and economy, the nation had solidified behind that British identity. At what 

cost, though, did they grow this Britannia incorporated? This was also a time in which childhood was 

beginning to be romanticized and the deplorable conditions of  the downtrodden were a concern for many. 

The poor laws in Britain under Prime Minister Pitt had been enacted to alleviate the suffering and want of  

sustenance amongst the most destitute. 

 Byron's Frame-work Bill Speech plays upon Malthus' thesis and attempts to persuade his audience 

of  Lords through sympathy for their fellow Britons. He even appeals to the mutual misery endured by the 

entire British populace as a result of  the continuous warring: 
Can we forget it is the bitter policy, the destructive warfare of  the last eighteen years, which has destroyed their 
comfort, your comfort, all men's comfort? that policy, which originating with 'great statesmen now no more,' has 
survived the dead to become a curse on the living, unto the third and fourth generation!113 

In this way Byron hopes to fuse the national imagination of  the upper classes with the lower class, as one 

united Britain. He reminds the Lords of  their obligations to these people: 
Are we aware of  our obligations to a mob? It is the mob that labour in your fields and serve in your houses, - that man 
your navy, and recruit your army, - that have enabled you to defy all the world, and can also defy you when neglect and 
calamity have driven them to despair! You may call the people a mob; but do not forget that a mob too often speaks 
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the sentiments of  the people.114 
Byron seeks to enfranchise the working class through their essential role in the nation-making process, that 

of  industrious toilers. As already alluded to, his speech was not well received by his peers. So, Byron took 

to his strength and wrote a satirical poem on the matter entitled “An Ode to the Framers of  the Frame-

Bill” and had it published anonymously in the Morning Chronicle of  5 March. In this way Byron 

circumvented the apparatus of  state with an appeal to the readership who define the national will, a force 

that he was becoming much better accustomed to engaging and employing. 

 Byron would make two more speeches in the House, his next on Catholic Emancipation and his 

last in favour of  Parliamentary Reform. This last speech on June 1, 1813, followed in similar vein to his 

first speech on the Frame-work Bill, as Byron spoke in support of  Major John Cartwright who was 

petitioning for Parliamentary Reform that would see parliaments elected on an annual basis,  introduce the 

secret ballot, and extend franchise to all men. Byron's speech set aside the details to the petition itself, and 

instead focused on the abuses that Cartwright had endured in inspiring interest in the cause. One passage 

merits some minor commentary, where Byron appeals to “all who are British in their feelings, as well as 

blood and birth[.]”115 It is apt but also problematic that Byron, in championing this losing cause by 

lobbying these statesmen, chooses to define a British nation in terms of  “blood and birth”. That those 

Lords in the House represented various nations, English, Scottish, Welsh, and Irish, Byron is very much 

aware. Invoking a British nationalism to men who all share the experience of  birth into privilege by blood 

would not raise the tensions that it might if  bringing together these disparate nationalities under different 

circumstances, especially among an audience of  the bourgeois middling classes. 

 While Byron might not have much furthered the causes of  labour sympathy or parliamentary 

reform through his speeches in the Lords, these two public addresses did cemented him as a sympathizer 

for the Radical cause and the plight of  the downtrodden. In terms of  nations and nationalism, it 

exemplifies Byron's favouring of  a more inclusive nation-state, both in terms of  including the lower classes 

and forging a British identity above the nativism of  more regional entities. 

 
5.5 - The Forgery of  the Forged British Nation 
 
Britain was not an entirely homogenous union of  nation and state. As Linda Colley asserts, a 'Briton' 

identity had been forming because of  the threat of  an inimical French 'Other,' because of  nation-wide 

profits from decades of  imperial trade, because of  a commonly held Protestantism, and because of  a 

notion of  the ancient balances of  power within her institutions of  state.116 However, even these binding 
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qualities of  identity could not entirely overwhelm those incendiary writers who strove to be a voice to the 

oppressed, disenfranchised, and alienated groups that did not fit this Britain identity. 

 Of  these downtrodden within Britain, the case of  the Irish was most concerning to Byron. While 

the Briton identity had been invoked to pull together Welsh, English, Cornish, and Scottish identities,  

Ireland divided itself  because of  a large Catholic body. The withholding of  franchise and freedoms from 

those Catholic Irish made them subjects below the level of  citizenship in the British empire. Ireland, 

inasmuch as it's Catholics were concerned, would effectively remain a British Imperial holding, whereas the 

other sub-nationalities of  the British isles had integrated themselves into the British nationality and British 

state apparatus. The Irish incompatibility with British identity left the British identity awkwardly posed as 

an institutional machination that a state-down power relationship forced to  supersede the more culturally 

based sub-nationalities of  Welsh, Cornish, Scottish, and English. The present state of  Britain could not 

help but be subject to the conundrum of  the partially domestic, partially colonial, and partially foreign 

presence of  the Irish Question. 

 
6. Ireland 
6.1 – The Catholic Question 
 
Byron's Whig party had a history of  concern for the plight of  the Irish. Central to their efforts to alleviate 

that people were two issues: Catholic Emancipation and Repeal of  Union. The inclusion of  the Irish state 

within the institutions of  the British state occurred in 1800 through the efforts of  Pitt's government. 

However, it came without the requisite changes to see Catholics given equal rights alongside other British 

subjects. Ireland's grievances became entrenched in those of  British domestic politics. Through the two-

pronged effort of  Repeal and Emancipation would their benefactors attempt to solve these problems. 

 Byron was one such champion of  the Irish cause, as his second of  three speeches on April 12, 

1812, in the Lords was in support of  Catholic Emancipation. A motion was before the House to form a 

Committee on Roman Catholic claims. His arguments were many of  both an anecdotal and second-hand 

nature, Byron never having visiting Ireland, himself. To placate the unfounded fear that many held at 

suggesting the empowering of  Roman Catholics, Byron would argue that the Irish were already entrusted 

as part of  the militia, and “that he who could entertain serious apprehensions of  danger to the church in 

these times, would have 'cried fire in the deluge.'”117 Here Byron's appeal underscores the threat of  

opposing national entities, namely France, over opposing religions. Disparaging the idea of  Union, Byron 

argues: 
If  it must be called a Union, it is the union of  the shark with his prey; the spoiler swallows up his victim, and thus they 
become one and indivisible. Thus has great Britain swallowed up the Parliament, the constitution, the independence of  
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Ireland, and refuses to disgorge even a single privilege, although for the relief  of  her swollen and distempered body 
politic.118 

In this argument, Byron identifies key factors of  which Union left Ireland bereft: Parliament, Constitution, 

and Independence. In a world of  empires and absolutism these arguments would not hold weight, but in 

an historical moment with burgeoning nationalism these are strong arguments that appeal to the notions 

of  the just sovereignty of  nations. They still failed to sway the attitudes of  the House of  Lords, but that 

they were voiced at all is evidence of  the politically oriented reification of  nationalism that was then rife. 

 
6.2 - Oriental Ireland 
 
Byron and Moore commented on the plight of  the Irish through veiled references made in the form of  

Oriental tales. The rise of  both Moore and Byron to preeminence as Whig poets in the eyes of  their 

contemporaries occurred at the start of  Byron's years of  fame. Both their friendship and their Whig 

political poetics were perhaps best represented by the success of  Byron's The Corsair and it's opening 

dedication to Moore. In this dedication, Byron alluded to Moore's similar intent in composing a work set in 

the Orient. With respect to this, Byron would comment that, 
none can do those scenes so much justice. The wrongs of  your country, the magnificent and fiery spirit of  their sons, 
the beauty and feeling of  her daughters, may there be found; and Collins, when he denominated Oriental his Irish 
Eclogues, was not aware how true, at least, was a part of  his parallel. Your imagination will create a warmer sun, and 
less clouded sky; but wilderness, tenderness, and originality, are part of  your national claim of  oriental descent, to which 
you have already thus far proved your title more clearly than the most zealous of  your country's antiquarians.119 

In this section Byron refers to the English poet, William Collins' Persian Eclogues of  1742; a work which 

Byron rightfully asserts was an allusion to Irish colonization. Byron envisions the Irish nation as Oriental in 

character and Moore as the preeminent speaker for that marginalized Irish nation. Vail observes that it was 

Byron's interactions with Moore which both solidified and made overt Byron's Whig politics.120 As already 

stated, the Whig stance on Ireland had always been a two-pronged effort through Catholic Emancipation 

and Repeal of  Union. The response to Byron's The Corsair, as far as partisan criticism was concerned, 

found the dedication the most objectionable portion of  the work, while the story itself  garnered general 

acclaim. Byron's 'Turkish Tales,' The Giaour, The Bride of  Abydos, The Corsair, and Lara, all fueled his ascent to 

fame with the promise of  the exotic scene. The public, the readership, engaged with the subject matter, the 

present place of  struggle between servile Greeks and tyrannous Ottoman Turks. Playing on the sympathy 

of  the public for the Greek plight at the hands of  the Turk, Byron inculcated sympathy for the 

dispossessed nation, which could easily be shifted to the cause of  the Irish at the hands of  the British 

themselves. It is as subversive a practice of  nationalist programming as any that agents of  national 
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reification employ. 

 
PART 4: The Perennial Nations 

7. Greece 
7.1 - Nations as Remembered Ruins 
 
The exceedingly paradoxical conceit of  the nation was its at once modern and ancient status. Riding on the 

coattails of  the Enlightenment calls for universal liberty for the individual, nations were a refashioning of  

that liberty for distinctively different groups of  humanity. At once subsuming the individual and offering 

them a distinct identity, nations in the age of  romanticism especially played on cultural and historical 

aspects. New as it was, the nation would find its roots in all that the ages had left to it. For perennial 

nationalism, the nation was but blossoming again in a new time, a different flower, but from the same 

stem. 

 Pursuing the language legacy of  Greek and Latin through their itinerant histories to the ages from 

which they gained their lasting influence, intellectuals found archetypal socio-political precedents from 

which to work. Where Latin gave the archetypes of  Republic and Empire, Greece offered its city-state 

Poleis and the differing methods by which these were governed. For romantic nationalists, Greece and 

Rome were identified as the originals from which all the rest of  Europe was the derivative. Identifying 

classical communities as archetypal nations, romantic nationalists with specific sympathies for the Greeks 

became what we refer to as the Philhellenes. Believing the Greeks to be the source of  so much shared 

European culture, many Romantics became covetous of  the artifacts from antiquity. The possession of  

relics from Ancient Greece then became important to the prestige of  imperially motivated states as icons 

of  their conquest and legitimization of  their legacy. 

 
7.2 - Minerva and the Marbles 
 
Thomas Bruce, the 7th Earl of  Elgin had begun a project in Greece in 1801 as British Ambassador to the 

Ottoman Empire. The project was the removal of  the classical Greek sculptures from the ruins of  the 

Acropolis and the shipment of  these marbles back to England. With Byron's visit to Greece between 1810 

and 1811, this project had already seen the greater part of  these marbles shipped back to England and they 

had already been put on display there as early as 1807 to which the public was scornful.121 Before even 

departing on his tour, Byron described this popular sentiment concerning the Elgin marbles with vitriol in 

his English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, castigating both Elgin and George Hamilton-Gordon, Fourth Earl of  

Aberdeen: 
Let Aberdeen and Elgin still pursue 
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The shade of  fame through regions of  virtù; 
Waste useless thousands on their Phidian freaks, 
Misshapen monuments and maim'd antiques;122 

Both Aberdeen and Elgin represented the British interest in Greece, but both were romantically 

preoccupied with l'art pour l'art.123 Aberdeen, founder of  the Athenian Society and member of  the Society 

of  Dilettanti, also excavated ruins in Athens in 1803 and had the reliefs that he recovered shipped back to 

England along with the Elgin marbles in 1806. Many saw the act of  taking these relics away from their 

home cultures as a form of  vandalism, Byron especially. 

 Byron's visits to the Acropolis during his stays in Athens alerted him to how tragic the removal of  

these artifacts were to the Athenian people. Upon seeing Elgin's project underway, Byron would write first 

stanzas and notes in Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, but would also dedicate an entire composition to Elgin's 

plundering: The Curse of  Minerva. This work of  1811 led Byron to touch upon many themes specific to the 

period's belief  in a perennial Greek nation. 

 The poem itself  begins with the stanzas that move from sunny scenes to a twilight and finally to a 

nighttime of  darkness. In this way Byron invokes the image of  the cycle from day to night and back again. 

This is profound when one considers the connection that this has to a perennial idea of  nations. The poem 

comes to an end without a resolving the cycle from day to night and back again. Nighttime remains 

because the Parthenon Marbles remain with Britain and the Greek nation is unable to revive itself  and 

once again break forth into enlightened self-governance. Instead they remain in a dark age where "the 

quench of  night asserts her silent reign."124 Byron sees the classical nation-states of  Greece as prototypes 

of  the modern nation and uses natural cycles to symbolically characterize the perennial nature of  Greek 

culture. 

 As well, Byron marks the twilight of  this cultural nation by recounting how "the cup of  woe was 

quaff'd - the spirit fled"125 in allusion to Socrates' choice in taking the draught of  hemlock and thereby 

exemplified the death of  the Greek zeitgeist. 

 In The Curse of  Minerva, men of  letters, specifically poets, are given special place in the nation. 

Byron describes how he looks upon the remains of  the Greek legacy in "Pallas' fane[,]"126 but the 

Parthenon may spark his imagination only because Greek "arts and arms but live in poets' lore[.]"127 The 

ability of  Byron's character to imagine a Greek golden age at all is thanks only to these poets and their role 

as recorders and explicators of  the legacy of  the culture. Even without the Parthenon Marbles, Byron 
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decides that the words of  the Greek writers are enough to evoke a powerful national response. Specifically, 

"the past return'd, the present seem'd to cease, / And Glory knew no clime beyond her Greece!"128 Again, 

Byron shows how the past nation comes again, and anew, in perennial fashion. 

 The main body of  the poem consists of  a discussion between Byron's unnamed British protagonist 

and the avatar of  Minerva, the god Pallas Athena. Minerva accuses this Briton of  being the same ilk as 

Elgin, the thief  who stole the relics from her shrine. Minerva of  course is symbolic of  Athens and the 

greater Greek culture. She describes the history of  the Parthenon and Greece in general, "despite of  war 

and wasting fire, / I saw successive tyrannies expire. / 'Scaped from the ravage of  the Turk and Goth, / 

Thy country sends a spoiler worse than both."129 She deplores Elgin's actions, especially since he is a 

"Briton, once a noble name; / First of  the mighty, foremost of  the free"130 stealing thus from the already 

downtrodden Greeks. However, Byron's protagonist rebuts her statement on a technicality of  ambiguous 

nationality. He responds: "Daughter of  Jove! in Britain's injured name, / A true-born Briton may the deed 

disclaim. / Frown not on England; England owns him not: / Athena, no! thy plunderer was a Scot."131 

Calling into question the nature of  the British nationality, and excluding the Scottish from the national 

makeup, brings forth the issues with that forged British nation; namely the problem with the British nation 

is the sub-nationalities which assert themselves more prominently than their civic British nationality. Byron 

is effectively using a selective understanding of  the British nation as being the ruling mechanism of  the 

English. 

 The protagonist takes this time to explain to Athena the sad state of  the Scots, and distance them 

by way of  national identity from the other nations that make up the British nation. The Scottish landscape 

is described as a desolation from which the nation itself  flees in diaspora. He describes, "Then thousand 

schemes of  petulance and pride / Despatch her scheming children far and wide: / Some east, some west, 

some everywhere but north, / In quest of  lawless gain, they issue forth."132 From this description the Scots 

are a nation whose homeland is nearly uninhabitable, and so many of  her people is disparate but remain 

stolidly part of  that nation. The British nation is called into question for its ambiguities, specifically the 

cultural-geographic sub-nationalities that undermine its imagined community. When the Scottish 

nationality can maintain itself  even in diaspora, then what hope does the British nation have at subverting 

the Scottish homeland, especially when the English so quickly dismiss them as another nation apart? To 

put it in Smith's terminology, the questioning begs the plausibility of  the present invented British civic 

nation when confronted not just the Scottish and English ethnic nations, but more with the lasting legacy 
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of  the Greeks whose crumbling relics hold such symbolic power after thousands of  years to reignite a 

nation or European civilization itself. 

 Even with such a composition made, Byron also had engaged Elgin in correspondence. Upon 

returning to England in the summer of  1811, Byron wrote to Hobhouse of  his interactions with Elgin: 
Lord Elgin has been teasing to see me these last four days. I wrote him, at his own request, all I knew about his 
robberies, and at last have written to say that as it is my intention to publish (in Childe Harold) on that topic, I thought 
proper, since he insisted on seeing me, to give him notice that he might not have the opportunity of  accusing me of  
double dealing afterwards. 
So you see how matters stand. I believe we differ on Lord E[lgin]'s subject, or else he will be pretily trimmed among us, 
ie. Dr. Clarke, you, and myself, prose and verse all rising in revenge of  Minerva.133 

Edward Daniel Clarke, Hobhouse, and Byron had all seen firsthand Elgin's purloining project in Greece 

and as educated upper class philhellenes they would vent their disapproval as part of  their various 

publications. To see the Greek nation subject to the Turks and then to see British agents ruthlessly 

shipping away some of  her most lasting and most iconic relics, these men felt obliged to act. As professor 

of  minerology at Cambridge University, Clarke would publish in 1809 A Description of  the Greek Marbles 

brought from the Shores of  the Euxine, Archipelago and Mediterranean, and deposited in the University Library, 

Cambridge and in 1910 Travels in various Countries of  Europe, Asia and Africa in which he would voice his 

discontent with actions of  Elgin and his ilk. Byron and Hobhouse would both follow suit in their 

publications. Hobhouse's A Journey through Albania, and other Provinces of  Turkey in Europe and Asia, to 

Constantinople, during the Years 1809 and 1810 would be published in 1813, while Byron would have Childe 

Harold's Pilgrimage published in 1812. 

 The prose and verse of  Childe Harold's Pilgrimage would indeed attack the actions of  Lord Elgin and 

the popularity of  the work would spread this castigation to virtually the entirety of  British literate society. 

The actions of  Elgin are deplored in the verses from stanzas eleven through thirteen of  canto two, the first 

one reading: 
But who, of  all the plunderers of  yon fane 
On high, where Pallas lingered, loth to flee 
The latest relic of  her ancient reign - 
The last, the worst, dull spoiler, who was he? 
Blush, Caledonia! such thy son could be! 
England! I joy no child he was of  thine: 
Thy free-born men should spare what once was free; 
Yet they could violate each saddening shrine, 
And bear these altars o’er the long reluctant brine.134 

The stanza asserts that it was Caledonia, or Scotland, through its vessel Elgin, which was the worst 

despoiler of  the sacred shrine of  the ancient Greek nation. Elgin audaciously claims the relics of  the 

Greeks for the British and bears them back to England. The twelfth stanza carries on this condemnation 

while also comparing it to seeing leniency of  the tyrants who came before: 
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But most the modern Pict’s ignoble boast, 
To rive what Goth, and Turk, and Time hath spared: 
Cold as the crags upon his native coast, 
His mind as barren and his heart as hard, 
Is he whose head conceived, whose hand prepared, 
Aught to displace Athena’s poor remains: 
Her sons too weak the sacred shrine to guard, 
Yet felt some portion of  their mother’s pains, 
And never knew, till then, the weight of  Despot’s chains.135 

The sacrilegious displacement of  Athena's 'remains' conducted by 'the modern Pict', the Scotsman Elgin, is 

compared with the Turkish and Gothic despotic conquerors who had left the shire untouched. Certainly, 

this is not a flattering comparison for Elgin or Britain. Moreover, the last three lines speak to the added 

injury that these actions have upon the already downtrodden Greek people. In the thirteenth stanza, Byron 

asks questions whether the British can truly condone the action based on its consequences for the Greek 

nation: 
What! shall it e’er be said by British tongue 
Albion was happy in Athena’s tears? 
Though in thy name the slaves her bosom wrung, 
Tell not the deed to blushing Europe’s ears; 
The ocean queen, the free Britannia, bears 
The last poor plunder from a bleeding land: 
Yes, she, whose generous aid her name endears, 
Tore down those remnants with a harpy’s hand. 
Which envious eld forbore, and tyrants left to stand.136 

The stanza makes clear that this is not just a matter of  Britain and the subject Greeks, but it applies to the 

greater audience, Europe, who would quickly identify Ancient Greece as their common predecessor. 

 The notes associated with these lines in Childe Harold's Pilgrimage provide anecdotes on the manner 

of  the displacement of  the marbles and their transit to England. His note sympathetically includes the 

voice of  a Greek, "as I heard a young Greek observe, in common with many of  his countrymen - for, lost 

as they are, they yet feel on this occasion - thus may Lord Elgin boast of  having ruined Athens."137 For all 

that Europeans were interested in the Greek culture as their common inheritance, Byron is representative 

of  a new romantic interest in the dormant Greek nation that needs only to be freed. The perennial nature 

of  Greek national identity is problematic due to its long servility, but Hellas represented to philhellenes like 

Byron one of  the prototypical national precedents. 

 
7.3 Philhellenes, Liberty, and the Idea of  Europe 
 
While Greece was a place well established in the European imagination from their legacy, the reality of  the 

present Greek situation was jarring for those who visited. Byron was no exception to this. He recalls his 
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experience of  the Greeks as a national people in a series of  three notes to canto II of  Childe Harolde's 

Pilgrimage. Byron asserts that while the French Consul to Greece, Fauvel, declared “that the Greeks do not 

deserve to be emancipated; reasoning on the grounds of  their 'national and individual depravity!'” but 

Byron finds fault in this, as “such depravity is to be attributed to causes which can only be removed by the 

measures he reprobates.”138 Byron's argument is that though the Greeks may seem bad, it does not mean 

that they will always be so. The Greeks might not ever be sovereign, but they need not be slaves when they 

might be subjects. From here, Byron criticizes the treatment of  the Greeks with great sympathy for their 

plight: 
Now, in the name of  Nemesis! for what are they to be grateful? Where is the human being that ever conferred a benefit 
on Greek or Greeks? They are to be grateful to the Turks for their fetters, and to the  Franks for their broken promises 
and lying counsels. They are to be grateful to the artist who engraves their ruins, and to the antiquary who carries them 
away; to the traveller whose janissary flogs them, and to the scribbler whose journal abuses them. This the amount of  
their obligations to foreigners.139 

Establishing the Greeks as blameless though, was hard for Byron, as all the classical reading would poorly 

reflect upon the modern community from which their nation would be formed. Upon having his Greek 

pirate, Lambro, in Don Juan sing a passionate song of  Greek nationalism, Byron as the Juan narrator cannot 

help but pine for a classical Greek in place of  the modern: 
Thus sung, or would, or could, or should have sung, 
The modern Greek, in tolerable verse; 
If  not like Orpheus quite, when Greece was young, 
Yet in these times he might have done much worse.140 

The situation quickly changed when Byron became involved in the Greek struggle for independence 

against the Turks in 1823. On the scene, Byron became involved in portraying the Greeks to the 

philhellenes abroad and attempting to convince the Greeks of  acting in a way more ingratiating to their 

benefactors. In his journal of  September 1823, Byron recounts “that the Greeks were in a state of  political 

dissention amongst themselves[.]”141 By the end of  November, rumour swirled about fighting between 

various factions of  the Greeks, and Byron took it upon himself  to address the General Government of  

Greece on behalf  of  the watching nations: 
We have heard some rumours of  new dissensions, nay, of  the existence of  a civil war. With all my heart I pray that 
these reports may be false or exaggerated, for I can imagine no calamity more serious than this; and I must frankly 
confess that unless union and order are established, all hopes of  a Loan will be vain; and all the assistance which the 
Greeks could expect from abroad–and assistance neither trifling nor worthless–will be suspended or destroyed; and, 
what is worse, the great powers of  Europe, of  whom no one was an enemy to Greece, but seemed to favour her 
establishment of  an independent power, will be persuaded that the Greeks are unable to govern themselves.142 

With such a ultimatum, Byron also adds that, “act honourably towards your fellow citizens and the world, 

and it will the no more be said, as has been repeated for two thousand years with the Roman historians, 
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that Philopœmen was the last of  the Grecians.”143 

 While Byron's reference to ancient historical prejudices against the subject Greeks may seem a bit 

harsh, it also reminds us that this was an effort that was framed as a defence of  European civilization 

against the Turks.144 The Greeks, as an historical touchstone of  national precedence, reflected back on the 

rest of  European nations. Or so the reified national programme of  Byron and his circle would insist. 

 
8. Italy 
8.1 - The History of  Italy: The Precedents of  the Republics 
 
In the narrative of  European freedom, the history subscribed to by Byron and his circle as well as most of  

his contemporaries in Britain and even in Europe, Italy serves as the grounds for many progenitor 

exemplars of  forms of  free government. Namely, these would be Republican Rome from 509 BCE to the 

Imperial era in 27 BCE and the Venetian Republic from the late 7th century to 1797. To romantic regency 

Britain and to many contemporary European nations, Republican Rome is seen as a common inheritance. 

The histories of  Titus Livius and other Roman historians about the Republican era define a prototype for 

the post-revolutionary state of  the American colonies. Edward Gibbon's The History of  the Decline and Fall of  

the Roman Empire of  1776, takes the very dissolution of  the Republican achievements as its premise, while 

also detailing the conversion of  Roman Empire to Christian Europe. The Venetian Republic, to Byron and 

his contemporaries, frames Italian history and culture into a federal idea and a composite of  Greek and 

Roman colonialism. The idea of  Italy and its history were more important than the physical place to many 

Europeans, because it gave a common thread to the culture of  the continent. 

 Italy appealed to visitors in Byron's time for both its Roman and its Renaissance past and was an 

essential part of  the Grand Tour for young men of  privilege who were chaperoned by their tutors. Yet, for 

all the experience of  travel, Italy was a preconception for most classically educated individuals. Their Italy 

came preformed in the volumes of  Roman historians, or successive generations of  historians who sought 

to explain that transition from Republican Rome to Roman Empire to Christian Europe. In this way, Italy 

was not just confined to its physical place south of  the Alps, but was an ideological entity that had 

pollinated the various parts of  its Imperial expanse with a common heritage before receding and declining. 

Though there was history of  freedom and republican innovation, a visit did not tell that story. Visiting Italy 

would only assure one of  Byron's time that the any search for classical Romans or Republican Venetians 

was in vain, as the successive despotic regimes, foreign and domestically born, had made its people 

subservient and more inclined to common vices than virtuous pursuit of  their liberty. 
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8.2 - Carbonari 
 
In February of  1818, Byron was living in Venice carrying out his usual correspondence with his intimate 

circle of  acquaintances. His connection to the Italian people at this time was growing, but in a letter he 

protested at the political obligations the Italians were thrusting upon him. To Richard Belgrave Hoppner, 

the British consul-general of  Italy in Venice, Byron wrote: 
As I did not write to the Italians, nor for the Italians, nor of  the Italians, (except in a poem not yet published, where I 
have said all the good I know or do not know of  them, and none of  the harm,) I confess I wish that they would let me 
alone, and not drag me into their arena as one of  the gladiators, in a silly contest which I neither understand nor have 
ever interfered with, having kept clear of  all their literary parties, both here and at Milan, and elsewhere.145 

The tragedy Byron was writing was Marino Faliero, Doge of  Venice, which Byron would claim to be an 

historical work, and by no means political.146 The very fact that Byron had to protest so much as to its 

innocuous intentions speaks to the political ramifications such a work at such a time would have. And yet, 

Byron would be much changed in his non-political opinions over the span of  a few short years. 

 Byron would write to his publisher Murray in April of  1820, "We are on the verge of  a row here"147 

and prominently included himself  by using the inclusive "we". By July his tone continued in its excitement 

at the potential for change, chiming that "We are here upon the eve of  evolutions and revolutions[.]"148 In 

August Byron began to pressure Murray to publish the exceedingly political poem The Prophecy of  Dante, 

writing that "The time for the Dante would be good now [...] as Italy is on the eve of  great things[.]"149 By 

September, Byron recounts the ongoing preparations for war and again urges the publication of  his Dante, 

stating more emphatically this time that "If  you want to publish the Prophecy of  Dante, you never will have a 

better time."150 As will be seen in the below treatment of  Byron's Prophecy, it was Byron's hope to see his 

perennial nation of  Italy realized at the same time as the publication of  his work foretelling just such 

events. The scene of  present struggle for a sovereign Italian future had Byron seeking past precedents to 

inspire, focus, and legitimize the nature of  the struggle. 

 This buildup to the Carbonari uprising also led Byron to assert broad comparisons of  national 

character after referring Murray to a plan for his own memoirs in the eventuality of  his demise during the 

struggle. At the end of  August of  1820, Byron wrote to Murray: 
We are going to fight a little, next month, if  the Huns don't cross the Po, and probably if  they do: I can't say more now. 
If  anything happens, you have matter for a posthumous work, and Moore has my memoirs in MSS.; so pray be civil. 
Depend upon it, there will be savage work, if  once they begin here. The French courage proceeds from vanity, the 
German from phlegm, the Turkish from fanaticism and opium, the Spanish from pride, the English from coolness, the 
Dutch from obstinacy, the Russian from insensibility, but the Italian from anger; so you'll see that they will spare 
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nothing.151 
Within this paragraph Byron shows the power of  spectacle that is found in describing the difference of  

cultural groups within Europe. While the listing of  the cultural wellspring for national courage, Byron ends 

with the distinct and emphasized Italian 'anger.' On the other hand, the Hapsburg Austrians are not 

included as an entity on the list, but are instead alluded to as Huns, a term often applied to Germans and 

Austrians at the time in reference to the conquering empire of  eastern and foreign peoples that 

concentrated its power in eastern Germanic principalities. Whereas the listed nations have an indigenous 

national space, the act of  invasion and occupation by the Hun-Austrians is here seen as inconsistent with 

the understanding of  European national sovereignty. 

 By December of  1820, Byron had corresponded to many of  his circle about his involvement with 

the Carbonari and the anarchic tendencies of  the Italians against symbols of  Austrian oppression. To many 

Byron would relate news he heard of  assassinations and murders in Italy, but December would also see 

Byron as an unwitting part to one of  these slayings. Byron would write Moore on 9 December: "The 

commandant of  the troops is now lying dead in my house[.]"152 In this letter and others sent at this time to 

Murray, Byron describes how he heard the shot from within his home and immediately went out to see 

what had occurred. Seeing nobody willing to help a stricken man, Byron assumed responsibility and had 

the man taken inside his home. The Commandant was an acquaintance of  Byron's in Ravenna, but was 

unpopular with the people. Byron's letters show that he was aware that there might be consequences for 

aiding this unpopular figure in his death throes, and this was why others were unwilling to help the man. 

Byron, however, chose to help the man anyway because as he stated, "I shall never be deterred from a duty 

of  humanity by all the assassins of  Italy[.]"153 Five days later he was writing Murray again recounting the 

consequences of  his aiding the Commandant, and chiding his publisher: "You are losing (like a Goose) the 

best time for publishing the Dante and the Tragedy: now is the moment for Italian subjects[.]"154 

 The potential conflict between the Italians and the Austrians continued to grow into the new year, 

and as it did Byron began what is known as his Ravenna Journal in January of  1821. The second entry 

written in Byron's taciturn journalistic style recounts the current state of  Italy and his personal belief  in the 

power of  people to assure their sovereignty: 
Hear the carriage - order pistols and great coat, as usual - necessary articles. Weather cold - carriage open, and 
inhabitants somewhat savage - rather treacherous and highly inflamed by politics. Fine fellows, though - good materials 
for a nation. Out of  chaos God made a world, and out of  high passions comes a people.155 (pg 97) 

As the above suggests, this journal became a place for Byron to take the microcosm of  the Italian national 
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struggle and expand this out to the macrocosm of  a world of  nations. As well, Byron was aware that his 

letters were being read by the Austrians officials and so he had to censor himself. The journal did not 

suffer from this and his detailing of  his involvement with the Italians was much more extensive. 

 In another entry in the Ravenna Journal, Byron recounted an episode anecdotal to the times and 

again drew forth a greater significance from it. Watching a comedy at the theatre, Byron recounts: "there 

being a prince on his throne in the last scene of  the comedy, - the audience laughed, and asked him for a 

Constitution." From this Byron meditates on the greater implications: "This shows the state of  the public 

mind here, as well as the assassinations. It won't do. There must be an universal republic, - and there ought 

to be[.]"156 To this end, Byron's involvement with the Carbonari would be revealed in the next entry where 

he describes meeting with Count Pietro Gamba of  the local organization. When Gamba asks Byron what 

should be done about the Austrian government forces coming to arrest many of  the group, Byron writes 

that he answered "Fight for it, rather than be taken in detail" and offered his house as a bastion to defend 

them.157 His next entry again moves from the current struggle to wider conclusions on the nature of  

struggle: 
I wonder what figure these Italians will make in a regular row. I sometimes think that, like the Irishman's gun 
(somebody had sold him a crooked one), they will only do for 'shooting round a corner;' at least, this sort of  shooting 
has been the late tenor of  their exploits. And yet there are materials in this people, and a noble energy, if  well directed. 
But who is to direct them? No matter. Out of  such times heroes spring. Difficulties are the hotbeds of  high spirits, and 
Freedom the mother of  the few virtues incident to human nature.158 

Byron first compares the national struggles of  Ireland and Italy, then assesses the quality of  this proto-

nation, and finally grandly concludes that these struggles for freedom bring forth heroism and virtue. 

 In another entry we find the mounting troubles in Italy pushing Byron to philosophize on the 

greater meaning of  national struggle in the world. Firstly he refers to the King of  Naples' acceptance of  

the people's constitution and the Austrian's reaction to this being a march of  their soldiers south with war 

pay. Then referring to his continued involvement with Pietro Gamba, he writes: 
They mean to insurrect here, and are to honour me with a call thereupon. I shall not fall back; though I don't think them 
in force or heart sufficient to make much of  it. But, onward! - it is now the time to act, and what signifies self, if  a single 
spark of  that which would be worthy of  the past can be bequeathed unquenchedly to the future? It is not one man, nor 
a million, but the spirit of  liberty which must spread. The waves which dash upon the shore are, one by one, broken, 
but yet the ocean conquers, nevertheless.159 

Byron identifies how national consciousness replicates the romantic individuality and notion of  'self' on a 

far larger scale. As well, the struggle is taken out of  the present and made part of  a cyclical process, a 

timeless process, an inevitable process: the waves of  the ocean. The national struggle becomes perennial, 

primordial, and part of  an historical pattern. Present actions are judged for their consequence upon 
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posterity. 

 Yet, for all this allusion to timeless natural patterns, Byron also makes clear that this is the 

beginning of  a new age. Days later he writes in the journal of  the unfolding events and how, 
the Powers mean to war with the peoples. The intelligence seems positive - let it be so - they will be beaten in the end. 
The king-times are fast finishing. There will be blood shed like water, and tears like mist; but the peoples will conquer 
in the end. I shall not live to see it, but I foresee it.160 

This allusion to the end of  "the king-times" makes clear that nationalism is something new and different 

from the past which is indeed changing the nature of  how people identify themselves and how they will 

allow themselves to be governed. 

 In late January Byron recorded that he had met with a group of  Carbonari called the Americani, and 

in early February he recorded that he had provisioned them with arms that he had purchased. Mid-

February Byron records how the Austrian force had marched into Italy earlier than expected, thereby 

thwarting the planned uprising for the moment. This leads to Pietro Gamba sending back to Byron's house 

the arms with which Byron had supplied them, thereby putting Byron in a dangerous situation. Byron's 

annoyance with this act can be picked up from his description in the journal, as he writes: 
Well - the rising is prevented by the Barbarians marching a week sooner than appointed; and an order is issued, and in 
force, by the Government, 'that all persons having arms concealed, etc., etc., shall be liable to, etc., etc.,' - and what do 
my friends, the patriots, do two days afterwards? Why, they throw back upon my hands, and into my house, these very 
arms (without a word of  warning previously) with which I had furnished them at their own request, and at my own 
peril and expense.161 

While his tone and content here show his displeasure, two days later he had regained his whimsical and 

philosophical tone as the current conflict allowed him to ponder the greater significance of  the Italian 

national struggle. Specifically, he writes: 
To-day I have had no communication with my Carbonari cronies; but, in the mean time, my lower apartments are full 
of  their bayonets, fusils, cartridges, and what not. I suppose that they consider me as a depôt, to be sacrificed, in case 
of  accidents. It is no great matter, supposing that Italy could be liberated, who or what is sacrificed. It is a grand object 
- the very poetry of  politics. Only think - a free Italy!!! Why, there has been nothing like it since the days of  Augustus. I 
reckon the times of  Cæsar (Julius) free; because the commotions left every body a side to take, and the parties were 
pretty equal at the set out. But, afterwards, it was all praetorian and legionary business - and since! - we shall see, or, at 
least, some will see, what card will turn up. It is best to hope, even of  the hopeless.162 

Within this entry, Byron not only sees his part in the national movement from a more removed position, 

but also sees how the Italians vying for their sovereignty fits into a grander history of  a perennial and 

historical Italian nation. Indeed, to any romantic literati, the prospect of  a classical nation freed and 

sovereign once more was "a grand object" and "the very poetry of  politics" as it reinvented the nation with 

both inherited classicism and new nationalism. This Italian nation-to-be in Byron's eyes has both the 

inheritance of  its classical past and the innovations of  modernity. 

 It is not just the classical past that Byron wishes the Italian nation to inherit, but rather any nation 
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that has fought against odds and asserted their right to rule themselves. The next day, Byron's journal entry 

is dominated by this idea, the pertinent excerpt reading: 
The war approaches nearer and nearer. Oh those scoundrel sovereigns! Let us but see them beaten - let the Neapolitans 
but have the pluck of  the Dutch of  old, or the Spaniards of  now, or of  the German Protestants, the Scotch 
Presbyterians, the Swiss under Tell, or the Greeks under Themistocles - all small and solitary nations (except the 
Spaniards and German Lutherans), and there is yet a resurrection for Italy, and a hope for the world.163 

Noticeably, Byron terms these other groups of  resisters as nations. As exemplars for an Italian national 

resistance, these national groups are also qualified by their era (as in the Dutch and the Spaniards), their 

religion (as in the Germans and the Scots), and their leaders (as in the Swiss and the Greeks). To qualify a 

nation by a certain era of  their existence commits nations to a perennial understanding. In associating 

nations and a specified religion, the proto-national potential of  language sub-groups are identified. Finally, 

Byron's proclivity towards associating causes with individual leaders shines through here with his 

identifying national moments of  the Greeks and Swiss with the singular leadership of  one of  their 

prominent citizens. In the final part of  this excerpt Byron uses the word "resurrection" to describe the 

ascension of  the Italian nation to sovereignty, and this shows how Byron sees the Italian nation manifesting 

perennial qualities. Finally, Byron concludes by effectively assimilating the resurrection of  the perennial 

Italian nation into this group of  national exemplars listed before, because with its resurgence Italy can 

them be used as a beacon of  'hope for the world' which takes nations to be the ubiquitous governing 

identity group. 

 Byron's next Ravenna journal entry, in its entirety, is also of  special significance because it connects 

Italian and English national literary heritage and makes this shared heritage apropos to the historic 

moment. The entry in the journal reads: 
The news of  the day are, that the Neapolitans are full of  energy. The public spirit here is certainly well kept up. The 
Americani (a patriotic society here, an under branch of  the Carbonari) give a dinner in the Forest in a few days, and have 
invited me as one of  the C[arbonari]. It is to be in the Forest of  Boccacio's and Dryden's "Huntsman's Ghost;" and, even 
if  I had not the same political feelings, (to say nothing of  my old convivial turn, which every now and then revives,) I 
would go as a poet, or, at least, as a lover of  poetry. I shall expect to see the spectre of  "Ostasio degli Onesti" (Dryden 
has turned him into Guido Cavalcanti - an essentially different person, as may be found in Dante) come "thundering 
for his prey in the midst of  the festival." At any rate, whether he does or no, I will get as tipsy and patriotic as 
possible.164 

The literary allusions here reference how the story of  Ostasio degli Onesti from The Decameron by Italian 

poet Giovanni Boccaccio was translated by the English poet John Dryden who supplanted the character of  

the original for Dante Alighieri's friend and character from his The Divine Comedy, Guido Cavalcanti who 

was also a poet in his own right. This allusion by Byron gives us a group of  literary icons who elevated the 

status of  the Italian language for the Italian people. Historically, Dante and Cavalcanti lived before 

Boccaccio's time. The works of  Boccaccio's correspondent Petrarch, Boccaccio himself, and Dante would 
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later be grouped together as the foundations of  the modern Italian language.  In Byron's allusion, the 

inclusion of  the English poet Dryden and his translation and adaptation actually works to bring together 

Dante and Cavalcanti with the later generation of  Italian poets, Boccaccio and Petrarch, who attempted to 

distance themselves from their precursors. It is the foreigner who adapts the history to form a more solid 

literary heritage. And, in reference to Byron's attendance at the dinner, we see how powerful the vernacular 

literature is when employed for national means. Not only does it engage Byron's national sympathies even 

as a foreigner, but it irresistible to his imagination as a man of  reading. All of  this mirrors Byron's own 

efforts as the foreigner attempting to bring together and aid in the consolidation of  the Italian national 

forces. As the passage above hints with these literary allusions, Byron was aware of  the power of  

recognized high literature and wrote works at this time that invoked the historical Italian national literary 

high culture as justification for the triumph of  their present national cause. 

 Much to the disappointment of  Byron, all the collective plans of  the Carbonari would come to 

naught. The Neapolitans would lose their guile and revert back to subservience under the Austrians, and in 

so doing damn the rest of  the Carbonari in the north by betraying those involved. Byron's entry upon being 

informed of  this development shows his disappointment, but also his continued commitment to what was 

left of  the cause: 
Thus the world goes; and thus the Italians are always lost for lack of  union among themselves. What is to be done here, 
between two fires, and cut off  from the Nn. frontier, is not decided. My opinion was, - better to rise than be taken in 
detail; but how it will be settled now, I cannot tell. Messengers are despatched to the delegates of  the other cities to 
learn their resolutions. 
I had always had an idea that it would be bungled; but was willing to hope, and am so still. Whatever I can do by 
money, means, or person, I will venture freely for their freedom; and have so repeated to them (some of  their Chiefs 
here) half  an hour ago.165 

It is a few entries after this that Byron's Ravenna Journal ends, but his continued correspondence tell the 

story of  his disillusionment with the Italian cause. In a letter to Murray, Byron writes: 
You see my Italians have made a sad business of  it. All owing to treachery and disunion amongst themselves. It has 
given me great vexation. The Exercrations heaped upon the Neapolitans by the other Italians are quite in unison with 
those of  the rest of  Europe.166 

The struggle for national autonomy was a project that captured not only the imagination of  the subject 

nation, but also the imaginations of  Europe itself. Byron, in his writings, figures Italy as a "geo-political 

myth through which he can criticize the deficiencies of  contemporary Europe on the one hand, and initiate 

more generous and vital forms of  human civilization on the other".167 To this point, Byron's letter to 

Murray of  4 September, 1821 shows the cosmopolitan nature of  nationalist revolutionary aspirations at the 

time. Byron writes: 
The "Mericani," of  whom they call me the "Capo" (or Chief), mean "Americans," which is the name given in Romagna to 
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a part of  the Carbonari; that is to say, to the popular part, the troops of  the Carbonari. They were originally a society of  
hunters in the forest, who took the name Americans, but at present comprize some thousands, etc.; but I shan't let you 
further into the secret, which may be participated with the postmasters. Why they thought me their Chief, I know not: 
their Chiefs are like "Legion, being many." However, it is a post of  more honour than profit, for, now that they are 
persecuted, it is fit that I should aid them; and so I have done, as far as my means will permit. They will rise again some 
day, for these fools of  the Government are blundering: they actually know nothing for they have arrested and banished 
many of  their own party, and let others escape who are not their friends.168 

The connotations of  the American in this case were originally foresters, as it pertained to tales of  the vast 

wilderness of  the American continent. However, with revolution in the air, the American label begins to 

connote ideals of  the American Revolution in this subgroup of  the Carbonari. Even with the demise of  the 

current agitation, Byron in the above is already looking towards an inevitable resurgence of  the movement. 

However, immediately after this passage is the telling allusion to what is immediate in Byron's nationalist, 

revolutionary, and cosmopolitan meditations. Byron writes asking Murray only one short question: "What 

thinkst thou of  Greece?"169 Herein is evidence of  another movement of  the perennial importance of  

classical, or historical significance in justification for national autonomy. Nations, as they attach importance 

to histories, are to Byron important identity groups. 

 
8.3 - Displaced Anger: The Servility of  Italians and Irishmen 
 
With the failure of  the Carbonari to affect any significant changes in their relationship with their Austrian 

masters, and their apparent cessation of  action, Byron had little hope in seeing Italy claim its national 

sovereignty. Moore was aware of  the situation and sent to Byron a copy of  his feelings on the occasion in a 

poem entitled “Lines on the Entry of  the Austrians into Naples.” It was composed in many ways with 

Byron in mind as the primary audience. The poem does seem to target the reticence of  the agitators to 

sacrifice what would be necessary in their stance against the tyrants, and in so doing Moore targets Byron's 

sense of  honour and integrity. Yet, just as Byron's efforts had come to naught in Italy, so too had Moore 

previously been nearly party to agitations in his homeland of  Ireland before they were brought to heel. Not 

to be outdone, Byron would compose a repartee designed to incite equal action and agitation in Moore; 

this was of  course “The Irish Avatar.” 

 As to Moore's poem, these eleven stanzas of  four lines each are heavy with general allusions to 

‘Freedom’ and ‘Liberty’ or ‘Tyranny’ and ‘Slavery.’ Every stanza contains some specific reference to such. 

However, the poem is quite light in the way of  specifics of  the Italians and their national movement. There 

is no reference whatsoever to the titular event. Italy itself  is only named in one stanza and there is only one 

additional stanza that invokes any historical and specifically Italian legacy. In the first of  these two stanzas 

we are told: 
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 When the world stood in hope – when a spirit, that breath'd 
  The fresh air of  the olden time, whisper'd about ; 
 And the swords of  all Italy, half-way unsheath'd, 
  But waited one conquering cry, to flash out !170 
It would seem that, without the naming of  Italy, this passage could fit well within any national movement 

of  a proto-nation against an established state that supersedes its sovereignty. And that is the way of  every 

other part of  the poem, excepting only the next stanza which does give some specifics: 
 When around you the shades of  your Mighty fame, 
  FILICAJAS and PETRARCHS, seem'd bursting to view, 
 And their words, and their warnings, like tongues of  bright flame 
  Over Freedom's apostles, fell kindling on you !171 
With the naming of  two figures, Petrarch and Vincenzo da Filicaja, Moore is referencing two historical 

periods of  Italian greatness. Petrarch, the scholar and poet, is often credited as ushering in a new 

humanism for the Renaissance that would end the Dark Ages. And the imagery of  bright flame and 

kindling match this concept of  moving out of  a dark age and into a rebirth of  the use of  classical texts. 

Indeed it was Petrarch himself  who began to cultivate the image of  dark ages. Petrarch's use of  vernacular 

Italian instead of  the universal Latin also places him in a position to be dubbed a founder of  any modern 

Italian linguistic nation. 

 Filicaja continues this tradition as he was a Florentine of  the upper class who also held offices and 

power, to which the Italian people under his care were exceedingly grateful. His was also a literary and 

poetical career in which his works stood out as beacons for Italian nationalism. 

 While both are strong influences in a history of  foundations for an Italian nation, they alone are 

named and Moore falls short of  moving back further into the legacy of  the Romans and their still 

resounding influence. So, the poem remains more of  a tirade against tyranny in general and despairs at the 

inaction of  slaves who could try harder to be free and liberated. In reading such a piece, one could quickly 

forget that it was about the Italians at all. It is general enough that it could be about any national entity 

working for its sovereignty against an oppressor: easily the Irish. And this might have been part of  Moore's 

intention, as he could not help but realize the hypocrisy of  his own countrymen's inaciton. 

 Yet, it also shows how Moore was so invested in one aspect of  the nationalization process: the 

achievement of  self-governance. While Moore is all about sovereignty, Byron sees nations as much more 

than units meant to self-govern. Byron's national awareness spans a broader definition of  the nation, its 

uses, and its motivations. 

 “The Irish Avatar” was written by Byron in Ravenna, September 16th of  1821. He immediately 

sent it to Moore in Paris. The poem is rife with the symbols of  the subject nation of  Ireland and rife with 
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condemnation of  an Ireland that lies servile while George IV visited its shores. Notable is the merging of  

the symbolic Ireland with the geographical island. Mention of  the shores, crags, and the reality of  Ireland 

being an island physically separate from other nations made its current state of  unrealized national 

sovereignty all the more painful. Byron ends by alluding to recent and prominent Irishmen, Grattan, 

Curran, and Sheridan who rest in English graves, and then concludes thus: 
 Till now, I had envied thy sons and thy shore, 
  Though their virtues were hunted, their liberties fled - 
 There was something so warm and sublime in the core 
  Of  an Irishman's heart, that I envy - thy dead! - 
 Or, if  aught in my bosom can quench for an hour 
  My contempt for a nation so servile though sore, 
 Which though trod like the worm will not turn upon power, 
  'Tis the glory of  Grattan, and the genius of  Moore!172 
“The Irish Avatar” was written by Byron as retort to Moore's “Lines on the Entry of  the Austrians into 

Naples.” Years later in 1834, Moore would still remember the mirroring works and mirroring sentiments 

shared between he and Byron, writing in a correspondence: 
When Byron sent me those truly Irish verses of  his, which I got printed at a French press, and distributed among the 
faithful, It was curious enough that while he vented his Italian feelings on the Irish, I discharged at the same time my 
Irish rage on the Neapolitans.173 

It is interesting that Moore both acknowledges Byron's ability to write verses "truly" Irish and 

acknowledges Byron's adoption of  Italian feelings. Byron seems to easily adopt the personal plight of  any 

national situation. The Irish Avatar serves as an attack not just against the Irish, but as much against the 

policies of  the British civic nation in subjecting another nation to a servile status. 

 
8.3 - The Prophecies: Dante, The Doge, and an Ode on Venice 
 
Living in Italy Byron often visited the tomb of  one of  his literary heroes, Dante Alighieri. Byron was 

proficient in Italian so that he could delve deep into the books of  national history which he came across in 

great supply. Byron was adopting the culture of  Italy for his own. 

 As his identification with Italian culture increased, by early 1817 Byron began a project to write a 

play based on the story of  the Doge of  the Ventian Republic, Marino Faliero, who had assumed that 

position in 1354. To this end, Byron's ingrained belief  in the sanctity of  history made him heavily research 

the story of  the Doge. Byron would use both the Italian works at his disposal in Venice, as well as call 

upon his publisher Murry to supply him with further histories of  this figure. In corresponding with Murray 

on his intent to write a play, Byron tells Murray of  how he believes the story to be unique and "the most 

remarkable and only fact of  the kind in all history of  all nations."174  Byron placed the Venetian republic 
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amongst those perennial precursors to the modern nation. 

 And his tragedy Marino Faliero, Doge of  Venice was very much an attempt to renew interest in the 

state of  affairs in Italy and contrast them to past glories and freedoms. The preface and notes that Byron 

appended to the work were extensive and thoroughly researched. In the preface he discusses historical 

discrepancies between the historians, the liberties he took with the drama, and the aptness of  the piece for 

actual stage performance. His notes include three general essays, the first being a condensed and compiled 

history of  the actual events that make up the Doge's history. Another essay details the personal 

acquaintance between Faliero and Petrarch, thereby increasing the significance of  the Doge by connecting 

him to a figure of  such vernacular literary significance. Finally, Byron included an essay upon the singularity 

of  Venetian society and manners. His notes in specific relation to certain portions of  the work include a 

condemnation of  "the present decay and degeneracy of  Venice under the Barbarians" and "the actual state 

into which the more than infernal tyranny of  Austria has plunged this unhappy city."175 Byron had begun 

a process of  assessing the present state of  Italy, combing the histories for engaging tales, and then writing 

creatively reinterpreted histories of  Italy which could engage his readership in shaping an Italian national 

future. 

 In June of  1819 Byron's Ode on Venice was published and he had just begun writing his Prophecy of  

Dante. In regard to nationalism and nations, these both share a common theme of  mourning lost nations 

and using these lamentations as calls to revive their spirits to again fight tyranny. 

 The Ode on Venice serves is a manifesto on the nature of  national struggle against oppressive 

tyranny which is initially framed as a elegy bemoaning the fall of  the historical Venetian Republic and the 

current state of  Venice under the foreign rule. The opening stanza begins: 
Oh Venice! Venice! when thy marble walls 
 Are level with the waters, there shall be 
A cry of  nations o'er thy sunken halls, 
 A loud lament along the sweeping sea! 
If  I, a northern wanderer, weep for thee, 
What should thy sons do? - anything but weep: 
 And yet they only murmur in their sleep.176 

The physical city is made the personification of  its people and as such it is depicted as stagnating, decaying, 

and sinking. As often the place becomes the symbol of  its people, so too is it for Venice. Byron goes on to 

recount how "every monument the stranger meets, / Church, pallace, pillar, as a mourner greets[.]"177 The 

purpose of  the first stanza is to set up the idealized Venetian Repulican nation of  the past and then cast 

the current servility of  the Venetians under Austrian despotism as a stark foil. From here, Byron moves to 

the grander scheme of  human proclivity in so much as man tends to balk their freedoms out of  fear. The 
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second stanza begins with this wider notion: 
There is no hope for nations! - Search the page 
 Of  many thousand years - the daily scene, 
The flow and ebb of  each recurring age, 
 The everlasting to be which hath been, 
 Hath taught us nought, or little; still we lean 
On things that rot beneath our weight, and wear 
Our strength away in wrestling with the air: 
For 'tis our nature strikes us down; the beasts 
Slaughter'd in hourly hecatombs for feasts 
Are of  as high an order - they must go 
Even where their driver goads them, though to slaughter. 
Ye men, who pour your blood for kings as water, 
What have they given your children in return? 
A heritage of  servitude and woes, 
A blindfold bondage, where your hire is blows.178 

Within this citation there is the belief  that history is a guide to the future. The answers to present national 

woes lie in "the page of  many thousand years" and from this can be discerned a pattern because of  the 

cyclical nature of  time through "each recurring age". The precedents of  the past, these perennial fantasies, 

are there to teach, but are seldom learned. The notion of  tradition and heritage, inasmuch as they referred 

to monarchs and the Ancien Régime, are attacked as syphons of  misery. The stanza goes on to hammers 

home the Italian readership for not acting upon their national programme when they have such a rich 

national literature to inspire them: 
All that your sires have left you, all that Time 
Bequeaths of  free, and History of  sublime, 
Spring from a different theme! Ye see and read, 
Admire and sigh, and then succumb and bleed!179 

There is in these lines a criticism of  nations that own a high literary language and iconic history, but who 

remain dominated. These precedents are outlined in the third stanza as: 
Glory and Empire! once upon these towers 
 With Freedom - godlike Triad! how you sate! 
The league of  mightiest nations, in those hours 
 When Venice was an envy, might abate, 
 But did not quench her spirit; in her fate 
All were enwrapp'd;180 

Byron here calls forth the more Roman and Latin experience of  past freedom through republicanism. Yet, 

even as Byron goes on to describe the glories of  that past, the arrow of  time leads him back to the present 

state: 
Venice is crush'd, and Holland deigns to own 
 A sceptre, and endures the purple robe; 
If  the free Switzer yet bestrides alone 
His chainless mountains, 'tis but for a time, 
For tyranny of  late is cunning grown,181 
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As Byron cites, history has many of  these precedents of  comparatively egalitarian experiments in rule, 

experiments where the Pharaonic epicentre is not present. And though, as Byron alludes, these experiments 

might fail with time, their individual examples remain. To this point, Byron completes his Ode on Venice by 

referencing the one shining example of  republicanism that remains extant in defiance of  the tyrant: 

America. For this Byron simplifies the possible answers that can be made to his initial question of  "What 

should thy sons do?" by offering only three options: the present subject Venetian, the classical sacrificial 

Spartan, and the modern rebellious American. Specifically, a national in such as place as Venice has but the 

choice to be: 
Damm'd like the dull canal with locks and chains, 
And moving, as a sick man in his sleep, 
Three paces, and then faltering: better be 
Where the extinguish'd Spartans still are free, 
In their proud charnel of  Thermopylæ, 
Than stagnate in our marsh, - or o'er the deep 
Fly, and one current to the ocean add, 
One spirit to the souls our fathers had, 
One freeman more, America, to thee!182 

The precedents of  the past and possibilities of  the present do not leave any easy options for the Venetians 

or subject nations in general; only life in slavery, freedom in death and sacrifice, or freedom in flight. The 

aspect held in common between the last two options is the idea of  defiance and sacrifice to attain the goal 

of  national sovereignty. It is history, cyclical time, and the record of  the past which are there to guide the 

nation and in this case Venetians must do more than just read their past, they must reenact it. The classical 

perennial nations have all the groundwork of  precedent in their favour, they only require sacrifice to see 

their return to prominence. History itself  is a prescriptive force for the nation. 

 To prescribe a future for the Italian nation, Byron would write the Prophecy of  Dante in Ravenna 

starting in the summer of  1819 and finished nearly a year later. As the dedication and preface indicate, the 

work was begun at the suggestion of  Lady Guiccioli and Byron reveals in the preface both his cognizance 

of  translation politics and his addressing the Italian nationals when his audience is more properly the 

English reader. To Byron, "all that is left to them as a nation" is "their literature". 

 Within the work proper, we have Byron assuming the voice of  Dante and using his similar situation 

to the Florentine exile as a commentary on societies and the disservices they can do to their bards. If  civic 

nation is the machination of  logic, then cultural nation is the entity of  passion; Byron equates the Italian 

nation with the latter. When, in the Second Canto, Byron asks "Has thou not bled? And hast thou still to 

bleed, / Italia?" the idea of  shared struggle is made central to the national identity. Soon after this, the 

Byron-Dante voice asserts that "We can have but one country, and even yet / Thou'rt mine - my bones 

shall be within thy breast, / My soul within thy language, which once set / With our old Roman sway in the 
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wide West;" The definition of  nation herein equates the "breast" with the geographic entity and "language" 

with the historical cultural bond. And the historical is also made apparent by the backwards looking to the 

glory of  a past empire of  language – of  which Byron was readily aware from his Latin schooling. 

 While the articulations of  these works serve to further the argument for action to be taken by the 

Italian nation for its establishment of  sovereignty, Byron himself  becomes a force of  rewriting history to 

fit the scheme of  perennial nationalism. Byron's subjectivity sees him create his own conception of  the 

relationship between nation and history. His works become a resource from which perennial nationalists 

can reinforce the legitimacy of  their struggles. The book travels too, and in so doing it inspires the future 

of  nations. 

 
PART 5: The Future of  Nations 

11. Armenia 
11.1 - Legitimizing a Nation and the Politics of  Translation 
 
The paintings of  the Tower of  Babel (1563) by Peter Breugel the Elder is a well known biblical illustation. 

One of  the two extant Babel works of  Breugel's is the chosen cover image of  E.J. Hobsbawm's Nations and 

Nationalism since 1780 Programme, Myth, Reality. The story of  the Tower of  Babel comes to us straight from 

the Bible and recounts how after the flood, the peoples of  the earth speaking one language began to build 

a great tower upwards into the sky. As it grew closer to the heavens, God thwarted them by confounding 

their language and dispersing them across the earth. Thus, the tower remained unfinished as humanity was 

broken into disparate language groups who could no longer work in concert to finish their project.183 

 As a didactic story, it may have served to explicate the confusion of  tongues and to exemplify once 

again the nature of  man to attempt great things beyond his capability. However, to the learned polyglots of  

Europe, the tale may have seemed more as a challenge to disentangle the languages and histories of  the 

cultures and nations of  Europe. 

 Lord Byron took to languages and often almost as a matter of  habit, downplayed his own 

proficiency in those in which he had any learning and understanding. Through his life he would learn Latin, 

Greek, Modern Greek, French, Spanish, and Italian, among others, and all to varying levels. However, he 

also found a unique opportunity while in residence in Venice in 1816. 

 San Lazzaro degli Armeni is the island in the Venetian lagoon upon which Mekhitar established a 

monastery in 1717 for his order to educate and enlighten the Armenian people. Known to Byron and 

Hobhouse as the Convent of  Saint Lazarus, they stumbled upon it in 1816 and were enchanted by the 

courtesy of  the monks and their mission. Perhaps too, Byron was piqued by the fact that it was the one 

monastery that was spared in 1810 because Napoleon sent a special decree, to which Hobhouse specifies, 
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“on account of  their patriotic labours for their countrymen.”184  More than this though, the place had been 

originally a leper colony. As Byron was at this time exiled from his home and outsider everywhere else, 

these monastic exiles from Ottoman lands may have given him heart.  When these two wayward Britons 

visited, the Mechitarist Order on San Lazzaro were firmly established and busy at work translating literary 

works into classical Armenian, printing them with their own printing press, and finally shipping the 

finished works to be disseminated in Constantinople. With a love of  books and languages and a feeling of  

being somewhere welcoming to an outsider, Byron became thoroughly engaged with what the monastery 

offered him. For the monastery was a place not just of  translation, but also the teaching of  language. 

According to Hobhouse, the pupils were taught “Latin [...] and some Greek – also German and French 

some – and all Italian – English will now be taught.”185 Byron's continued presence would see him aid them 

in the publishing a number of  grammars and dictionaries which connected the Armenian and English 

languages. While back at Newstead Abbey drinking wine from the skull cup while bedecked in monk robes 

and being referred to by Hodgson as “the Abbot”, Byron must never have imagined that he would find 

himself  making sense of  the confounding of  languages at a religious retreat instead of  confounding his 

own articulation with dissipation at his own former Abbey site. 

 Byron did, for quite some time, stay and study and learn and share with the Armenian monks at 

San Lazzaro. His writings about it in his epistles are seeping with his masochistic pleasure in the newly 

found place and task. He writes to Murray in December of  1816, 
I have begun, and am proceeding in, a study of  the Armenian language, which I acquire , as well as I can, at the 
Armenian convent, where I go every day to take lessons of  a learned Friar, and have gained some singular and not 
useless information with regard to the literature and customs of  that oriental people. They have an establishment here 
– a church and convent of  ninety monks, very learned and accomplished men, some of  them. They have also a press, 
and make great efforts for the enlightenment of  their nation. I find the language (which is twin, the literal and the vulgar) 
difficult, but not invincible (at least I hope not). I shall go on. I found it necessary to twist my mind round some 
severer study; and this, as being the hardest I could devise here, will be a file for the serpent. (847) 

The Armenian language, as Byron correctly identifies, had in itself  a division between the literary written 

and the vulgar spoken, a division that was developed by Mekhitar. For Byron, though the learning of  the 

language was arduous, it was rewarding for many reasons. He would write his sister justifying his 

undertaking of  Armenian thus, “if  you ask me my reason for studying this out of  the way language – I can 

only answer that it is Oriental & difficult, & employs me – which are – as you know my Eastern & difficult 

way of  thinking – reasons sufficient.”186 Always the cosmopolitan of  assumed nationalisms, Byron reveled 

in entertaining the idea that he was himself, Oriental in some way. As Byron most definitely was a polyglot 

and consumer of  culture, the prospect of  interacting with this “out of  the way language” was too much for 

a man who became central because of  his peripheral wanderings and then was damned to the periphery for 
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his actions beyond the pale of  societal allowance. 

 Byron writes to Murray at length on the matter of  acquiring proper typesets and letterpress for the 

publication of  an Armenian Grammar to which he is contributing. Among the works of  the Armenians, he 

finds that there have been translations made from lost Greek originals. He suggests that they are published 

for Oxford and Cambridge. It behoves Byron to attempt to further the study of  these works as they were 

“taken up with great ardour by some literary Frenchmen in Buonaparte's time.”187 

 All the while, Byron is actually not directly translating anything from Armenian into English, but 

rather working with some of  the monks to take the Armenian which they have translated into Italian and 

then further translate it into English.188 Translation is inherently political. Translation represents the coming 

together and communication between two languages, and moreover two cultures. The political bent is 

found by considering who is the authority undertaking the translation. How do the language communities 

view the other? From which language and culture does the translator owe allegiance? Are there cultural 

contexts that defy the translation process and remain unique to a particular cultural understanding? 

 Translation can often be a revisionist history, a truly invented outsider tradition, and a 

misunderstood foreigner. Translation is the force by which the identified nation can be known to that 

which it is not. It is the lens of  the outsider, but for it to be known to the outsider the lens necessarily 

distorts that subject nation. 

 Byron was not free from putting his own bent on the works that he was translating and placing 

them in a context for his audience. The Intended Preface to the Armenian Grammar that was found 

among Byron's papers, starts as an account of  how he came to be associated with the project and ends 

with a rousing nationalist announcement of  the Biblical centrality of  Armenian amongst the languages 

shriven from the Tower of  Babel. Byron writes: 
These men are the priesthood of  an oppressed and a noble nation, which has partaken of  the proscription and 
bondage of  the Jews and of  the Greeks, without the sullenness of  the former or the servility of  the latter. This people 
has attained riches without usury, and all the honours that can be awarded to slavery without intrigue. But they have 
long occupied, nevertheless, a part of  “the House of  Bondage,” who has lately multiplied her many mansions. It would 
be difficult, perhaps, to find the annals of  a nation less stained with crimes than those of  the Armenians, whose virtues 
have been those of  peace, and their vices those of  compulsion. But whatever may have been their destiny – and it has 
been bitter – whatever it may be in the future, their country must ever be one of  the most interesting on the globe; and 
perhaps their language only requires to be more studied to become more attractive. If  the Scriptures are rightly 
understood, it was in Armenia that Paradise was placed – Armenia, which has paid as dearly as the descendants of  
Adam for that fleeting participation of  its soil in the happiness of  him who was created from its dust. It was in 
Armenia that the flood first abated, and the dove alighted. But with the disappearance of  Paradise itself  may be dated 
almost the unhappiness of  the country; for though long a powerful kingdom, it was scarcely ever an independent one, 
and the Satraps of  Persia and the Pachas of  Turkey have alike desolated the region where God created man in his own 
image.189 

Byron identifies the strongest claims that the Armenians had for the legitimacy of  their nation in the eyes 
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of  foreigner nations. It is a translation of  their national assets. They had a direct claim to Biblical Genesis 

as Byron locates Paradise and reestablishment of  Man after the flood within the realm of  Armenia. They 

become the originators of  mankind and their language is something that only requires more study to be as 

attractive as any ancient Greek or Latin. Their region is, however, less a paradise since the loss of  Eden and 

more a place of  shared suffering that solidifies nations, not unlike the Jews and Greeks. They have virtues 

as a nation in direct contrast to the stereotypes of  Greeks and Jews. Also, alike at least to the Greeks in 

their history with Persians and Ottomans, their kingdom while not often sovereign was still legitimate 

because of  its lasting history (though Biblical instead of  Classical like the Greeks). Most interestingly 

though, Byron identifies national destiny. Byron fashions Armenia as a nation of  potential, while the book 

that he for which he is writing the preface would serve to constitute the translation by which other nations 

might know the Armenians. Byron does not only attempt to be an obscurantist on the periphery of  

Europe, but also attempts a reinvention of  the boundaries of  Europe and the national fevers that 

legitimate its constituents. He aim is to remind the wider European readership of  the Genesis of  European 

religion, such a fundamental aspect of  national identity, and thereby recenter the whole of  Europe. His 

fondness for the Orient and pretensions to be a hybrid of  it and the Occident, serve as the archetypical 

nationalist encompassing one more nation within the cosmopolitan fold. He is converting an 'Other' into 

another nation. Byron's attempt to bring the babble of  this pre-Babel nation to an audience of  already 

established European nations is preamble to the future international world. 

 
9. France 
9.1 - The Napoleon Buonaparte of  Noel Byron 
 
The French nation was struggling to define itself  and mend the rifts between disparate Provincial 

peripherals and Parisian metropole, between patois pays and linguistically standardized French, between 

traditional monarchical decentralization and revolutionary innovation. For the purpose of  efficiency, the 

modernization of  France demanded the trust of  citizens in the state and each other, and ideally this would 

come through the commonalities afforded by a shared national identity. A strong centralized revolutionary 

and then Napoleonic state quantified the nation by measurement and mapping for the purposes of  defence 

and rule. Until these innovations and even for a long time after them, most of  the French nation was 

oblivious to its boundaries and geography, let alone to unifying historical figures like Joan of  Arc or 

Charlemagne. These were figures that would be written into the history of  the French nation later. 

 To create and innovate, Napoleon oversaw change directly. Napoleon first brought together the 

Conseil d'État which consisted of  men of  greatest talent often previously at odds with one another. The 

lasting institutions that he implemented, namely the Civil Code, the Concordat, the Legion of  Honour, and 
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the National Bank, were much needed modernizations of  the state apparatus.190 Probably under the latent 

influence of  Voltaire, Napoleon provided the people with a religion through the Concordat reached with 

the new Pope in 1801. Additionally, the Revolutionary principles became regularized throughout the 

French holdings with the Civil Code, the Code Napoléon. Individual freedoms, protection of  property, and a 

secularized state all became the standard after 1804.191  While the implementation of  these changes 

stemmed from Napoleon's personal influence, they would be more lasting than his shortened reign. 

 Conquest by Napoleon's armies saw much more than just French speaking territories fall under the 

his rule. As noted above, even the notion of  a French speaking France was problematic at this time. Even 

as the French dominions had the Civil Code and Napoleonic administration placed upon them, the French 

language was less prevalent in 1812 than it had been in the 1750s.192 Vernaculars solidified just as those 

French expressions were carried to annexed subject and allied territories by French forces with a directive 

from Napoleon to educate them in French.193 The French Empire was not the empires of  old, but rather a 

“federation, ruled by France, but without any notion of  nationality or 'natural' frontiers.”194 It was the 

“negation of  nationality”195 and these peoples felt the otherness of  their new rulers. As the French 

annexed these peoples, they also freed those peoples of  their old masters and gave them the tools of  

revolutionary self-rule. Contrasting themselves to the French civic zeal, the likes of  Holland, Germany, and 

Italy embraced their cultural difference and used this as a basis for nation. 

 For all his imposition of  a civic nation upon peoples, Napoleon failed to consider the power of  

cultural nationalism. He was not able to harness it, nor was he able to withstand it. Like Byron, Napoleon 

had early on read Rousseau and this had endeared him to that romantic way of  thinking. Also like Byron, 

he had read Voltaire and had an enlightened distrust for the whims of  the people. Byron felt that he 

understood Napoleon and even at the apex of  his fame Byron found time to reflect upon the Emperor. In 

his journal kept between 1813 and 1814, Byron often commented upon the plight of  Napoleon. 

November 17th of  1813 saw Byron record the following passage: 
What strange tidings from that Anakim of  anarchy – Buonaparte! Ever since I defended my bust of  him at Harrow 
against the rascally time-servers, when the war broke out in 1803, he has been a Héros de Roman of  mine – on the 
Continent; I don't want him here. But I don't like those same flights – leaving of  armies, etc., etc. I am sure when I 
fought for his bust at school, I did not think he would run away from himself. But I should not wonder if  he banged 
them yet. To be beat by men would be something; but by three stupid, legitimate-old-dynasty boobies of  regular-bred 
sovereigns – O-hone-a-rie! - O-hone-a-rie!196 

As alluded to in the above, Byron had successfully petitioned to keep his bust of  Napoleon while at 
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Harrow school and felt great pride in this feat. Napoleon represented the age's romantic hero and 

ascendant giant who could upset the old order so as to create a new one. Much as Napoleon himself  was a 

child of  Enlightenment scientific rationalism, he was also shaped by the Romantic age. As Napoleon 

matured, he set aside his Romantic affectations, but the extreme of  his ambition remained.197 It was the 

coalescing of  Romantic ambition and Enlightened despotism that enabled Napoleon to rise up and restore 

direction to the Revolution, for France and then for a great deal of  Europe. Even as Napoleon levelled 

monarchies and innovated with meritocratic principles, he himself  treated with friend and foe as though 

they were all subservient and none nearing equal.198 When it came to what he was creating in the stead of  

the old regimes, Napoleon had a blind spot that failed to register the force of  nationalism. 

 Surprisingly, for all Byron's sympathies with a variety of  nations and downtrodden people, he could 

understand Napoleon's mistrust of  the masses. Writing at midnight on 18 February 1814, he wrote an 

epistle, burned it, read for a while, and then put pen to paper to form the following: 
Napoleon! - this week will decide his fate. All seems against him; but I believe and hope he will win – at least, beat back 
the invaders. What right have we to prescribe sovereigns to France? Oh for a Republic! “Brutus, thou sleepest.” 
Hobhouse abounds in continental anecdotes of  this extraordinary man; all in favour of  his intellect and courage, but 
against his bonhommie. No wonder; - how should he, who knows mankind well, do other than despise and abhor them? 
The greater the equality, the more impartially evil is distributed, and becomes lighter by the division among so many – 
therefore, a Republic! 
More notes from Madame de Stael unanswered – and so they shall remain. I admire her abilities, but really her society is 
overwhelming – an avalanche that buries one in glittering nonsense – all snow and sophistry.199 

As Byron identifies, the belligerents rallied against Napoleon were many by this point and with the failure 

of  the Russian campaign the French were in full retreat. Byron asserts his belief  in the sovereignty of  

states to represent their nation and asserts his esteem for the classical reintroduction of  republican 

principles to Europe. Byron extends knowing sympathy for Napoleon's being characterized as 

misanthropic and aloof  from the rest of  mankind. Byron was often characterized as hostile to the public, 

and from the experiences of  the revolution Napoleon became diffident towards parliaments and the will 

of  the public. 

 The references about bonhommie and Madame de Stael incidentally present themselves for a 

discussion of  the single greatest French contemporary influence on Byron beside Napoleon. Two months 

earlier in the same journal, Byron had commented on Lady Melbourne being asked by Mme de Stael 

whether Byron had any bonhommie, or geniality. Byron asserted that the two of  them had become “now very 

good friends” even though she had told Byron's sometimes mistress Caroline Lamb of  Byron “C'est un 

démon.”200 Madame de Stael was an exile from France whose literary works had challenged Napoleon's 

annexation and stifling of  the Italian and German cultural nations. It would later be at the chateau of  Mme 
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de Stael on Lake Geneva that Byron's cosmopolitan circle would include Italians who in turn would arouse 

his interest in an Italian national movement.201 

 That was well after Napoleon's fall from power, a fall that Byron reflected on in detail. Napoleon 

had allowed the taking of  Paris and his generals were not prepared to attempt retaking it, so Napoleon was 

left only to abdicate. Byron's journal of  the time marked this moment with a despairing tone on 9 April, 

1814: 
I mark this day! 
Napoleon Buonaparte has abdicated the throne of  the world. “Excellent well.” Methinks Sylla did better; for he 
revenged and resigned in the height of  his sway, red with the slaughter of  his foes – the finest instance of  glorious 
contempt of  the rascals upon record. Dioclesian did well too – Amurath not amiss, had he become aught except a 
dervise – Charles the Fifth but so so – but Napoleon, worst of  all. What! wait till they were in his capital, and then talk 
of  his readiness to give up what is already gone!! “What whining monk art thou – what holy cheat?” 'Sdeath! - 
Dionysius at Corinth was yet a king to this. The “Isle of  Elba” to retire to! - Well – if  it had been Caprea, I should have 
marvelled less. “I see men's minds are but a parcel of  their fortunes.” I am utterly bewildered and confounded. 
I don't know – but I think I, even I (an insect compared with this creature), have set my life on casts not a millionth 
part of  this man's. But, after all, a crown may be not worth dying for. Yet, to outlive Lodi for this!!! Oh that Juvenal and 
Johnson could rise from the dead! Expende – quot libris in duce summo invenies? I knew they were light in the balance of  
mortality; but I thought their living dust weighed more carats. Alas! this imperial diamond hath a flaw in it, and is now 
hardly fit to stick in a glazier's pencil: the pen of  the historian won't rate it worth a ducat. 
Psha! “something too much of  this.” But I won't give him up even now; though all his admirers have, “like the thanes, 
fallen from him.”202 

The allusions are many in this passage, such is Byron's tendency to draw from history in order to invent 

spectacle and drama.203 In many ways the actions of  Napoleon feel like a betrayal to Byron and all the 

possible historical precedents to which Napoleon might have aspired. Despite this, Byron finishes by still 

supporting Napoleon. 

 Byron was disappointed and it showed publicly at this time his Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte which was 

first scribbled on the 10 April and was then published six days later.204 Byron's correspondence with 

Murray refers to additional stanzas and revisions through subsequent editions which must have left the 

author in ill temper. The first epigram he uses to open his work is the same selection from Juvenal as seen 

in his above journal entry. It juxtaposes the plight of  Hannibal to the recent calamities to have befallen 
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Napoleon. The second epigram is an excerpt from Gibbon which compares Napoleon's abdication with 

that of  the Emperor Nepos. The poem itself  consists of  a condemnation of  Napoleon's abandonment of  

power in exchange for his life. Mourning the fact that Napoleon did not martyr himself  against the tyranny 

of  old monarchies, Byron does not actually see the next logical step as nationalism but rather clings to 

allusions of  enlightened leadership for a universal mankind. Mirroring Napoleon, Byron ignores the affect 

of  the Grand Empire upon agitated nationalities. The experiment in a future nation rooted in present glory 

and instilled civic duty has failed, most especially because that story so utterly failed with the inglorious and 

human abdication of  its seeming superhuman protagonist. 

 Much as Byron's Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte expresses his disappointment in what the Emperor did 

instead of  what he could have done, it finishes on a note that resonates as his exploration of  the future of  

nations and nationalism. Napoleon brought out Byron's enlightenment side, specifically the hope for an 

enlightened nation that would be one formed of  civic responsibility and political empowerment. However, 

Napoleon also appealed to Byron's romantic side in the means taken to that end, specifically the 

investment of  power in a enlightened leader. Much as Byron's Ode bemoaned the present for Napoleon's 

choice to abdicate, Byron need not look far into the past to find both a precursor that was successful and 

inspired the French experiment: The American Revolution and its hero, Washington. Byron's last stanza of  

the Ode marks out the legacy of  that leader: 
 Where may the wearied eye repose 
  When gazing on the Great; 
 Where neither guilty glory glows, 
  Nor despicable state? 
 Yes – one – the first – the last – the best –   
 The Cincinnatus of  the West, 
  Whom envy dared not hate, 
 Bequeath'd the name of  Washington, 
 To make man blush there was but one!205 
The state created by Washington and the American Revolutionaries is, to Byron, the typological precursor 

to what Napoleon attempted. There is a high compliment paid to Washington with Byron attributing to 

him the virtue of  the Roman dictator Cincinnatus who retired his power when Rome was safe from 

invasion. It mirrors many of  the historical allusions that Byron makes in his 9 April journal entry. And the 

final line again finds that disappointed tone, lamenting that Napoleon could not live up to the enlightened 

precedents established by the American Revolutionaries and their leader. The Americans had retrieved the 

virtues of  Republican Rome for the directing of  their nation to the future, but 'man' as a species had failed 

in not being able to replicate it with France. In a way, Byron recognizes that as much as he might try to 

blame Napoleon for his choice in abdicating to preserve himself, it was the efforts of  the rest of  Europe 

against Napoleon that made the choice for him. 
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 So it was that the rest of  Britain's jubilation on the defeat of  Napoleon was not shared by Byron. 

His Ode said as much. So sick of  the constant reminder of  his hopes dashed was Byron that on 19 April, 

he concluded his journal with the following entry: 
There is ice at both poles, north and south – all extremes are the same – misery belongs to the highest and lowest only, 
to the emperor and the beggar, when unsixpenced and unthroned. There is, to be sure, a damned insipid medium – an 
equinoctial line – no one knows where, except upon maps and measurement. 
 “And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
 The way to dusty death.” 
I will keep no further journal of  that same hesternal torch-light; and, to prevent me from returning, like a dog, to the 
vomit of  memory, I tear out the remaining leaves of  this volume, and write, in Ipecacuanha, - “that the Bourbons are 
restored!!!” - “Hang up philosophy.” To be sure, I have long despised myself  and man, but I never spat in the face of  
my species before - “O fool! I shall go mad.”206 

For Byron, fame was as much a misery as its antithesis obscurity, and he shared with Napoleon all the woes 

and miseries of  fame. Again falling back to a quote from Macbeth, this time the titular character's final 

soliloquy, Byron gives up trying to make sense of  such a senseless and depressing world. His disgust is 

transferred to the physical journal in which he kept his thoughts, quitting the thing by tearing out pages and 

invoking the popular emetic of  the time, Ipecacuanha, to keep him from the “vomit of  memory.” The 

headlines of  the day, Bourbon restoration, lead Byron to summon up lines from two more Shakespearean 

tragedies, Romeo and Juliet and King Lear, between which lies his conclusion: he feels that he cannot reconcile 

himself  to the whole of  mankind anymore. Such was the connection that Byron felt for Napoleon and his 

exploits, that he became frustrated beyond being able to conduct introspection anymore in the form of  his 

journal. 

 Byron's epistolary output would not suffer the same fate as his journal, though he would for the 

most part continue to avoid any commentary on his fallen icon, Napoleon. The day after closing his 

journal, Byron wrote to Moore in response to a previous letter. He vented to Moore his frustrations and 

his inability to compose any worthwhile writing. His ire was raised because: “At present writing, Louis the 

Gouty is wheeling in triumph into Piccadilly, in all the pomp and rabblement of  royalty.” Byron went on to 

recount that he did not acquire seats for the procession because he had seen the equally impressive sight of  

a Sultan going to Mosque. Drawing this comparison, Byron insinuates that the monarchy restored to 

France is nothing more than another ruthless despotism over a servile people, no better than the Ottomans 

over the Greeks and worse because it is “the Most Christian King” over fellow Christians. As a means of  

concluding his thoughts on the subject, Byron quips that he “should not dislike to see the place where he 

had reigned, shortly after the second revolution, and a happy sovereignty of  two months, the last six weeks 

being civil war.” And though it would not yet be the second revolution, it would not be long until war again 

took away the reign of  the Bourbons in France. 

 Napoleon would remain removed from power and politics until his escape from Elba in February 
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1815 and return to Paris with reunited army in tow on 20 March, 1815. With this news, Byron took back all 

his condemnations of  Buonaparte, at least those that could be rescinded. Since he had published his Ode 

and some other minor poems on the abdication of  Napoleon, Byron could no more recall all the sold 

copies as could he change history to remain true to his published words. 

 In his letter to Moore of  27 March, Byron urges his friend that if  he wishes to know his “real 

thoughts this time last year” on Napoleon he should look “to the last pages of  the Journal I gave you.”207 

History recently made has a tendency to be elusive and surprising, as Byron found firsthand with his 

premature condemnations of  Napoleon that did not anticipate his return to war, albeit brief  thought that 

would prove to be. Continuing to examine this letter to Moore, in the next part Byron realizes this and 

provides an anecdote that reinforces his understanding of  his mistake and the ubiquitous likelihood of  

exceptions to grand theories in history. Byron continues: 
I can forgive the rogue for utterly falsifying every line of  mine Ode – which I take to be the last and uttermost stretch 
of  human magnanimity. Do you remember the story of  a certain Abbé, who wrote a treatise on the Swedish 
Constitution and proved it indissoluble and eternal? Just as he had corrected the last sheet, news came that Gustavus 
III had destroyed the immortal government. 'Sir,' quoth the Abbé, 'the King of  Sweden may overthrow the constitution, 
but not my book!' I think of the Abbé, but not with him.208 

The Abbé in question was Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, who, as Byron indicated, wrote history with a 

confirmation bias that was not even phased with cognitive dissonance when reality proved his theories 

utterly false. That Byron does not side with the Abbé is important, as it shows that he recognizes that 

books and the history they represent are not immutable, but rather part of  a dialogue forever in the 

present. The case of  Napoleon as culprit is just another lesson that Byron learns about how malleable the 

future is to those who harness popular imagination to their causes. As Byron finishes this letter to Moore, 

he writes: “Nothing ever so disappointed me as his abdication, and nothing could have reconciled me to 

him but some such revival as his recent exploit; though no one could anticipate such a complete and 

brilliant renovation.”209 The meteoric change in trajectory for Napoleon's story is just the type of  drama 

that excites Byron's sympathies. 

 This also raises the issue of  Napoleon's dictatorial bent and Byron's continued sympathy for him. 

Napoleon was, after all, a self-proclaimed emperor. How could Byron reconcile this? As Stock points out, 

Byron could see in Napoleon the “kingly arrogance” but also the will of  “'free' government” and this 

created an “ambiguous presentation of  Napoleon” for Byron.210 With Napoleon's final defeat, Byron 

would write Ode from the French and have it published in the Morning Chronicle of  15 March, 1816. Again, 

Stock sees this poem as essential to answering how Byron saw Napoleon in the grand scheme of  the 
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European tradition of  freedom. Byron's reasoning in the poem is that France is twice taught the lesson that 

thrones are not an assurance of  safety, but rather the safety of  any state lies in equal rights and laws. We 

might further and nuance this argument of  Byron, by looking to his letters right after the event. 

 With the finality of  Waterloo and the taking of  Paris, Byron quipped to Moore in a letter of  7 July 

1815 that “I presume it [Paris], for the future, will have an anniversary capture.”211 And though it comes as 

a sardonic jest from Byron, there is grave weight to the observation. While at once commenting upon how 

prone Paris had been to being the heart of  agitation and new thinking, it also condemns these outbursts to 

succumbing to the forces that would quash such progress. Byron continues the letter by confirming these 

feelings by stating that “Every hope of  a republic is over, and we must go on under the old system.”212 To 

Byron, and to Stock's idea of  a tradition of  European freedom as espoused by Byron, this seems to 

indicate again that Byron sees the culmination of  the Napoleonic Wars as a setback for “hope for a 

republic” that hearkens back to that history of  European freedom. Though the republic of  Byron's dreams 

and the Empire of  Napoleon's making were not to be, the legacy of  the revolutionary and Napoleonic 

wars would remain and shape the future French nation. 

 
10. Germany 
10.1 The Byronic Hero and Friendship with Faust 
 
Byron being party to both the Enlightenment and the Romantic camps meant that he could appreciate the 

nation-building and national awakening. While the French Revolution and Napoleon had built the French 

nation through enlightened principles which then led to nationalism of  the civic sort, Germany 

experienced a national awakening that rejected the universality of  enlightened principles and instead 

supplanted them with romantic notions of  the cultural and linguistic identity. 

 There is great theatre in nationalism. A good national history has stories that engage the 

imagination of  the people who will identify themselves as that nation. Yet, there must be some room for 

personal interpretation in any good story for it to appeal to a great number. There must be a framework 

upon which successive generations can build. 

 Part of  the success of  Byron's works was his ability to take fragments of  history and create new 

works with them. Whether it be refashioning the tale of  Don Juan for his contemporary audience or 

drawing together fragments of  contemporary culture in Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Byron was always rooting 

through the cultures of  Europe for inspiration. He loved the theatre of  nationalism, as evidenced by his 

portrait in Albanian dress, and also theatre in general, as evidenced by his sitting on a subcommittee for the 

Drury Lane Theatre Royal, obsessive praise for stage actor Edmund Kean, and patronage of  La Scala in 
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Milan. Byron loved spectacle, even though Byron's oeuvre contains many plays and he was always quick to 

protest that they were not fit for the stage, being romantic closet dramas. 

 Following in the vein of  many of  his other works, titular protagonists like Manfred, Sardanapalus, 

and Cain were fraught with the burden of  inescapable damnation and a resolute sense of  principled 

opposition.  There is an interpretation of  Manfred that can be made in which it is seen as a semi-

autobiographical and almost confessional work in which Byron alludes to an affair with his half-sister 

Augusta. Written in 1817 when he was just recently fled from Britain in the wake of  such rumours, Byron's 

work begins upon the premise of  Manfred having committed a past unforgivable crime with a loved entity 

named Astarte. Yet, the poem then entertains the reader through various supernatural entities that Manfred 

attempts to master in his vain search to restore his world. Even when dying at the end of  the drama, 

Manfred does not submit to the supernatural entities or to the salvation offered through confession to the 

monk attending him. More than being merely autobiographical and another iteration of  the Byronic Hero, 

Manfred shares many themes with the 1808 Faust of  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 

 These two preeminent authors in their respective languages actually began to share a 

correspondence in the years of  Byron's exile in continental Europe. Byron had actually formed an a mutual 

acquaintance of  Goethe's when he met regularily with August Wilhelm von Schlegel at Coppet, the home 

of  Madame de Staël, throughout 1816. Byron then initiated the exchange by intending to dedicate Marino 

Faliero to Goethe and sending notice of  this through his publisher, Murray. The letter, written in October 

of  1820, is self-admittedly flippant, derides the other prominent English Laker poets, provides some 

humour about Goethe's The Sorrows of  Young Werther being responsible for more suicides than beautiful 

women and more deaths than Napoleon, and finally some utterances about the place of  a poet like Goethe 

in relation to the nation. Byron tells Goethe: “My principal object in addressing you was to testify my 

sincere respect and admiration of  a man, who, for half  a century, has led the literature of  a great nation, 

and will go down to posterity as the first literary Character of  his Age.”213 This illustrates Byron's esteem 

for literature as part of  the national entity. Furthermore, Byron continues to praise Goethe in relation to 

European national literatures and notifies him of  his intention of  dedicating the enclosed Marino Faliero to 

him: “Considering you, as I really and warmly do, in common with all your own, and with most other 

nations, to be by far the first literary Character which has existed in Europe since the death of  Voltaire, I 

felt, and feel, desirous to inscribe to you the following work.”214 Byron's placing of  Goethe within the 

context of  literary nations who read not just their own, but other nations as well, is telling of  the ubiquity 

with which national reification parades through correspondence between preeminent poets like Byron and 

Goethe. 
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 The dedications for both Byron's 1821 Sardanapalus and 1822 Werner would also honour Goethe. In 

August of  1823, Byron's tenth canto of  Don Juan would traverse Germany, which is described in terms of  a 

ruin that transports one back to a previous time: 
And thence through Berlin, Dresden, and the like, 
Until he reached the castellated Rhine;— 
Ye glorious Gothic scenes! how much ye strike 
All phantasies, not even excepting mine: 
A gray wall, a green ruin, rusty pike,  
Make my soul pass the equinoctial line 
Between the present and past worlds, and hover 
Upon their airy confine, half-seas-over.215 

This transportation based on ruins is similarly invoked by Byron in Manfred as the opening soliloquy by the 

titular protagonist in the final scene of  the final act: 
I learn'd the language of  another world. 
I do remember me, that in my youth, 
When I was wandering,-- upon such a night 
I stood within the Coloseum's wall, 
Midst the chief  relics of  almighty Rome. 
[...] But the gladiators' bloody Circus stands, 
A noble wreck in ruinous perfection! 
While Caesar's chambers, and the Augustan halls 
Grovel on earth in indistinct decay. – 
And thou didst shine, thou rolling moon, upon 
All this, and cast a wide and tender light, 
Which soften'd down the hoar austerity 
Of  rugged desolation, and fill'd up, 
As 'twere anew, the gaps of  centuries;          
Leaving that beautiful which still was so, 
And making that which was not,216 

Whether it be “glorious Gothic scenes” or “relics of  almighty Rome” there is a power that Byron invests in 

the skeletal remains of  past societies. These ruins are a frame upon which can be built the idea of  the 

nation. The mind has the ability to imagine and extrapolate these buildings to their former glory, and 

attribute to them more modern functions. This is a practical way that nationalism utilizes such sites to 

engage the imagination of  their populous. 

 Byron's postscript to his letter of  1820 to Goethe mentions his discovery of  a literary classification 

in Germany and Italy, which is not present at the time in England, between 'Classical' and 'Romantic' 

literature. Byron attributes this to his disdain for anything other than the classical, but in actuality, as the 

above two passages illustrate, Byron transcends such debates through employing the lens of  nations and 

nationalism to engage with the past. Classical, Gothic, Romantic, or even something more exotic, the past 

of  a culture is merely another scene with which to connect to his audience for a poet such as Byron. To 

culminate, we might refer to a 1827 letter between the two literary paragons Goethe and Sir Walter Scott, 

in which the former ruminates upon the posthumous impact that Byron had upon the world: “Can I 
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remember that such a man in his youth made himself  acquainted with my writings, and even (unless I have 

been misinformed) introduced them in part to the knowledge of  his own nation, and yet defer any longer, 

at my now very advanced years, to express my sense of  such an honour?”217 For men like Byron, Goethe, 

and Scott, the existence of  the nation was self-evident and the public should know not just their purported 

literature, but also the literature of  the world. An education in the readings of  many national literatures 

only bolsters the reification of  a world in which nations are the model empowered with classifying. 

 
12. The Future of  Liberty 
12.1 - The Political Bent of  Poetry 
 
Though Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage and Turkish Tales might have been all the rave for his reading 

public, and though they may well have their fair share of  invocations of  nations, it was in Don Juan that 

Byron found his voice most powerfully and in Don Juan that Byron's politics are shown most strongly 

through the spectacle of  a tour of  nations. When packaging his first two cantos of  Juan to Murray, Byron 

responds to Murray's previous correspondence, “So you and Mr. Foscolo, &c. want me to undertake what 

you call a ‘great work?’ an Epic Poem, I suppose, or some such pyramid.”218 Even in light of  his previous 

works, Byron saw his most influential works ahead of  him: 
Is Childe Harold nothing? You have so many ‘divine’ poems, is it nothing to have written a Human one? without any of  
your worn-out machinery. Why, man, I could have spun the thoughts of  the Four Cantos of  that poem into twenty, had 
I wanted to book-make, and its passion into as many modern tragedies. Since you want length, you shall have enough of  
Juan, for I’ll make 50 Cantos.219 

To Byron, creating a magnum opus of  particular English flavour is not in keeping with his intentions, and 

the wayward journeying of  Juan allows Byron to explore the world with his writing and comment on the 

many ways in which the nation is politically imagined. Though Byron would only end up writing seventeen 

cantos for Juan and would leave the poem unfinished, it's satire and style fix it as one of  his preeminent 

political pieces. 

 The voice of  the narrator in Juan, ostensibly the voice of  Byron, is the vehicle that drives the satire.  

He convinces us of  the power of  words to affect their readership: 
But words are things, and a small drop of  ink, 
Falling like dew, upon a thought, produces 
That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think; 
’Tis strange, the shortest letter which man uses 
Instead of  speech, may form a lasting link 
Of  ages; to what straits old Time reduces 
Frail man, when paper—even a rag like this, 
Survives himself, his tomb, and all that’s his!220 
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The power of  words to influence is combined with the effects of  time. That word can have such lasting 

impact behoves us in the present to be responsible with the way that we employ the precedents of  the past. 

In looking to the past, the nation is made complicit by Byron in the ongoing political struggle for liberty: 
Leonidas and Washington, 
Whose every battle-field is holy ground, 
Which breathes of  nations saved, not worlds undone. 
How sweetly on the ear such echoes sound! 
While the mere victor’s may appal or stun 
The servile and the vain, such names will be 
A watchword till the future shall be free.221 

Byron's political commentary through the voice of  his Juan narrator takes many forms: personal attacks 

upon the overweight George IV in relation to the starving Irish subjects, Wellington's negative impact 

upon the post-Waterloo European nations because of  the restoration of  the Ancien Régime despots, and 

even declarations that national freedom coming from the people's trust in their apparatus of 

government.222 

 The end result of  works like Don Juan, which combine popular appeal with political programme, is 

an engaging of  the readership in the designs of  the author. In the case of  Don Juan, as is the case in so 

much of  Byron's works, the politics of  freedom and liberty are construed with nationalism and the 

integrity of  sovereign nations. The readers of  Byron had been acculturated into a belief  in the nation, and 

Byron uses this reification of  nation by way of  attaching liberty and sovereignty to it. And as Byron asserts, 

“words are things” and they do have the potential to make “thousands, perhaps millions, think.” 

 
PART 6: Conclusion 

13. Concluding Remarks 
13.1 - The Formative Influence of  Education 
 
The process by which nations are understood in the time of  Lord Byron is fundamentally drawn from the 

way by which formative education is inculcated. State controlled institutions of  formal education serve 

more by way of  socialization to the current demands of  state and familiarization with the peers who share 

status in society. All rote language skills learned in school enable the individual to pursue readings into the 

past and develop an appreciation of  precedents. A time of  travel is finally undertaken in which the 

individual encounters the diversity of  the world and the differences which will serve to help them chart 

new courses for their homeland upon their return. 

 The assumption underpinning all of  this process of  reification is the existence of  literatures and 

readings of  the vernacular. When reading and writing begins to spread, the means of  communicating 

commonalities also spreads. The more popular writings are such because they are chosen by a reading 
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public. A readership for the poet or writer provides agency in the process of  describing the world as it is, as 

it was, and as it might be. In thus engaging the minds of  the readership, these poets enter into a feedback 

process based on the reaction that each of  their works receive. It is this write and response relationship 

that forms the basis of  realizing what nations there are and what defines them. 

 
13.2 - Individualism and Identification: Nation Reified, Nationality Invoked 
 
It does not matter how much literary output a set of  nationalists provide in the vernacular of  the nation 

that they purport to represent, so long as that nation, and the greater world, is uninterested in reading it. 

For a nation to be reified, to be identified, there must be an audience to accepts the presupposed nation. 

Nationalist literature and programmes which fail to engage the collective imagination of  the present 

populace that comprises that nation will ultimately not sell, not become canon, and not enter into the wider 

international parlance. As Byron himself  described the potential of  Don Juan's first two cantos upon 

submitting them to Murray for publishing, “The poem will please, if  it is lively; if  it is stupid, it will 

fail[.]”223 

 The critical departure that this paper argues in contrast to the majority of  previous literature on 

nations and nationalism is that while these scholars suppose that it is enough for the literature and social 

structure to exist, they in so doing ignore the importance of  the nation and nationalism being reified 

through popular acceptance.224 This paper examines that process and practice, defining it through a model 

of  education and acculturation. This also departs from previous research on Byron and politics which 

either take differing perspectives outside of  nations and nationalism,225 or only consider his posthumous 

impact as a precursor of  nationalist programming at the detriment of  his actual conceptualizing and 

actualizing of  national identification. 

 The written word has the power to disseminate itself, first to a community that shares the language 

in which it is written, and later to the rest of  the globe through translation and the efforts of  nationally 

acculturated cosmopolitans. Poets and creative types are essential to the reification of  nationalism and are 

drawn to the ideology of  nationalism because poets can work with the implication of  a world of  difference 

to create drama and spectacle. A world that eschews culture in favour of  universalism leaves very little 

room for variety and creativity. The poets who espouse nationalism are essential to engaging the populace 

in believing in and thereby reifying a world made up of  creatively comprised national entities. Invoking the 

nation for a poet is a wonderful opportunity because, when the feedback loop is positive, it brings pride to 

those who form that nation and it intrigues all outside others to learn about the uniqueness of  that nation, 

                                                 
223Byron 2009, vol. 4, letter #1014 of 6 April, 1819. 
224As previously noted in Section 1.2. 
225As previously noted, Kelsall and Stock. 
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thereby inveigling them into recognizing said nation. When Byron described the actions of  the nationalist 

Italian Carbonari movement as “the very poetry of  politics,”226 he was describing the mass appeal that 

nationalism had as a practice and the momentary power it could harness, just as Byron's poetry had 

appealed and harnessed such mass appreciation. The appeal is the mode by which the power can subtly be 

harnessed. The rise of  a public that can be roused by national sentiments only comes when that public can 

read and chooses to read and continue to read about entities called nations. Lord Byron's life represents a 

crucial moment in the process of  nations and nationalism being realized as a worldview of  increasing 

significance to the governance of  Europe and the World.

                                                 
226Byron 2009, vol. 5, p. 123. Entry of 18 Feb., 1821. 
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	Hobsbawm specifically identifies a "dual revolution - the rather more political French and the industrial (British) revolution,"1F  and it is this divided nature of this Age of Revolution that we might continue to elaborate upon.

